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Health and Safety
Zero harm goal: Taking care of our employees,
contractors and the community is our
license to operate.

Environmentally Sustainable
Core to our culture: Our technology, operations
and people support a global decarbonization
and greener future.

Profitable Growth
Accretive returns: Capture growth at value
for our shareowners.

LICY At-A-Glance

2016

Founded by
Tim Johnston and
Ajay Kochhar

#1

Leading in lithium-ion battery
recycling and resource
recovery in North America1

2021
Publicly listed
in August
(NYSE: LICY)

250+

Our Vision and Strategy
Li-Cycle is at the intersection of
three broad and accelerating trends
that we believe are key drivers for
successful movement toward a
zero-carbon economy: the
electric vehicle revolution;
sustainability with emphasis
on a circular economy; and
localized investments in
battery production to establish
and grow domestic supply of
strategic battery materials.

EV Revolution

Domestic
Supply of
		 Battery
			 Materials

Our vision is to leverage our innovative and scalable Spoke & Hub Technologies™
integrated network to provide a safer, customer-centric and economically
viable solution, while creating an environmentally sustainable supply of
critical battery materials.
Our strategy is to grow in lockstep with the electrification battery supply
chain, primarily focused on North America and Europe and opportunistically
in Asia Pacific. We have established key strategic and commercial supply and
off-take partnerships with global leaders in the electric vehicle and lithiumion battery ecosystem, including battery manufacturers and automotive and
transportation original equipment manufacturers (OEMs).

Our Integrated Spoke & Hub TechnologiesTM Network
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Spoke & Hub
Integrated Network2
7 Spokes and 1 Hub
in North America and Europe by 2023

Based on installed permitted capacity for lithium-ion battery recycling
measured in tonnes per year
2
Spokes expected to total 65,000 tonnes of lithium-ion battery processing
capacity/year including four operational in 2022 and three in 2023; Hub
expected to be 35,000 tonnes black mass processing capacity/year or 90,000
lithium-ion battery tonnes equivalent/year or 18 gigawatt-hours, with
commissioning in 2023
1

Investment Highlights
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainable Closed Loop Recycling Solution
Proven & Patented Technology
Commercially Contracted & Ready to Scale
Robust and Integrated Customer Network
Growing Electrified Market
Regulatory Tailwinds
High Barriers to Entry
Leadership Experience
Compensation Tied to Execution

ESG

Black Mass
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We have pioneered what we believe to be an innovative hydrometallurgical
processing method with our IP-protected Spoke & Hub Technologies™, a
sustainable and lower-cost alternative to energy-intensive pyrometallurgical
processing and traditional mining methods. At our Spokes, we recycle
battery manufacturing scrap and end-of-life batteries to produce black
mass. At our Hubs, we will process black mass to produce critical batterygrade materials, including nickel sulphate, lithium carbonate, and
cobalt sulphate.
Our Spoke & Hub Technologies™ two-part processing method is expected to
enable up to a 95% recycling efficiency rate, as compared to what we believe
is an industry average of 50% for traditional methods. We are deploying a
network of Spokes strategically located close to key battery supply customers
to reduce safety risk and costs associated with battery transport. We also
have plans for centralized, large-scale Hubs to maximize economies of scale
and efficiencies of an integrated pre- and post-processing network.

“

We expect to capture greater
value for shareholders with
sustainable technology and
closing the circular economic
loop for the expanding battery
materials supply chain.”
Ajay Kochhar and Tim Johnston,
Co-Founders

DE AR SHAREOWNER:

We are pleased to provide you with our inaugural
annual shareholder letter, following our listing as a
public company on the New York Stock Exchange
on August 11, 2021.
OUR STORY. By way of background, prior to founding Li-Cycle,
we both worked as engineers supporting the development of
lithium and associated battery material production facilities. Our
time working in industry led us to the recognition of a glaring
hole in the future of our increasingly electrified economy.
That hole was the lack of an environmentally and economically
sustainable solution for recycling lithium-ion batteries for the
recovery of critical battery materials to ensure a sustainable
future for our planet. We established Li-Cycle in 2016 with
the mission of solving this growing global recycling and resource
recovery dilemma, with the intent of generating a net positive
environmental impact and financial success through a focus
on People, Planet, Profit. At Li-Cycle, we are revolutionizing
the battery supply industry through the implementation of a
disruptive alternative to traditional mining and pyrometallurgical
processing. Combining “urban mining” and Li-Cycle’s innovative,
IP-protected Spoke & Hub Technologies™, we recover critical
battery materials in an environmentally sustainable manner.
2021 WAS A LANDMARK YEAR FOR LI-CYCLE. We are
extremely thankful for and proud of our team’s achievements
and successful execution. Li-Cycle has emerged as a leading and
sustainable solution provider of battery recycling and resource
recovery, supporting the transition to a new energy economy,
including electric vehicles (EVs).
OUR HSEQ VALUES. At the heart of Li-Cycle’s culture is a
focus on Health, Safety, Environment and Quality (HSEQ).
We successfully implemented and leveraged an Incident
Management System across our rapidly growing operations.
Sustainability is core to our business of battery recycling and
resource recovery, using technology to ensure our network
of Spoke & Hub operations will have minimal environmental
footprint, while avoiding meaningful solid waste streams to
landfill, wastewater discharge, and air emissions.
OUR ROLE IN THE ELECTRIFICATION ECOSYSTEM. The
climate crisis is driving the acceleration of the adoption of
electric vehicles and increased government regulations. To
secure market share of future EV sales, incumbent and emerging
global automotive original equipment manufacturers (OEMs)

are making significant capital investments in the lithium-ion
battery mega-factory supply chain in both North America
and Europe. In North America, mega-factory investments
are now expected to surpass 500 gigawatt-hours (GWh) of
capacity by 2025 from an estimated 45 GWh in 2021.1 In
Europe, EV penetration and battery manufacturing are also
expected to accelerate from approximately 37 GWh to more
than 900 GWh by 2030.1 This acceleration of cell, module
and pack manufacturing is increasing the need for battery
scrap recycling. With 5% to 10% of lithium-ion battery
manufacturing volumes typically rejected, the addressable
market of manufacturing scrap in North America and Europe
is expected to reach approximately 355,000 tonnes to
715,000 tonnes.
OUR GROWTH STRATEGY. We have strategically positioned
our Spoke & Hub network to focus on customer needs in North
America and Europe, while working opportunistically with key
partners in the Asia Pacific region. We expect to be a leading
provider of battery materials with our stated 2025 integrated
Spoke & Hub network target. We are locating our sites close to
battery production facilities and other demand centers, while
also ‘baseloading’ with manufacturing scrap that will underpin
returns on our capital investment. This year we have made
progress toward a target annual processing capacity at our
Spokes of at least 100,000 annual tonnes of lithium-ion battery
equivalent input (~20 GWh of battery materials). As for our
Hubs, we are planning on a global network with at least 220,000
annual tonnes of lithium-ion battery equivalent input (~45 GWh
of battery materials).
OUR COMMERCIAL ADVANTAGE. In both North America
and Europe, we have successfully secured key battery supply
and off-take commercial agreements. On the supply side, our
IP-protected processing technology is battery chemistry
agnostic, allowing us to increase and diversify the number of
battery supply sources to ~85 customers. Comprising end-oflife battery and manufacturing scrap sources, we have built
key relationships across the supply chain including battery
manufacturers, EV OEMs, service providers to EV OEMs and
consumer electronics recyclers. On the off-take side, all of the
black mass production at our existing Spokes is fully contracted,
as are the key battery materials to be produced by our
Rochester Hub.
1

Source: December 2021 BMI, Company announcements and Li-Cycle estimates.

Completed Milestones

2020
Kingston
Spoke

Operationalizing Spoke & Hub (expected dates)

2022
Arizona
Spoke

2020
Rochester
Spoke

2023
Ohio
Spoke

2022
Alabama
Spoke

2023
Germany
Spoke

2023
Norway
Spoke

2023
Rochester Hub
Commissioning

OUR OPERATIONAL PROGRESS. Li-Cycle’s business model can scale efficiently with
growth in customer demand. Our Spoke technology is capital-light, has a small footprint, and
is replicable in a modular build fashion. We have made significant operational progress, with
Spoke processing capacity currently totaling up to 65,000 tonnes in operation, construction
or advanced development. Our Kingston and Rochester Spokes are fully operational, Arizona
is currently being commissioned and Alabama is on track for operation in 2022. We are
also in advanced development for three additional Spokes in 2023. The Ohio Spoke is to be
co-located on Ultium Cells, LLC’s battery manufacturing site, and the Norway and Germany
Spokes are strategically planned close to demand centers. Importantly, we commenced
construction of our Rochester Hub, the first hydrometallurgical facility for post-processing
materials from lithium-ion batteries in North America. As compared with incumbent
pyrometallurgical processing, we expect our Hub facility to have higher resource recovery,
lower capital intensity, a smaller environmental footprint, and greater employee safety.
On track for commissioning in 2023, our Rochester Hub facility will produce critical battery
materials, including nickel sulphate, lithium carbonate, and cobalt sulphate.
OUR STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS. We have entered into long-term strategic
partnerships with two leading global participants, validating the Li-Cycle business model
and technology. The first, Koch Strategic Platforms (KSP), invested $100 million through
the purchase of a convertible note. KSP has been rapidly growing its investments related
to energy transformation, specifically within the electrification ecosystem. In addition,
Li-Cycle is deploying KSP’s engineering prowess in the execution of our Spoke & Hub
processes, through fabrication and operational readiness support. The second, LG Chem
(LGC) and LG Energy Solution (LGES), have plans to invest a total of $50 million in Li-Cycle,
upon completion of commercial agreements for battery supply to our Spokes and off-take
for nickel sulphate from our Rochester Hub. LGC is a leading global chemical company with
expertise in active battery materials manufacturing. LGES is the largest global lithium-ion
battery manufacturer for electric vehicles outside of China.
OUR FINANCIAL STRENGTH. We ended the year (October 31, 2021) with cash on hand
of more than $595 million. With this strong balance sheet position, we believe we are well
funded for our current pipeline of growth projects.
2021 WAS A FOUNDATIONAL YEAR FOR LI-CYCLE. We advanced the strategy and
execution on our integrated Spoke & Hub business model.
• We experienced a growth inflection point in the battery materials supply chain;
• We moved strategically and expeditiously with our customers and market demand;
• We established our business model and technology with leading global participants; and
• We strengthened our balance sheet for our pipeline of growth projects.
LOOKING AHEAD IN 2022. Our leadership team is directly aligned with shareholders.
Our key objectives are:
• Prioritize HSEQ at all our locations from development through operation;
• Deliver on our black mass production target of 6,500 to 7,500 tonnes in fiscal year 2022;
• Progress execution of the Rochester Hub for commissioning in 2023; and
• Maintain a strong balance sheet position.
We appreciate and are thankful for the immense support from our employees, customers
and shareholders as we are Empowering a Sustainable Future through a focus on
People, Planet, Profit.

Ajay Kochhar
Co-Founder,
Board Director

Tim Johnston
Co-Founder,
Board Director
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!R<E>:GMB<BI:M>LMA:M<HFI>MBMBHGPBEEBG<K>:L>*B !R<E><NKK>GMER?:<>L<HFI>MBMBHGIKBF:KBER?KHF<HFI:GB>L
MA:M?H<NLHGHG>MRI>H?EBMABNF BHGF:M>KB:EK><R<EBG@ LHF>H?PAB<AA:O>FHK>>QI>KMBL>BGMA>K><R<EBG@H?
MA:M F:M>KB:E MA:G *B !R<E> *B !R<E> :ELH <HFI>M>L :@:BGLM <HFI:GB>L MA:M A:O> : LN;LM:GMB:E <HFI>MBMBO>
:=O:GM:@> ;><:NL> H? EHG@>K HI>K:MBG@ ABLMHKB>L :G= E:K@>K ;N=@>ML  :L P>EE :L @K>:M>K ?BG:G<B:E :G= HMA>K
K>LHNK<>L,:MBHG:EHK@EH;:E<HFI>MBMHKL<HNE=>GM>KMA>F:KD>MPBMAFHK>LN;LM:GMB:E?BG:G<B:E:G=PHKD?HK<>
K>LHNK<>L  LMKHG@>K >QBLMBG@ <NLMHF>K K>E:MBHGLABIL  :G= @K>:M>K G:F> K><H@GBMBHG  HK <HNE= <AHHL> MH M:K@>M
F>=BNF MH LF:EE <HFI:GB>L BG *B !R<E>`L MK:=BMBHG:E F:KD>ML !HFI>MBMHKL <HNE= ?H<NL MA>BK LN;LM:GMB:E
K>LHNK<>LHG=>O>EHIBG@:FHK>>??B<B>GMK><HO>KRLHENMBHGMA:G*B !R<E>`LLHENMBHGL!HFI>MBMBHG:ELHIE:<>L
=HPGP:K= IK>LLNK> HG *B !R<E>`L <HGMK:<M IKB<>L :G= IKH?BM F:K@BGL  PAB<A IK>L>GML BM PBMA LB@GB?B<:GM
<A:EE>G@>LBGBML:;BEBMRMHF:BGM:BGLMKHG@@KHPMAK:M>L:G=:<<>IM:;E>IKH?BMF:K@BGL'?*B !R<E>BLNG:;E>MH
F>>M MA>L> <HFI>MBMBO> <A:EE>G@>L  BM <HNE= EHL> F:KD>M LA:K> MH BML <HFI>MBMHKL :G= >QI>KB>G<> :G :=O>KL>
BFI:<MMHBML;NLBG>LL ?BG:G<B:E<HG=BMBHG:G=K>LNEMLH?HI>K:MBHGL
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PAB<ABMHI>K:M>L'G<K>:L>LBGBG<HF>M:QK:M>LHKHMA>K<A:G@>LBGBG<HF>M:QE:PLMA:M:IIERMHBML;NLBG>LL
<HNE=K>=N<>*B !R<E>`L:?M>K M:QBG<HF>?KHFLN<ACNKBL=B<MBHG:G=<HNE=:=O>KL>ER:??><MBML;NLBG>LL ?BG:G<B:E
<HG=BMBHGHKK>LNEMLH?HI>K:MBHGL*B !R<E>`LHI>K:MBHGLHNMLB=>MA>3GBM>=1M:M>L@>G>K:M>:LB@GB?B<:GMIHKMBHG
H?BMLBG<HF>'G:==BMBHG MA>3GBM>=1M:M>LA:LK><>GMERF:=>HKBL:<MBO>ER<HGLB=>KBG@<A:G@>LMH>QBLMBG@M:Q
E:PL==BMBHG:E<A:G@>LBGMA>31M:QK>@BF>HKBGAHP31FNEMBG:MBHG:E<HKIHK:MBHGL:K>M:Q>=HG?HK>B@G
>:KGBG@L  BG<EN=BG@ <A:G@>L BG AHP >QBLMBG@ M:Q E:PL :K> BGM>KIK>M>= HK >G?HK<>=  <HNE= :=O>KL>ER :??><M *B
!R<E>`L;NLBG>LL ?BG:G<B:E<HG=BMBHGHKK>LNEMLH?HI>K:MBHGL
*B !R<E> BL :ELH LN;C><M MH K>@NE:K K>OB>PL  >Q:FBG:MBHGL :G= :N=BML ;R MA> '01 :G= HMA>K M:QBG@
:NMAHKBMB>L PBMA K>LI><M MH BG<HF> :G= GHG BG<HF> ;:L>= M:Q>L ;HMA PBMABG :G= HNMLB=> MA> 3GBM>= 1M:M>L
#<HGHFB<:G=IHEBMB<:EIK>LLNK>LMHBG<K>:L>M:QK>O>GN>LBGCNKBL=B<MBHGLBGPAB<ABMHI>K:M>L HKMA>:=HIMBHGH?
G>P HK K>?HKF>= M:Q E>@BLE:MBHG HK K>@NE:MBHG  F:R F:D> K>LHEOBG@ M:Q =BLINM>L FHK> =B??B<NEM :G= MA> ?BG:E
K>LHENMBHG H? M:Q :N=BML :G= :GR K>E:M>= EBMB@:MBHG <HNE= =B??>K ?KHF BML ABLMHKB<:E IKHOBLBHGL :G= :<<KN:EL 
K>LNEMBG@ BG :G :=O>KL> BFI:<M HG BML ;NLBG>LL  ?BG:G<B:E <HG=BMBHG HK K>LNEML H? HI>K:MBHGL 'G :==BMBHG  BG
<HGG><MBHG PBMA MA> -K@:GBS:MBHG ?HK #<HGHFB< !H HI>K:MBHG :G= ">O>EHIF>GM :L> #KHLBHG :G= .KH?BM
1AB?MBG@IKHC><M <HFI:GB>L:K>K>JNBK>=MH=BL<EHL>FHK>BG?HKF:MBHGMHM:Q:NMAHKBMB>LHGHI>K:MBHGL:KHNG=MA>
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*B !R<E> >QI><ML BML I>KBH= MH I>KBH= HI>K:MBG@ :G= ?BG:G<B:E K>LNEML MH O:KR ;:L>= HG : FNEMBMN=> H?
?:<MHKL LHF>H?PAB<A:K>HNMLB=>H?*B !R<E>`L<HGMKHE*B !R<E>>QI><MLBMLI>KBH= MH I>KBH=?BG:G<B:EK>LNEML
MH O:KR ;:L>= HG HI>K:MBG@ <HLML  PAB<A BM :GMB<BI:M>L PBEE ?EN<MN:M> PBMA MA> I:<> :M PAB<A BM BG<K>:L>L BML
HI>K:MBG@<:I:<BMRL:K>LNEMH?MA>L>?:<MHKL:G=HMA>KL *B !R<E>;>EB>O>LMA:MJN:KM>K MH JN:KM>K<HFI:KBLHGL
H?BMLHI>K:MBG@HK?BG:G<B:EK>LNEML >LI><B:EERBGMA>LAHKMM>KF :K>GHMG><>LL:KBERF>:GBG@?NE:G=MA:MMA>L>
<HFI:KBLHGL<:GGHM;>K>EB>=NIHG:LBG=B<:MHKLH??NMNK>I>K?HKF:G<>+HK>HO>K *B !R<E>`L?BG:G<B:EK>LNEML
F:RGHMF>>M>QI><M:MBHGLH?>JNBMRK>L>:K<A:G:ERLML K:MBG@L:@>G<B>LHKBGO>LMHKL PAHF:R;>?H<NL>=HGER
HG JN:KM>KER ?BG:G<B:E K>LNEML '? :GR H? MABL H<<NKL  MA> MK:=BG@ IKB<> H? HNK <HFFHG LA:K>L <HNE= ?:EE
LN;LM:GMB:EER >BMA>KLN==>GERHKHO>KMBF>
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*B !R<E> K>IHKML BML ?BG:G<B:E K>LNEML BG 31 =HEE:KL :G= : F:M>KB:E IHKMBHG H? BML L:E>L :G= HI>K:MBG@
<HLML:K>K>:EBS>=BG<NKK>G<B>LHMA>KMA:GMA>31=HEE:K$HKMA>R>:K>G=>=-<MH;>K  :IIKHQBF:M>ER
H?*B !R<E>`LK>O>GN>LP>K>K>:EBS>=BG!:G:=:*B !R<E>BL:ELH>QIHL>=MHHMA>K<NKK>G<B>L LN<A:LMA>
#NKH :G=F:RBGMA>?NMNK>;>>QIHL>=MH:==BMBHG:E<NKK>G<B>L'?MA>O:EN>H?:GR<NKK>G<B>LBGPAB<AL:E>L:K>
K>:EBS>=  I:KMB<NE:KER MA> !:G:=B:G =HEE:K  =>IK><B:M>L K>E:MBO> MH MA> 31 =HEE:K  *B !R<E>`L ?HK>B@G <NKK>G<R
K>O>GN> PBEE =><K>:L> PA>G MK:GLE:M>= MH 31 =HEE:KL ?HK K>IHKMBG@ INKIHL>L 'G :==BMBHG  :GR =>IK><B:MBHG BG
?HK>B@G <NKK>G<B>L <HNE= K>LNEM BG AB@A>K EH<:E IKB<>L  PAB<A F:R G>@:MBO>ER BFI:<M EH<:E =>F:G= :G= A:O> :
F:M>KB:E:=O>KL>>??><MHG*B !R<E>`L;NLBG>LL K>LNEMLH?HI>K:MBHGLHK?BG:G<B:E<HG=BMBHGEM>KG:MBO>ER B?MA>
O:EN>H?:GRH?MA><NKK>G<B>LBGPAB<AHI>K:MBG@<HLML:K>K>:EBS>=:IIK><B:M>LK>E:MBO>MHMA>31=HEE:K *B
!R<E>`LHI>K:MBG@<HLMLPBEEBG<K>:L>PA>GMK:GLE:M>=MH31=HEE:KL?HKK>IHKMBG@INKIHL>LEMAHN@AMA>L>KBLDL
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<A:G@>BGMA>?:BKO:EN>H?MA><HGMK:<ML<HNE=;>H??L>M;R<A:G@>LBGMA>NG=>KERBG@O:EN>H?MA>MK:GL:<MBHGL
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:EE <NKK>G<B>L BG PAB<A BM =H>L ;NLBG>LL L : K>LNEM  MA>K> <:G ;> GH :LLNK:G<> MA:M *B !R<E>`L :IIKH:<A MH
F:G:@BG@BML>QIHLNK>MH?HK>B@G >Q<A:G@>K:M>?EN<MN:MBHGLPBEE;>>??><MBO>BGMA>?NMNK>HKMA:M*B !R<E>PBEE
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BFI:<MLMA>!-4'" I:G=>FB< BG<EN=BG@MA>>F>K@>G<>H?G>PLMK:BGLLN<A:LMA>-FB<KHGHK">EM:O:KB:GM 
F:R A:O> HG BML ;NLBG>LL  K>LNEML H? HI>K:MBHGL :G= ?BG:G<B:E <HG=BMBHG >@BGGBG@ BG +:K<A   GNF>KHNL
@HO>KGF>GMK>@NE:MBHGL:G=IN;EB<:=OBLHKB>L :LP>EE:LLAB?MBG@LH<B:E;>A:OBHKL M>FIHK:KBER:G=?KHFMBF>MH
MBF> EBFBM>= HK <EHL>= GHG >LL>GMB:E MK:GLIHKM:MBHG  @HO>KGF>GM ?NG<MBHGL  ;NLBG>LL :<MBOBMB>L :G= I>KLHG MH
I>KLHGBGM>K:<MBHGL :G=MA>=NK:MBHGH?LN<AMK>G=LBL=B??B<NEMMHIK>=B<M2A><HGMBGN>=BFI:<MH?!-4'" 
HG F:GN?:<MNKBG@ IKH=N<MBHG F:R E>:= MH E>LL =>F:G= ?HK EBMABNF BHG ;:MM>KB>L  BFI:<MBG@ MA> K>LNEMBG@
<HGMKB;NMBHG H? ;:MM>KB>L :G= ;:MM>KR K>E:M>= L<K:I F:M>KB:E MH MA> K><R<EBG@ F:KD>M HO>K MA> LAHKM MH F>=BNF
M>KF +:G=:M>= @HO>KGF>GM:E F>:LNK>L A:O> ?HK<>= *B !R<E> MH K>=N<> HI>K:MBHGL :M BML <HFF>K<B:E
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@HO>KGF>GM@NB=:G<>:G=:EEK><HFF>G=>=:<MBHGLMH>GLNK>>FIEHR>>L:?>MREMAHN@A!-4'" A:LA:=:G
BFF:M>KB:EBFI:<MHG*B !R<E>`L;NLBG>LLH?R>M *B !R<E><:GGHMIK>=B<MB?<NKK>GMK>LMKB<MBHGL:G=EBFBM:MBHGLMH
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<HGLNF>K <HF?HKM :G= LI>G=  BG<EN=BG@ K><>LLBHGL  LEHP ><HGHFB< @KHPMA  ><HGHFB< :G= IKB<BG@ BGLM:;BEBMR 
BG<K>:L> H? BGM>K>LM K:M>L :G= <K>=BM F:KD>M OHE:MBEBMR  :EE H? PAB<A <HNE= BFI:<M =>F:G= BG MA> PHKE=PB=>
MK:GLIHKM:MBHG BG=NLMKB>L HK HMA>KPBL> A:O> : F:M>KB:E :=O>KL> >??><M HG *B !R<E>`L ;NLBG>LL  HI>K:MBG@ K>LNEML
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<KBMB<:EMH:EEHP*B !R<E>MH:<<NK:M>ERIKHC><MLNIIER:G==>F:G=:G=BG?K:LMKN<MNK>K>JNBK>F>GML@EH;:EER:G=
:EEH<:M> K>LHNK<>L :<<HK=BG@ER '? <NKK>GM @EH;:E F:KD>M <HG=BMBHGL <HGMBGN> HK PHKL>G  *B !R<E>`L ;NLBG>LL 
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LN<A :L K:GLHFP:K> :MM:<DL  ;HR<HMML :G= @>H IHEBMB<:E >O>GML  LN<A :L <BOBE NGK>LM :G= :<ML H? M>KKHKBLF
BG<EN=BG@<R;>KM>KKHKBLFHKHMA>K<R;>KBG<B=>GML HKLBFBE:K=BLKNIMBHGL<HNE=F:M>KB:EER:=O>KL>ER:??><M*B
!R<E>`L ;NLBG>LL  IHP>K LNIIER  K>LNEML H? HI>K:MBHGL HK ?BG:G<B:E <HG=BMBHG 2A>L> >O>GML <HNE= K>LNEM BG
IARLB<:E=:F:@>MHIKHI>KMR :GBG<K>:L>BG>G>K@RIKB<>L M>FIHK:KRHKI>KF:G>GM<EHLNK>H?HG>HKFHK>H?*B
!R<E>`L<NKK>GMHKIE:GG>=?:<BEBMB>L M>FIHK:KRE:<DH?:G:=>JN:M>PHKD?HK<>BG:F:KD>M M>FIHK:KRHKEHG@
M>KF =BLKNIMBHG BG MA> LNIIER H? K:P F:M>KB:EL  <HGLMKN<MBHG =>E:RL :M MA> 0H<A>LM>K &N;  MA> 1IHD> !:IBM:E
.KHC><MLHKHMA>K?:<BEBMB>L;>BG@=>O>EHI>= M>FIHK:KR=BLKNIMBHGBGMK:GLIHKM?KHFHO>KL>:L HK=BLKNIMBHGMH*B
!R<E>`L BG?HKF:MBHG LRLM>FL *B !R<E> F:R BG<NK >QI>GL>L HK =>E:RL K>E:MBG@ MH LN<A >O>GML HNMLB=> H? BML
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*B !R<E>`L LN<<>LL =>I>G=L BG E:K@> I:KM HG BML IKHIKB>M:KR M><AGHEH@R *B !R<E> K>EB>L HG O:KBHNL
BGM>EE><MN:E IKHI>KMR KB@AML  BG<EN=BG@ I:M>GML  <HIRKB@AML  MK:=>F:KDL  :G= MK:=> L><K>ML  :L P>EE :L
<HG?B=>GMB:EBMR IKHOBLBHGL :G= <HGMK:<MN:E :KK:G@>F>GML  :G= HMA>K ?HKFL H? LM:MNMHKR :G= <HFFHG E:P
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Exhibit 2.5
DESCRIPTION OF SECURITIES
The following description of the securities registered under Section 12 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended, of Li-Cycle Holdings Corp. (“we,” “us,” “our” or the “Company”) is a summary of the material terms of
our securities and certain provisions of our articles of association and by-laws. This summary does not purport to
be complete and is qualified in its entirety by the provisions of our articles of association and by-laws previously
filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and incorporated by reference as an exhibit to the annual
report on Form 20-F of which this Exhibit 2.5 is a part, as well as to the applicable provisions of Canadian law.
Share Capital
Our authorized share capital consists of an unlimited number of common shares and an unlimited number of
preferred shares issuable in series. Prior to the closing of the Business Combination on August 10, 2021, the
Company was authorized to issue an unlimited number of common shares without par value and an unlimited
number of preferred shares without par value and there were 2,126,396 common shares issued and outstanding and
281,138 preferred shares issued and outstanding. As of January 30, 2022, there were 163,179,555 common shares
outstanding and no preferred shares outstanding.
Common Shares
Voting Rights. Under our articles, the common shares are entitled to receive notice of, and to attend and vote at
all meetings of shareholders, except meetings at which only holders of a specified class of shares are entitled to vote.
Each common share entitles its holder to one vote.
Dividend Rights. The holders of outstanding common shares are entitled to receive dividends at such times
and in such amounts and form as the board may from time to time determine, but subject to the rights of the holders
of any preferred shares. The Company is permitted to pay dividends unless there are reasonable grounds for
believing that: (i) the Company is, or would after such payment be, unable to pay its liabilities as they become due;
or (ii) the realizable value of the Company’s assets would, as a result of such payment, be less than the aggregate of
its liabilities and stated capital of all classes of shares. The timing, declaration, amount and payment of any future
dividends will depend on the Company’s financial condition, earnings, capital requirements and debt service
obligations, as well as legal requirements, industry practice and other factors that our board deems relevant.
Preemptive Rights. There are no pre-emptive rights relating to the common shares.
Repurchase of Common Shares. Under the OBCA, the Company will be entitled to purchase or otherwise
acquire any of its issued shares, subject to restrictions under applicable securities laws and provided that the
Company will not be permitted to make any payment to purchase or otherwise acquire any of its issued shares if
there are reasonable grounds for believing that: (i) the Company is, or would after such payment be, unable to pay its
liabilities as they become due; or (ii) the realizable value of the Company’s assets would, as a result of such
payment, be less than the aggregate of its liabilities and stated capital of all classes of shares.
Liquidation. Upon the dissolution, liquidation or winding up of the Company, or any other distribution of
assets of the Company, among its shareholders for the purpose of winding up its affairs, subject to the rights of the
holders of any outstanding series of preferred shares, the holders of common shares will be entitled to receive the
remaining property and assets of the Company available for distribution to its shareholders ratably in proportion to
the number of common shares held by them.
Preferred Shares
The Company is authorized to issue an unlimited number of preferred shares, issuable in series. Subject to any
limitations prescribed by law, including the OBCA, each series of preferred shares will consist of such number of
shares and have such rights, privileges, restrictions and conditions as may be determined by the board prior to the
issuance of such series. No rights, privileges, restrictions or conditions attaching to any series of preferred shares
will confer upon the shares of such series a priority in respect of dividends or distribution of assets or return of
capital in the event of the liquidation, dissolution or winding up of the Company over the shares of any other series
of preferred shares. The preferred shares of each series will, with respect to the right of payment of dividends and
the distribution of assets or return of capital in the event of liquidation, dissolution or winding up of the Company,
rank on parity with the shares of every other series of preferred shares.
The issuance of preferred shares and the terms selected by the board could decrease the amount of earnings
and assets available for distribution to holders of common shares or adversely affect the rights and powers, including
the voting rights, of the holders of common shares without any further vote or action by the holders of common

shares. The issuance of preferred shares, or the issuance of rights to purchase preferred shares, could make it more
difficult for a third-party to acquire a majority of the outstanding voting shares and thereby have the effect of
delaying, deferring or preventing a change of control of the Company or an unsolicited acquisition proposal or of
making the removal of management more difficult. Additionally, the issuance of preferred shares may have the
effect of decreasing the market price of the common shares.
Warrants
Upon the consummation of the Business Combination, the warrants to purchase Class A common shares of Peridot
Acquisition Corp. issued under the Warrant Agreement, dated September 23, 2020, by and between Peridot
Acquisition Corp. and Continental Stock Transfer & Trust Company, as warrant agent (the “Original Warrant
Agreement”), were converted into warrants to purchase common shares of the Company pursuant to the Warrant
Amendment Agreement, dated as of August 10, 2021 by and between the Company and Continental Stock Transfer
& Trust Company (together with the Original Warrant Agreement, the “Warrant Agreement”). Accordingly, each
outstanding warrant of the Company provides the holder thereof with the right to purchase one common share of the
Company at a price of $11.50 per share, subject to adjustment as discussed below. As of January [●], 2022, there
were 23,000,000 warrants issued and outstanding, including 8,000,000 private warrants.
Pursuant to the Warrant Agreement, the warrants become exercisable 30 days after the completion of the Business
Combination; provided that we have an effective registration statement under the Securities Act covering the
common shares issuable upon exercise of the warrants and a current prospectus relating to them is available (or we
permit holders to exercise their warrants on a cashless basis under the circumstances specified in the Warrant
Agreement).
The Company agreed that, as soon as practicable, but in no event later than 20 business days after the Closing, we
would use our commercially reasonable efforts to file a registration statement with the SEC covering the common
shares issuable upon exercise of the warrants. The Company also agreed to use our best efforts to cause the
registration statement to become effective within 60 business days following the Closing and to maintain a current
prospectus relating to such common shares until the warrants expire or are redeemed.
The warrants expire on August 10, 2026, at 5:00 p.m., New York City time, or earlier upon redemption. If a
registration statement covering the common shares issuable upon exercise of the warrants is not effective within 60
days after the Closing, warrant holders may, until such time as there is an effective registration statement and during
any period when we shall have failed to maintain an effective registration statement, exercise warrants on a cashless
basis. The common shares underlying the warrants have been registered by the Company under the Securities Act of
1933, as amended, and are covered by a registration statement filed on Form F-1 with, and declared effective by, the
SEC on October 5, 2021
Once the warrants become exercisable, we may redeem the outstanding warrants:
•
•
•
•

in whole and not in part;
at a price of $0.01 per warrant;
upon a minimum of 30 days’ prior written notice of redemption, referred to as the 30-day redemption
period; and
if, and only if, the last sale price of our common shares equals or exceeds $18.00 per share for any 20
trading days within a 30-trading day period ending on the third trading day prior to the date on which the
Company sends the notice of redemption to the warrant holders.

If we call the warrants for redemption as described above, our management will have the option to require all
holders that wish to exercise warrants to do so on a “cashless basis.” In such event, each holder would receive a
number of common shares to be determined in accordance with the terms of the Warrant Agreement and based on
the redemption date and the volume weighted average price of the common shares during the 10 trading days
immediately following the date on which any notice of redemption is sent to holders of warrants.
The Warrant Agreement provides that upon the occurrence of certain events the number of common shares issuable
upon exercise of the warrants may, subject to certain conditions, be adjusted. If, upon exercise of a warrant, the
holder thereof would be entitled to receive a fractional interest in a common share, the Company will, upon exercise,
round down to the nearest whole number of common shares to be issued to the holder of the warrant.
On December 27, 2021, Li-Cycle Holdings issued a notice of redemption indicating that it will be redeeming on
January 26, 2022 (the "Redemption Date"), all of the outstanding warrants. At any time prior to 5:00 p.m. New York
City time on the Redemption Date, the warrants may be: (1) exercised by holders for cash, at an exercise price of
$11.50 per common share; or (ii) surrendered by holders on a “cashless basis” (a “Make-Whole Exercise”), in which
case the surrendering holder will receive a number of common shares determined in accordance with the terms of

the Warrant Agreement. On January 11, 2022, Li-Cycle Holdings issued a notice indicating that holders who
surrender their warrants pursuant to a Make-Whole Exercise will be entitled to receive 0.253 common shares per
warrant.
Dissent Rights
Under the OBCA, shareholders of a corporation are entitled to exercise dissent rights in respect of certain
matters and to be paid the fair value of their shares in connection therewith. The dissent right is applicable where the
corporation resolves to: (i) amend its articles to add, remove or change restrictions on the issue, transfer or
ownership of shares of a class or series of the shares of the corporation; (ii) amend its articles to add, remove or
change any restrictions on the business it is permitted to carry on or the powers it may exercise; (iii) amalgamate
with another corporation, subject to certain exceptions; (iv) be continued under the laws of another jurisdiction; or
(v) sell, lease or exchange all or substantially all of its property. In addition, holders of a class or series of shares of
an OBCA corporation are, in certain circumstances and, in the case of items (a), (b) and (e) below, unless the articles
of the corporation provide otherwise, entitled to exercise dissent rights and be paid the fair value of their shares if
the corporation resolves to amend its articles to (a) increase or decrease any maximum number of authorized shares
of such class or series, or increase any maximum number of authorized shares of a class or series having rights or
privileges equal or superior to shares of such class or series; (b) effect an exchange, reclassification or cancellation
of the shares of such class or series; (c) add to, remove or change the rights, privileges, restrictions or conditions
attached to the shares of such class or series; (d) add to the rights or privileges of any class or series of shares having
rights or privileges equal or superior to the shares of such class or series; (e) create a new class or series of shares
equal or superior to the shares of such class or series, except in certain circumstances; (f) make a class or series of
shares having rights or privileges inferior to the shares of such class or series equal or superior to the shares of such
class or series; (g) effect an exchange or create a right of exchange of the shares of another class or series into the
shares of such class of series; or (h) add, remove or change restrictions on the issue, transfer or ownership of the
shares of such class of series.
Transfer of Shares
Subject to the rules of any stock exchange on which shares are posted or listed for trading, no transfer of a
security issued by the Company will be registered except upon (i) presentation of the security certificate representing
the security with an endorsement which complies with the OBCA, together with such reasonable assurance that the
endorsement is genuine and effective as the directors may require, (ii) payment of all applicable taxes and fees, and
(iii) compliance with the articles of the Company. If no security certificate has been issued by the Company in
respect of a security issued by the Company, clause (i) above may be satisfied by presentation of a duly executed
security transfer power, together with such reasonable assurance that the security transfer power is genuine and
effective as the directors may require.
Transfer Restrictions
Li-Cycle Transaction Support Agreements
Concurrently with the execution of the Business Combination Agreement, the Li-Cycle Holders entered
into the Li-Cycle Transaction Support Agreements with Peridot (the “Li-Cycle Transaction Support Agreements”),
pursuant to which each Li-Cycle Holder agreed to, among other things, (i) vote or cause to be voted (whether in
person, by proxy, by action by written consent, as applicable, or as may be required under Li-Cycle’s shareholders
agreement or articles of incorporation) their Li-Cycle Shares in favor of the Business Combination Agreement, the
Arrangement and certain related transactions; (ii) be bound by certain other covenants and agreements related to the
Business Combination and (iii) be bound by certain transfer restrictions with respect to such securities, in each case,
on the terms and subject to the conditions set forth in the Li-Cycle Transaction Support Agreements.
On August 10, 2021, the Company, the Peridot Class B Holders and the Li-Cycle Holders (collectively for the
purposes of this subsection referred to as the “Holders”) entered into the Investor Agreement. The Investor
Agreement provides that the common shares held by the Peridot Class B Holders and Li-Cycle Holders will be
subject to certain transfer restrictions until (i) with respect to the Peridot Class B Holders, the earliest of (a) one year
after the Closing and (b) (x) if the closing price of our common shares equals or exceeds $12.00 per share (as
adjusted for share subdivisions, share capitalizations, reorganizations, recapitalizations and the like) for any 20
trading days within any 30-trading day period commencing at least 150 days after the Closing, or (y) the date on
which we complete a liquidation, merger, share exchange or other similar transaction that results in all of our public
shareholders having the right to exchange their common shares for cash, securities or other property, and (ii) with
respect to the Li-Cycle Holders, 180 days following the Closing.
Registration Rights
Investor Agreement

Pursuant to the Investor Agreement, the Company is obligated to file a registration statement to register the
resale of certain securities held by the Peridot Class B Holders and Li-Cycle Holders within 30 days after the
Closing and to use commercially reasonable efforts to cause such registration statement to be declared effective as
soon as practicable after such filing, but no later than the earlier of (i) the 75th day (or the 105th day if the SEC
notifies that it will “review” such registration statement) following the Closing Date and (ii) the 15th business day
after the date the SEC notifies us that such registration statement will not be “reviewed” or will not be subject to
further review. In addition, pursuant to the terms of the Investor Agreement and subject to certain requirements and
customary conditions, including with regard to the number of demand rights that may be exercised, the Peridot
Class B Holders and Li-Cycle Holders may, subject to the limitations in the Investor Agreement, demand at any time
or from time to time, that the Company file a registration statement on Form F-3 (or on Form F-1 if Form F-3 is not
available) to register the securities of the Company held by such Peridot Class B Holders and Li-Cycle Holders, and
each may specify that such demand registration take the form of an underwritten offering, in each case subject to
limitations on the number of demands and underwritten offerings that can be requested by each Peridot Class B
Holder and Li-Cycle Holder, as specified in the Investor Agreement. The Peridot Class B Holders and Li-Cycle
Holders also have “piggy-back” registration rights, subject to certain requirements and customary conditions. The
Investor Agreement also provides that the Company will pay certain expenses relating to such registrations and
indemnify the Peridot Class B Holders and Li-Cycle Holders against (or make contributions in respect of) certain
liabilities that may arise under the Securities Act.
Subscription Agreements
Contemporaneously with the execution of the Business Combination Agreement, Subscription Agreements
were entered into by and among each PIPE Investor, Peridot, and NewCo. Peridot obtained commitments from the
PIPE Investors under the Subscription Agreements to purchase common shares for a purchase price of $10.00 per
share, for aggregate gross proceeds of $315,490,000. Certain offering related expenses are payable by Peridot,
including customary fees payable to the placement agents. The purpose of the sale of common shares to the PIPE
Investors was to raise additional capital for use in connection with the Business Combination.
The common shares sold to the PIPE Investors were identical to the shares that were held by the public
shareholders at the time of the Closing, except that when initially issued by Peridot, such shares were restricted
securities. The PIPE Financing occurred on the date of, and immediately prior to, the consummation of the Business
Combination.
The closing of the PIPE Financing was subject to customary conditions, including, among other conditions,
the Company’s agreement to, as soon as practicable (but in any case no later than 30 calendar days after the
consummation of the Business Combination), file with the SEC (at its sole cost and expense) a registration statement
registering the resale of the shares received by the PIPE Investors in the PIPE Financing and to use its commercially
reasonable efforts to have such resale registration statement declared effective as soon as practicable after the filing
thereof.
Warrant Agreement
The Company agreed that, as soon as practicable, but in no event later than 20 business days after the Closing,
we would use our commercially reasonable efforts to file a registration statement with the SEC covering the
common shares issuable upon exercise of the warrants. The Company also agreed to use our best efforts to cause the
registration statement to become effective within 60 business days following the Closing and to maintain a current
prospectus relating to such common shares until the warrants expire or are redeemed. The warrants expire on August
10, 2026, at 5:00 p.m., New York City time, or earlier upon redemption. If a registration statement covering the
common shares issuable upon exercise of the warrants is not effective within 60 days after the Closing, warrant
holders may, until such time as there is an effective registration statement and during any period when we shall have
failed to maintain an effective registration statement, exercise warrants on a cashless basis.
Note Purchase Agreement
On September 29, 2021, in connection with the Company’s entry into the Note Purchase Agreement and
issuance of the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note, the Company granted certain registration rights under the
Note Purchase Agreement. Pursuant to the Note Purchase Agreement, the Company agreed to file with the SEC
within 30 days a registration statement covering the resale of the common shares issued or issuable upon conversion
of the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note. The Company is required to use commercially reasonable efforts to
have such registration statement declared effective by the SEC as soon as practicable and no later than the earlier of
(A) 60 days after the issuance of the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note (or 90 days after the issuance of the
Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note if the SEC notifies the Company that it will review the registration
statement) or (B) 10 business days after the SEC notifies the Company in writing that it will not review the

registration statement. The Company agreed to keep the registration statement (or another shelf registration
statement covering the common shares issued or issuable upon conversion of the Spring Creek Capital Convertible
Note) effective until the earlier of (x) the third anniversary of the issuance of the Spring Creek Capital Convertible
Note or (y) the date on which the holder of the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note ceases to hold any common
shares issued or upon conversion of the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note.
LG Subscription Agreements
On December 14, 2021, Company entered into Subscription Agreements (the “LG Subscription Agreements”
and each, an “LG Subscription Agreement”) with each of LG Energy Solution, Ltd. (“LGES”) and LG Chem, Ltd.
(“LGC”), pursuant to which each of LGES and LGC has agreed, subject to the satisfaction of certain conditions,
including execution of certain offtake agreements with LGES, LGC and Traxys North America LLC on or prior to
March 13, 2021, to subscribe for 2,208,480 of the Company’s common shares (the “common shares”) (the
“Acquired Shares”) for an aggregate purchase price of $50,000,000 in transactions exempt from registration under
the Securities Act (the “Subscription”). The Company has granted certain registration rights to LGES and LGC
under the LG Subscription Agreements. The Company agreed to file with the SEC within 30 days of the closing of
the Subscription a registration statement covering the resale of the Acquired Shares. The Company is required to use
commercially reasonable efforts to have such registration statement declared effective by the SEC as soon as
practicable and no later than the earlier of (A) 60 days after the closing of the Subscription (or 90 days after the
closing of the Subscription if the SEC notifies the Company that it will review the registration statement) or (B) 10
business days after the SEC notifies the Company in writing that it will not review the registration statement. The
Company agreed to keep the registration statement (or another shelf registration statement covering the Acquired
Shares) effective until the earlier of (x) the third anniversary of the closing of the Subscription or (y) the date on
which LGES or LGC, as applicable, ceases to hold any of the Acquired Shares.
Listing
Our common shares and warrants are listed on NYSE under the symbols “LICY” and “LICY.WS,”
respectively. Holders of our common shares and warrants should obtain current market quotations for their
securities. There can be no assurance that our common shares and/or warrants will remain listed on NYSE. If we fail
to comply with the NYSE listing requirements, our common shares and/or warrants could be delisted from NYSE. A
delisting of our common shares will affect the liquidity of our common shares and could inhibit or restrict our ability
to raise additional financing.
Transfer Agent
A register of holders of our shares is maintained by Continental Stock Transfer and Trust Company in Canada,
who serves as registrar and transfer agent for our equity securities.

LI-CYCLE HOLDINGS CORP. 2021 INCENTIVE AWARD PLAN
OPTION AWARD GRANT NOTICE AND AGREEMENT
Li-Cycle Holdings Corp., a corporation incorporated under the laws of the Province of Ontario (the
“Company”), pursuant to the Plan (as defined in Exhibit A hereto), hereby grants to the holder listed below
(“Participant”) an option to purchase the number of Shares set forth below (the “Option”). The Option is subject to
the terms and conditions set forth in this Option Grant Notice (the “Grant Notice”), the Option Agreement attached
hereto as Exhibit A (the “Agreement”), and the Plan, each of which is incorporated herein by reference. Unless
otherwise defined herein, the terms defined in the Plan shall have the same defined meanings in this Grant Notice
and the Agreement.
Participant:

[Insert Name]

Grant Date:

[Insert Grant Date]

Number of Options:

[Insert Number]

Exercise Price Per Share:

[Insert amount, in USD]

Expiration Date:

[Insert Expiration Date]

Type of Option:

o Incentive Stock Option þ Non-Qualified Stock Option

Vesting Schedule:

Vesting Date
[Insert date]
[Insert date]
[Insert date]

Incremental Vesting
[]%
[]%
[]%

Cumulative Vesting
[]%
[]%
[]%

By Participant’s signature below, Participant agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of the Plan,
the Agreement and the Grant Notice. Participant has reviewed the Agreement, the Plan and the Grant Notice in their
entirety, has had an opportunity to obtain the advice of counsel prior to executing the Grant Notice and fully
understands all provisions of the Grant Notice, the Agreement and the Plan. Participant hereby agrees to accept as
binding, conclusive and final all decisions or interpretations of the Administrator upon any questions arising under
the Plan, the Grant Notice or the Agreement.
LI-CYCLE HOLDINGS CORP.

PARTICIPANT

By:
Name: [ ]
Title: [ ]

By:
Name: [ ]
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EXHIBIT A TO OPTION GRANT NOTICE & AGREEMENT
OPTION AGREEMENT FOR U.S. PARTICIPANTS
Pursuant to the Company’s 2021 Incentive Award Plan, as amended from time to time (the “Plan”) and the
Grant Notice to which this Agreement is attached, the Company has granted to Participant an Option under the Plan
to purchase the number of Shares set forth in the Grant Notice.
ARTICLE I. GENERAL
1.1 Defined Terms. Capitalized terms not specifically defined herein shall have the meanings specified in
the Plan or the Grant Notice. For purposes of this Agreement, the following terms shall have the following
meanings:
(a) “Cause” shall mean a Company Group Member having “Cause” to terminate Participant’s employment
or services, as such term is defined in any relevant employment or consulting agreement between Participant and a
Company Group Member; provided that, in the absence of such agreement containing such definition, a Company
Group Member shall have “Cause” to terminate Participant’s employment or services upon: (i) Participant’s
commission of any act or omission that results in, or may reasonably be expected to result in, a conviction of (or
plea of no contest or nolo contendere to) any felony or indictable offence (other than in connection with a traffic
violation that does not result in imprisonment) under any provincial, state, federal or foreign law or any crime
involving moral turpitude or dishonesty or that has or could have the effect, in the Company’s reasonable and good
faith determination, of causing material reputational or other material harm or damage to the Company Group; (ii)
Participant’s commission of an act of fraud, embezzlement, misappropriation of funds, misrepresentation,
malfeasance, breach of fiduciary duty or other willful and material act of misconduct, in each case, against any
Company Group Member; (iii) any willful, material damage to any property of a Company Group Member by
Participant; (iv) Participant’s willful failure to (A) substantially perform Participant’s material job functions (other
than any such failure resulting from Participant’s Disability) or (B) carry out or comply with a lawful and reasonable
directive of a Company Group Member, in each case, which failure has not been cured (or cannot be cured) within
fifteen (15) days after the Company gives written notice to Participant regarding such failure; (v) Participant’s
breach of any Company policy which materially harms the Company Group, which breach has not been cured (or
cannot be cured) within fifteen (15) days after the Company gives written notice to Participant regarding such
failure; (vi) Participant’s unlawful use (including being under the influence) or possession of illegal drugs, or
excessive use of alcohol, in each case that materially impairs Participant’s ability to perform Participant’s duties
contemplated; (vii) any negligent or reckless act by Participant resulting in or causing material reputational or other
material harm or damage to the Company Group, in the good faith reasonable judgment of the Company; and (viii)
Participant’s breach of any material provision of any written agreement between Participant and any Company
Group Member, and failure to cure such breach (if capable of cure) within fifteen (15) days after the Company gives
written notice to Participant regarding such breach. Whether or not an event giving rise to “Cause” occurs for
purposes of this definition (for Participants who do not have an employment or consulting agreement that includes a
definition of Cause) will be determined by the Board in its sole discretion.
(b) “Cessation Date” shall mean the date of Participant’s Termination of Service (regardless of the
reason for such termination).
(c) “Company Group” shall mean the Company and its Subsidiaries.
(d) “Company Group Member” shall mean each member of the Company Group.
(e) “Disability” shall have the meaning ascribed to such term in any relevant employment
agreement between Participant and a Company Group Member; provided that, in the absence of such agreement
containing such definition, “Disability” shall mean the disability of Participant such as would entitle the Participant
to receive disability income benefits pursuant to the long-term disability plan of the Company Group Member then
covering Participant or, if no such plan exists or is applicable to Participant, the permanent and total disability of
Participant within the meaning of Section 22(e)(3) of the Code.
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1.2 Incorporation of Terms of Plan. The Option is subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this
Agreement, the special provisions for the Participant’s country of residence if such Participant resides or provides
services outside the United States, if applicable, attached hereto as Exhibit B (the “Foreign Appendix”), and the
Plan, each of which is incorporated herein by reference. In the event of any inconsistency between the Plan and this
Agreement, the terms of the Plan shall control. In the event of any inconsistency between the Plan and/or this
Agreement with the Foreign Appendix, the terms of the Foreign Appendix shall control.
ARTICLE II. GRANT OF OPTION
2.1 Grant of Option. In consideration of Participant’s past and/or continued employment with or service to
any Company Group Member and for other good and valuable consideration, effective as of the grant date set forth
in the Grant Notice (the “Grant Date”), the Company has granted to Participant the Option to purchase any part or
all of an aggregate number of Shares set forth in the Grant Notice, upon the terms and conditions set forth in the
Grant Notice, the Plan and this Agreement, subject to adjustment as provided in Section 12.2 of the Plan.
2.2 Exercise Price. The exercise price per Share of the Shares subject to the Option (the “Exercise Price”)
shall be as set forth in the Grant Notice (which exercise price is not less than 100% of the Fair Market Value of the
Share on the Grant Date).
ARTICLE III. PERIOD OF EXERCISABILITY
3.1 Commencement of Exercisability.
(a) Subject to Participant’s continued employment with or service to a Company Group Member
on each applicable vesting date and subject to Sections 3.2, 3.3, 5.9 and 5.14 hereof, the Option shall become vested
and exercisable in such amounts and at such times as are set forth in the Grant Notice.
(b) Except as otherwise provided under Section 3.1(c), as determined by the Administrator or as
set forth in a written agreement between Participant and the Company, any portion of the Option that has not
become vested and exercisable on or prior to the Cessation Date (including, without limitation, pursuant to any
employment or similar agreement by and between Participant and the Company) shall be forfeited on the Cessation
Date and shall not thereafter become vested and exercisable.
(c) In the event Participant incurs a Termination of Service without Cause upon or within twelve
(12) months following a Change in Control, any portion of the Option that has not become vested and exercisable on
or prior to the Cessation Date, shall become fully vested and exercisable as of immediately prior to the Termination
of Service.
3.2 Duration of Exercisability. The installments provided for in the vesting schedule set forth in the Grant
Notice are cumulative. Each such installment that becomes vested and exercisable pursuant to the vesting schedule
set forth in the Grant Notice shall remain vested and exercisable until it becomes unexercisable under Section 3.3
hereof. Once the Option becomes unexercisable, it shall be forfeited immediately.
3.3 Expiration of Option. The Option may not be exercised to any extent by anyone after the first to occur
of the following events:
(a) The expiration date set forth in the Grant Notice (which date shall not be more than ten (10)
years from the Grant Date for the Option);
(b) Except as the Administrator may otherwise approve, the expiration of twelve (12) months from
the Cessation Date by reason of Participant’s Termination of Service due to death or Disability;
(c) Except as the Administrator may otherwise approve, immediately upon the Cessation Date by
reason of Participant’s Termination of Service by the Company Group for Cause; and
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(d) Except as the Administrator may otherwise approve, the expiration of three (3) months from
the Cessation Date by reason of Participant’s Termination of Service for any reason other than by the Company
Group for Cause or due to death or Disability.
3.4 Tax Withholding. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement:
(a) The Company Group has the authority to deduct or withhold, or require Participant to remit to
the applicable Company Group Member, an amount sufficient to satisfy any applicable federal, state, local,
provincial and foreign taxes (including the employee portion of any FICA obligation) required by Applicable Law to
be withheld with respect to any taxable event arising pursuant to this Agreement. The Company Group may
withhold or Participant may make such payment in one or more of the forms specified below:
(i) by cash or check made payable to the Company Group Member with respect to which
the withholding obligation arises;
(ii) by the deduction of such amount from other compensation payable to Participant;
(iii) with respect to any withholding taxes arising in connection with the exercise of the
Option, with the consent of the Administrator, by requesting that the Company withhold a net number of Shares
issuable upon the exercise of the Option having a then current Fair Market Value not exceeding the amount
necessary to satisfy the withholding obligation of the Company Group based on the maximum statutory withholding
rates in Participant’s applicable jurisdictions for federal, state, local, provincial and foreign income tax and payroll
tax purposes that are applicable to such taxable income;
(iv) with respect to any withholding taxes arising in connection with the exercise of the
Option, through the delivery of a notice that Participant has placed a market sell order with a broker acceptable to
the Company with respect to Shares then issuable to Participant pursuant to the Option, and that the broker has been
directed to pay a sufficient portion of the net proceeds of the sale to the Company Group Member with respect to
which the withholding obligation arises in satisfaction of such withholding taxes; provided that payment of such
proceeds is then made to the applicable Company Group Member at such time as may be required by the
Administrator, but in any event not later than the settlement of such sale; or
(v) in any combination of the foregoing.
(b) With respect to any withholding taxes arising in connection with the Option, in the event
Participant fails to provide timely payment of all sums required pursuant to Section 3.4(a), the Company shall have
the right and option, but not the obligation, to treat such failure as an election by Participant to satisfy all or any
portion of Participant’s required payment obligation pursuant to Section 3.4(a)(ii) or Section 3.4(a)(iii) above, or any
combination of the foregoing as the Company may determine to be appropriate. The Company shall not be obligated
to deliver any certificate representing Shares issuable with respect to the exercise of the Option to, or to cause any
such Shares to be held in book-entry form by, Participant or his or her legal representative unless and until
Participant or his or her legal representative shall have paid or otherwise satisfied in full the amount of all federal,
state, local, provincial and foreign taxes applicable with respect to the taxable income of Participant resulting from
the exercise of the Option or any other taxable event related to the Option.
(c) In the event any tax withholding obligation arising in connection with the Option will be
satisfied under Section 3.4(a)(iii), then the Company shall elect to instruct any brokerage firm determined acceptable
to the Company for such purpose to sell on Participant’s behalf a whole number of Shares from those Shares then
issuable upon the exercise of the Option as the Company determines to be appropriate to generate cash proceeds
sufficient to satisfy the tax withholding obligation and to remit the proceeds of such sale to the Company Group
Member with respect to which the withholding obligation arises. Participant’s acceptance of this Option constitutes
Participant’s instruction and authorization to the Company and such brokerage firm to complete the transactions
described in this Section 3.4(c), including the transactions described in the previous sentence, as applicable. The
Company may refuse to issue any Shares to Participant until the foregoing tax withholding obligations are satisfied,
provided that no payment shall be delayed under this Section 3.4(c) if such delay will result in a violation of Section
409A.
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(d) Participant is ultimately liable and responsible for all taxes owed in connection with the
Option, regardless of any action any Company Group Member takes with respect to any tax withholding obligations
that arise in connection with the Option. No Company Group Member makes any representation or undertaking
regarding the treatment of any tax withholding in connection with the awarding, vesting or exercise of the Option or
the subsequent sale of Shares. The Company Group does not commit and is under no obligation to structure the
Option to reduce or eliminate Participant’s tax liability.
(e) For purposes of this Section 3.4, (i) “Applicable Law” shall include without limitation, all
applicable securities, corporate, tax and other laws, rules, regulations, instruments, notices, blanket orders, decision
documents, statements, circulars, procedures and policies, and (ii) “withholding taxes” shall include any and all
taxes and other source deductions, or other amounts which the Company Group Member is required by Applicable
Law to withhold from any amounts paid or credited to a Participant under the Plan.
ARTICLE IV. EXERCISE OF OPTION
4.1 Person Eligible to Exercise. During the lifetime of Participant, only Participant may exercise the Option
or any portion thereof. After the death of Participant, any exercisable portion of the Option may, prior to the time
when the Option becomes unexercisable under Section 3.3 hereof, be exercised by Participant’s personal
representative or by any Person empowered to do so under the deceased Participant’s will or under the then
Applicable Laws of descent and distribution.
4.2 Partial Exercise. Subject to Section 5.2, any exercisable portion of the Option or the entire Option, if
then wholly exercisable, may be exercised in whole or in part at any time prior to the time when the Option or
portion thereof becomes unexercisable under Section 3.3 hereof.
4.3 Manner of Exercise. The Option, or any exercisable portion thereof, may be exercised solely by
delivery to the Secretary of the Company (or any third party administrator or other Person designated by the
Company), during regular business hours, of all of the following prior to the time when the Option or such portion
thereof becomes unexercisable under Section 3.3 hereof.
(a) An exercise notice in a form specified by the Administrator, stating that the Option or portion
thereof is thereby exercised, such notice complying with all applicable rules established by the Administrator;
(b) The receipt by the Company of full payment for the Shares with respect to which the Option or
portion thereof is exercised, in such form of consideration permitted under Section 4.4 hereof that is acceptable to
the Administrator;
(c) The payment of any applicable withholding tax in accordance with Section 3.4;
(d) Any other written representations or documents as may be required in the Administrator’s sole
discretion to effect compliance with Applicable Law; and
(e) In the event the Option or portion thereof shall be exercised pursuant to Section 4.1 hereof by
any Person or Persons other than Participant, appropriate proof of the right of such Person or Persons to exercise the
Option.
Notwithstanding any of the foregoing, the Administrator shall have the right to specify all conditions of the
manner of exercise, which conditions may vary by country and which may be subject to change from time to time.
4.4 Method of Payment. Payment of the Exercise Price shall be by any of the following, or a combination
thereof, at the election of Participant:
(a) Cash or check;
(b) Through the delivery of a notice that Participant has placed a market sell order with a broker
acceptable to the Company with respect to Shares then issuable upon exercise of the Option, and that the broker has
been directed to pay a sufficient portion of the net proceeds of the sale to the Company in satisfaction of the
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Exercise Price; provided that payment of such proceeds is then made to the Company at such time as may be
required by the Administrator, but in any event not later than the settlement of such sale; or
(c) Any other form of legal consideration acceptable to the Administrator.
4.5 Conditions to Issuance of Shares. The Company shall not be required to issue or deliver Shares
purchased upon the exercise of the Option or portion thereof prior to fulfillment of all of the following conditions:
(a) the admission of such Shares to listing on all stock exchanges on which such Shares are then listed, (b) the
completion of any registration or other qualification of such Shares under any provincial, territorial, state or federal
law or under rulings, rules or regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission, any Canadian securities
regulatory authority or other governmental regulatory body, which the Administrator shall, in its absolute discretion,
deem necessary or advisable, (c) the obtaining of any approval or other clearance from any provincial, territorial,
state or federal governmental agency that the Administrator shall, in its absolute discretion, determine to be
necessary or advisable, (d) the receipt by the Company of full payment for such Shares, which may be in one or
more of the forms of consideration permitted under Section 4.4 hereof, and (e) the receipt of full payment of any
applicable withholding tax in accordance with Section 3.4 by the Company Group Member with respect to which the
applicable withholding obligation arises.
4.6 Rights as Shareholder. Neither Participant nor any Person claiming under or through Participant will
have any of the rights or privileges of a shareholder of the Company in respect of any Shares purchasable upon the
exercise of any part of the Option unless and until certificates representing such Shares (which may be in book-entry
form) will have been issued and recorded on the records of the Company or its transfer agents or registrars and
delivered to Participant (including, without limitation, through electronic delivery to a brokerage account). No
adjustment will be made for a dividend or other right for which the record date is prior to the date of such issuance,
recordation and delivery, except as provided in Section 12.2 of the Plan. Except as otherwise provided herein, after
such issuance, recordation and delivery, Participant will have all the rights of a shareholder of the Company with
respect to such Shares, including, without limitation, the right to receipt of dividends and distributions on such
Shares.
ARTICLE V. OTHER PROVISIONS
5.1 Administration. The Administrator shall have the power to interpret the Plan, the Grant Notice and this
Agreement and to adopt such rules for the administration, interpretation and application of the Plan, the Grant
Notice and this Agreement as are consistent therewith and to interpret, amend or revoke any such rules. All actions
taken and all interpretations and determinations made by the Administrator will be final and binding upon
Participant, the Company and all other interested Persons. To the extent allowable pursuant to Applicable Law, no
member of the Committee or the Board will be personally liable for any action, determination or interpretation made
with respect to the Plan, the Grant Notice or this Agreement.
5.2 Whole Shares. The Option may only be exercised for whole Shares.
5.3 Option Not Transferable. Subject to Section 4.1 hereof, the Option may not be sold, pledged, assigned
or transferred in any manner other than by will or the laws of descent and distribution, unless and until the Shares
underlying the Option have been issued, and all restrictions applicable to such Shares have lapsed. Neither the
Option nor any interest or right therein or part thereof shall be liable for the debts, contracts or engagements of
Participant or his or her successors in interest or shall be subject to disposition by transfer, alienation, anticipation,
pledge, encumbrance, assignment or any other means whether such disposition be voluntary or involuntary or by
operation of law by judgment, levy, attachment, garnishment or any other legal or equitable proceedings (including,
without limitation, bankruptcy), and any attempted disposition thereof shall be null and void and of no effect, except
to the extent that such disposition is permitted by the preceding sentence. Notwithstanding the foregoing, with the
consent of the Administrator, if the Option is a Non-Qualified Stock Option, it may be transferred to Permitted
Transferees pursuant to any conditions and procedures the Administrator may require.
5.4 Adjustments. The Administrator may accelerate the vesting of all or a portion of the Option in such
circumstances as it, in its sole discretion, may determine. Participant acknowledges that the Option is subject to
adjustment, modification and termination in certain events as provided in this Agreement and the Plan, including
Section 12.2 of the Plan.
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5.5 Notices. Any notice to be given under the terms of this Agreement to the Company shall be addressed
to the Company in care of the Secretary of the Company at the Company’s principal office, and any notice to be
given to Participant shall be addressed to Participant at Participant’s last address reflected on the Company’s
records. By a notice given pursuant to this Section 5.5, either party may hereafter designate a different address for
notices to be given to that party. Any notice shall be deemed duly given when sent via email or when sent by
certified or registered mail (return receipt requested) and deposited (with postage prepaid) in a post office or branch
post office regularly maintained by the United States Postal Service or Canada Post, as applicable.
5.6 Titles. Titles are provided herein for convenience only and are not to serve as a basis for interpretation
or construction of this Agreement.
5.7 Governing Law. The laws of the Province of Ontario shall govern the interpretation, validity,
administration, enforcement and performance of the terms of this Agreement regardless of the law that might be
applied under principles of conflicts of laws.
5.8 Conformity to Securities Laws. Participant acknowledges that the Plan, the Grant Notice, this
Agreement, and the Foreign Appendix, if applicable, are intended to conform to the extent necessary with all
Applicable Laws, including, without limitation, the provisions of the Securities Act, the Exchange Act, the
Securities Act (Ontario) and any and all regulations and rules promulgated thereunder by the Securities and
Exchange Commission or the Ontario Securities Commission, as applicable, and state or other provincial securities
laws and regulations. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, the Plan shall be administered, and the
Option is granted and may be exercised, only in such a manner as to conform to Applicable Law. To the extent
permitted by Applicable Law, the Plan, the Grant Notice, this Agreement, and the Foreign Appendix, if applicable,
shall be deemed amended to the extent necessary to conform to Applicable Law.
5.9 Amendment, Suspension and Termination. To the extent permitted by the Plan, this Agreement may be
wholly or partially amended or otherwise modified, suspended or terminated at any time or from time to time by the
Administrator or the Board, provided that, except as may otherwise be provided by the Plan, no amendment,
modification, suspension or termination of this Agreement shall adversely affect the Option in any material way
without the prior written consent of Participant.
5.10 Successors and Assigns. The Company may assign any of its rights under this Agreement to single or
multiple assignees, and this Agreement shall inure to the benefit of the successors and assigns of the Company.
Subject to the restrictions on transfer set forth in Section 5.3 and the Plan, this Agreement shall be binding upon and
inure to the benefit of the heirs, legatees, legal representatives, successors and assigns of the parties hereto.
5.11 Limitations Applicable to Section 16 Persons. Notwithstanding any other provision of the Plan or this
Agreement, if Participant is subject to Section 16 of the Exchange Act, the Plan, the Option, the Grant Notice and
this Agreement shall be subject to any additional limitations set forth in any applicable exemptive rule under Section
16 of the Exchange Act (including, without limitation, any amendment to Rule 16b-3 of the Exchange Act) that are
requirements for the application of such exemptive rule. To the extent permitted by Applicable Law, this Agreement
shall be deemed amended to the extent necessary to conform to such applicable exemptive rule.
5.12 Not a Contract of Employment. Nothing in this Agreement, the Foreign Appendix, if applicable, or in
the Plan shall confer upon Participant any right to continue to serve as an employee or other service provider of any
Company Group Member or shall interfere with or restrict in any way the rights of any Company Group Member,
which rights are hereby expressly reserved, to discharge or terminate the services of Participant at any time for any
reason whatsoever, with or without Cause, except to the extent expressly provided otherwise in a written agreement
between a Company Group Member and Participant.
5.13 Entire Agreement. The Plan, the Grant Notice and this Agreement (including, without limitation, any
exhibit hereto) constitute the entire agreement of the parties and supersede in their entirety all prior undertakings and
agreements of the Company and Participant with respect to the subject matter hereof.
5.14 Section 409A. This Award is not intended to constitute “nonqualified deferred compensation” within
the meaning of Section 409A. However, notwithstanding any other provision of the Plan, the Grant Notice or this
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Agreement, if at any time the Administrator determines that this Award (or any portion thereof) may be subject to
Section 409A, the Administrator shall have the right in its sole discretion (without any obligation to do so or to
indemnify Participant or any other Person for failure to do so) to adopt such amendments to the Plan, the Grant
Notice or this Agreement, or adopt other policies and procedures (including, without limitation, amendments,
policies and procedures with retroactive effect), or take any other actions, as the Administrator determines are
necessary or appropriate for this Award either to be exempt from the application of Section 409A or to comply with
the requirements of Section 409A.
5.15 Agreement Severable. In the event that any provision of the Grant Notice or this Agreement is held
invalid or unenforceable, such provision will be severable from, and such invalidity or unenforceability will not be
construed to have any effect on, the remaining provisions of the Grant Notice or this Agreement.
5.16 Limitation on Participant’s Rights. Participation in the Plan confers no rights or interests other than as
herein provided. This Agreement creates only a contractual obligation on the part of the Company as to amounts
payable and shall not be construed as creating a trust. Neither the Plan nor any underlying program, in and of itself,
has any assets. Participant shall have only the right to receive Shares as a general unsecured creditor with respect to
the Option, as and when exercised pursuant to the terms hereof.
5.17 Counterparts. The Grant Notice may be executed in one or more counterparts, including by way of any
electronic signature, subject to Applicable Law, each of which shall be deemed an original and all of which together
shall constitute one instrument.
5.18 Incentive Stock Options. Participant acknowledges that to the extent the aggregate Fair Market Value
of Shares (determined as of the time the option with respect to the Shares is granted) with respect to which Incentive
Stock Options, including this Option (if applicable), are exercisable for the first time by Participant during any
calendar year exceeds $100,000 or if for any other reason such Incentive Stock Options do not qualify or cease to
qualify for treatment as “incentive stock options” under Section 422 of the Code, such Incentive Stock Options shall
be treated as Non-Qualified Stock Options. Participant further acknowledges that the rule set forth in the preceding
sentence shall be applied by taking the Option and other stock options into account in the order in which they were
granted, as determined under Section 422(d) of the Code and the Treasury Regulations thereunder. Participant also
acknowledges that an Incentive Stock Option exercised more than three (3) months after Participant’s Termination
of Service, other than by reason of death or disability, will be taxed as a Non-Qualified Stock Option.
5.19 Notification of Disposition. If this Option is designated as an Incentive Stock Option, Participant shall
give prompt written notice to the Company of any disposition or other transfer of any Shares acquired under this
Agreement if such disposition or transfer is made (a) within two (2) years from the Grant Date or (b) within one (1)
year after the transfer of such Shares to Participant. Such notice shall specify the date of such disposition or other
transfer and the amount realized, in cash, other property, assumption of indebtedness or other consideration, by
Participant in such disposition or other transfer.
5.20 Special Provisions for Options Granted to Participants Outside the United States.
(a) If the Participant performs services for the Company outside of the United States, this
Agreement shall be subject to the special provisions, if any, for the Participant’s country of residence, as set forth in
the Foreign Appendix.
(b) If the Participant relocates to one of the countries included in the Foreign Appendix during the
life of this Agreement, special provisions for such country shall apply to the Participant, to the extent the Company
determines that the application of such provisions is necessary or advisable in order to comply with applicable
foreign and local law or facilitate the administration of the Plan.
(c) The Company reserves the right to impose other requirements on this Agreement, the Option
and the Shares issued upon exercise of the Option, to the extent the Company determines it is necessary or advisable
in order to comply with applicable foreign or local laws or facilitate the administration of the Plan, and to require the
Participant to sign any additional agreements or undertakings that may be necessary to accomplish the foregoing.
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EXHIBIT B
TO OPTION GRANT NOTICE AND AGREEMENT
SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR OPTIONS
GRANTED TO PARTICIPANTS OUTSIDE THE U.S.
This Exhibit B includes additional terms applicable to Participants who reside or provide services to a Company
Group Member in the countries identified below. These terms and conditions are in addition to those set forth in the
Agreement to which this Exhibit B is attached and the Plan and to the extent there are any inconsistencies between
these terms and conditions and those set forth in the Agreement, these terms and conditions shall prevail. Any
capitalized term used in this Exhibit B without definition shall have the meaning ascribed to such term in the Plan or
the Agreement, as applicable.
This Foreign Appendix also includes information relating to exchange control and other issues of which the
Participant should be aware with respect to his or her participation in the Plan. The information is based on the
exchange control, securities and other laws in effect in the respective countries as of September 2021. Such laws are
often complex and change frequently. As a result, the Company strongly recommends that the Participant does not
rely on the information herein as the only source of information relating to the consequences of participation in the
Plan because the information may be out of date at the time the Option is exercised or Shares acquired under the
Plan are sold.
In addition, the information is general in nature and may not apply to the particular situation of the Participant,
and the Company is not in a position to assure the Participant of any particular result. Accordingly, the Participant is
advised to seek appropriate professional advice as to how the relevant laws in his or her country may apply to his or
her situation. Finally, if the Participant is a citizen or resident of a country other than the one in which he or she is
currently working, the information contained herein may not be applicable to the Participant.
CHINA
1.

The Company and/or any of the Company Group Member will not be liable for any failure by Participant in
relation to payment of the Exercise Price or receipt of any proceeds under the Plan due to any legal or practical
restrictions on conversion or remittance of foreign exchanges where applicable.

2.

Data Privacy
In addition to Section 10.9 in the Plan, Participant acknowledges that some of his/her personal information that
the Company and its Subsidiaries will process is sensitive, such as the identification number and details of all
the Awards. However, Participant’s participation under the Plan will not be able to effect or continue if such
sensitive personal information fails to be processed. Acknowledging the harm that may be caused to
Participant’s personal or property safety by any potential unauthorized disclosure or illegal use of the sensitive
personal information, the Company and its Subsidiaries adopt, update and implement various technical, physical
and administrative security policies and procedures in line with Applicable Laws to safeguard the
confidentiality, privacy and integrity of Participant’s sensitive personal information.
With respect to the transfer of Participant’s personal information as stated above (which may involve crossborder transfer from the territory of China to elsewhere), the relevant information of the transferees will be
made available to Participant before the transfer.

3.

For purposes of this Foreign Appendix, China means the People’s Republic of China but not including Hong
Kong, Macau and Taiwan.

4.

By accepting the Option, Participants understands and hereby consents to (i) the collection, holding, processing,
use and transfer of his/her sensitive personal information as described in the Plan, the Grant Notice and the
Agreement, (ii) the transfer and provision of his/her personal information as described in the Plan, the Grant
Notice and the Agreement, and (iii) the transfer and provision of his/her personal information from the territory
of the People’s Republic of China to overseas parties as described in the Plan, the Grant Notice and the
Agreement.
GERMANY

1.

Definition of Employee. The definition of Employee shall, for the avoidance of doubt, include the legal
representatives of the German group members.
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2.

Taxes. For the avoidance of doubt, taxes always include German social security contributions, and in this
regard, Participant’s portion.

3.

Securities Law. This offer does not require a securities prospectus (Wertpapierprospekt) to be submitted for
approval
to
the
German
Federal
Financial
Supervisory
Authority
(Bundesanstalt
für
Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht or BaFin).

4.

Exchange Control Information. Cross-border payments in excess of €12,500 must be reported monthly to the
German Central Bank (Deutsche Bundesbank). If Participant uses a German bank to transfer a cross-border
payment in excess of €12,500 in connection with the sale of Shares acquired under the Plan, the bank will file
the report for Participant. In addition, Participant must report any receivables, payables, or debts in foreign
currency exceeding an amount of €5,000,000 on a monthly basis. Finally, Participant must report on an annual
basis if Participant holds Shares that exceed 10% of the total voting capital of the Company.

5.

Consent to Personal Data Processing and Transfer. By acceptance of the Option, the Participant acknowledges
and consents to the collection, use, processing, recording, organization, structuring, storage, adaption or
alteration, retrieval, disclosure and transfer of personal data as described below and in accordance with the
Company privacy policy. The Company Group Members hold certain personal information, including the
Participant’s name, home address and telephone number, date of birth, social security number or other
employee tax identification number, employment history and status, salary, nationality, job title, and any equity
compensation grants or Shares awarded, cancelled, purchased, vested, unvested or outstanding in the
Participant’s favor, for the purpose of managing and administering the Plan (“Data”). The Company Group
Members will transfer Data to any third parties assisting the Company in the implementation, administration
and management of the Plan. The Company Group Members may also make the Data available to public
authorities where required under locally applicable law. These recipients may be located in the United States,
the European Economic Area, or elsewhere, which the Participant separately and expressly consents to,
accepting that outside the European Economic Area, data protection laws may not be as protective as within.
The Participant hereby authorizes the Company Group Members to collect, use, process, record, organize,
structure, store, adapt or alter, retrieve, disclose and transfer the Data, in electronic or other form, for the
purposes of implementing, administering and managing participation in the Plan, including any requisite
transfer of such Data as may be required for the administration of the Plan on behalf of the Participant to a third
party with whom the Participant may have elected to have payment made pursuant to the Plan. The Participant
may, at any time, review Data, require any necessary amendments to it or withdraw the consent herein in
writing or by e-mail contacting the Company through Participant’s local human resources representative.
However, withdrawing the consent may affect the Participant’s ability to participate in the Plan and receive the
benefits intended by the Option. Data will only be held as long as necessary to implement, administer and
manage the Participant’s participation in the Plan and any subsequent claims or rights.
HONG KONG

The contents of the Plan and any of the documents referred to therein (including but not limited to the Grant Notice
and the Agreement) have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority in Hong Kong. Participants are advised to
exercise caution in relation to the offer of Options. If Participants are in any doubt about any of the contents of this
Plan, they should obtain independent professional advice.
This Plan does not constitute an offer or invitation to the public within the meaning of the Companies (Winding Up
and Miscellaneous Provisions) Ordinance (Cap. 32 of the Laws of Hong Kong) (the “Companies Ordinance”) or the
Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571 of the Laws of Hong Kong), and it is made on terms that only the
qualifying person (as defined in the Companies Ordinance) to whom this invitation has been addressed is eligible to
apply. Options offered in relation to the Plan may not be offered or sold in Hong Kong by means of any document,
except in circumstances which do not result in the document being a “prospectus” as defined in the Companies
Ordinance or which do not constitute an offer to the public within the meaning of that Ordinance.
No person may issue or possess for the purposes of issue, whether in Hong Kong or elsewhere, any advertisement,
invitation or document relating to Options offered in relation to the Plan, which is directed at, or the contents of
which are likely to be accessed or read by, the public of Hong Kong (except if permitted to do so under the securities
laws of Hong Kong) other than with respect to Options which are or are intended to be disposed of only to persons
outside Hong Kong.
JAPAN
1.

Securities Regulation. The Company notifies the Participant and, the Participant acknowledges, that in
connection with the Plan, the Agreement, the Grant Notice and ancillary documents to them, and Options being
offered to the Participant, no notification under Article 4 of Financial Instruments and Exchange Act (the
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“FIEA”) was made because the offering of Options falls under Article 2(3)(ii)(c) of FIEA and, thus, falls under
the solicitation for small number of investors (syoninzuu muke kanyuu) stipulated in Article 23-13(4)(i)(a) of
FIFA.

2. Exchange Control Information. Notification under the Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Act shall be
required, among other cases, where a cross-border payment in excess of JPY 30,000,000 was made.
SINGAPORE
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in the Plan, the Agreement, and the Grant Notice (collectively,
the “Documents”), the Participant agrees, acknowledges, and confirms that:
(a) none of the Documents have been lodged, registered, and/or reviewed by any regulatory authority in Singapore,
and that no prospectus or any other document relating to this offer of Options made to the Participant has been
lodged or registered with the Monetary Authority of Singapore;
(b) the offer of Options being made to the Participant is made pursuant to the “qualifying person” exemption under
section 273(1)(i) (read with section 273(4)) of Singapore’s Securities and Futures Act (Cap 289), and
accordingly no prospectus or other document relating to the offer of Options being made to the Participant
needs to be lodged or registered with the Monetary Authority of Singapore; and
(c) the Documents have not been made with a view to any of the Options or Shares being subsequently offered for
sale to another person, and none of the Documents or any other documents issued by the Participant in
connection with any subsequent offer of sale of Options or Shares, or any transfer of Options or Shares, should
under any circumstances be deemed a prospectus issued by the Company.
SWITZERLAND

This appendix includes additional terms and conditions that govern the Options granted to the Participant if the

Participant is resident for tax purposes in Switzerland. Unless otherwise defined herein, the terms defined in the
Plan and in the Agreement shall have the same meanings in this appendix. In the event of any conflict between the
provisions of the Plan or of the Agreement and this appendix, the provisions of this appendix shall govern.
1.

Defined Terms. For the purposes of this appendix, the following terms have the following meanings:
“Disability” means retirement due to disability based on a final decision by the Swiss Federal Disability
Insurance.
“Swiss Affiliate” means, as applicable, the Company's affiliate employing the Swiss Participant.
“Swiss Participant” means any Participant who is resident for tax purposes in Switzerland.

2.

Discretionary Character. Any economic benefits deriving from the Swiss Participant's participation in the Plan
are entirely discretionary and shall not qualify as salary or as a component of the salary.

3.

Swiss Social Security and Taxes.
As applicable, the Swiss Affiliate will provide the Swiss Participant with an annual salary statement
(Lohnausweis) setting out (i) the gross annual income earned by the Swiss Participant during the relevant year,
including income from participating in the Plan, (ii) the Swiss Participant's social security withholdings and, if
applicable, (iii) the employer income tax withholding, plus an annex to the annual salary statement setting out
certain of the economic terms of the Plan as determined by applicable Swiss law. The Swiss Affiliate shall have
the right to notify the competent Swiss tax authorities of the grant of Options and the transfer of Shares to the
Swiss Participant upon exercise of the Options under the Plan and to provide a copy of the annual salary
statement including the annex directly to the competent Swiss tax authorities.
The Swiss Participant shall be responsible to recognize any and all income earned from the grant, vesting,
settlement or otherwise in connection with an Award under the Plan and this Agreement in their income
statement for the respective taxation period in accordance with applicable Swiss law and shall be responsible for
Swiss federal, cantonal and communal individual income tax and social security charges or corporate income
tax, as the case may be, on any net taxable earnings for such taxation period in accordance with the Swiss
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federal tax rules and regulations, and in accordance with the cantonal tax rules of the place of residence of the
Swiss Participant.
4.

Parties to the Agreement.
The Agreement is exclusively agreed upon between the Company and the Swiss Participant. The Swiss Affiliate
is not a party to the Agreement and does not assume nor cannot be held liable for any liabilities under the Plan
or the Agreement, if not otherwise provided by applicable Swiss mandatory law.
The Swiss Participant's sole contact and sole contractual partner regarding the Plan and the Options granted
under the Agreement is the Company, and any rights and entitlements pursuant to the Plan and the Options are
granted on an exclusively voluntary basis and do not create any claims against the Swiss Affiliate or any other
affiliate. Even if there is a repeated grant of an Award and without express notification that the Award is made
voluntarily, no legal claim for future grants exists. The offer or Award remains in the complete discretion of the
Company. In particular, the Company reserves the right to determine in its full discretion the scope of
beneficiaries and the conditions of the Plan.

5.

Notices. For the avoidance of doubt, any notice shall be deemed duly given when sent via email or when sent by
certified or registered mail (return receipt requested) and deposited (with postage prepaid) in a post office or
branch post office regularly maintained by the Unites States Postal Service, Canada Post or the Swiss Post, as
applicable.
UNITED KINGDOM

1.

General.
a.

This appendix shall apply to all UK Taxpayers (as defined below) and the terms of the Plan and the
grant of Awards to UK Taxpayers under the Plan shall at all times be construed and interpreted in a
manner consistent with this appendix.

b.

In the event that a Participant becomes an UK Taxpayer subsequent to the date of grant of Awards
under the Plan, then, pursuant to Section 4.5 of the Plan, the terms of such Awards shall immediately
be deemed to be amended in a manner consistent with this appendix.

c.

The terms of the Plan (including, for the avoidance of doubt, the terms of the Award Agreement),
unless those terms are specified to apply to Participants residing outside of the UK, shall, save where
otherwise specified below, apply in relation to Awards granted to an UK Taxpayer pursuant to the
terms of this appendix, and references to the “Plan” shall include this appendix. If there is any
inconsistency between any terms of this appendix and the terms of the Plan or the Award Agreement,
the terms of this appendix shall apply to any Participant who is a UK Taxpayer.

d.

In this Appendix, the following expressions shall have the following meanings respectively:
“Tax” means all liability to income tax (or overseas equivalent) which the Company or any Subsidiary
is liable to account for on behalf of the Participant directly to any taxation authority (including, but
without limitation, through the pay-as-you-earn system) and all liability to social security which the
Company or any Subsidiary is liable to account for on behalf of the Participant to any taxation
authority (including, but without limitation, primary Class 1 (employee’s) National Insurance
contributions) which arises as a result of any amount payable to the Participant under the Plan;
“UK Tax” means taxation under the rules of the United Kingdom; and
“UK Taxpayer” means a Participant who is subject to UK Tax at the date of grant of Awards under the
Plan, is expected to become subject to UK Tax following the grant of Awards or does become subject
to UK Tax following the grant of Awards but prior to the lapse, forfeiture or cancellation of Awards
held by the Participant.

2.

Eligibility. In relation to the operation of the Plan in the UK, no Award shall be granted to any person who is
not an Employee (including a non-employee director).

3.

Taxation. Any liability of a Participant to Tax shall be for the account of the relevant Participant. The
Participant shall indemnify the Company or any Subsidiary, his or her employer and any other person in respect
of any amount of Tax arising as a result of his or her participation in the Plan (or which would not otherwise
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have arisen but for his or her participation in the Plan) and any penalties or interest that may be payable by the
Company or any Subsidiary as a result of the Participant failing to discharge his or her obligation to pay Tax
arising as a result of his or her participation in the Plan. If the Company so requires, the Participant will enter
into (A) an agreement or election pursuant to paragraphs 3A or 3B of Schedule 1 to the UK Social Security
Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 and/or (B) a joint election under Section 431(1) of the Income Tax
(Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003 (as the Company shall determine) with the relevant member of the Group on
or before the date on which the Option is exercised. The Company or the relevant Subsidiary, will pay the
appropriate stamp duty on behalf of Participants in respect of any transfer of Shares on the exercise of the
Option.
4.

Data Privacy. By participating in the Plan, the Participant’s attention is drawn to the Company’s data privacy
notice previously provided to them, which sets out how the Participant’s personal data will be used and shared
by the Company and any Subsidiaries. The Company’s data privacy notice does not form part of the Plan and
may be updated from time to time. Any such updates shall be notified to the Participant.
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LI-CYCLE HOLDINGS CORP.
2021 INCENTIVE AWARD PLAN
RSU AWARD
GRANT NOTICE AND AGREEMENT
Li-Cycle Holdings Corp., a corporation organized under the laws of the Province of Ontario (the “Company”),
pursuant to the Plan (as defined in Exhibit A hereto), hereby grants to the holder listed below (“Participant”) the
number of Restricted Share Units set forth below (the “RSUs”). The RSUs are subject to the terms and conditions
set forth in this Restricted Share Unit Grant Notice (the “Grant Notice”), the Restricted Share Unit Agreement
attached hereto as Exhibit A (the “Agreement”), and the Plan, each of which is incorporated herein by reference.
Unless otherwise defined herein, the terms defined in the Plan shall have the same defined meanings in this Grant
Notice and the Agreement.
Participant:
[Insert Name]
Grant Date:

[Insert Grant Date]

Number of RSUs:

[Insert Number]

Vesting Schedule:
Vesting Date

[date]
[date]
[date]

Incremental Vesting

Cumulative Vesting

[ ]%
[ ]%
[ ]%

[ ]%
[ ]%
[ ]%

By Participant’s signature below, Participant agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of the Plan, the
Agreement and the Grant Notice. Participant has reviewed the Agreement, the Plan and the Grant Notice in their
entirety, has had an opportunity to obtain the advice of counsel prior to executing the Grant Notice and fully
understands all provisions of the Grant Notice, the Agreement, and the Plan. Participant hereby agrees to accept as
binding, conclusive and final all decisions or interpretations of the Administrator upon any questions arising under
the Plan, the Grant Notice or the Agreement.
LI-CYCLE HOLDINGS CORP.

PARTICIPANT

By:
Name:
Title:

By:
Name:

[__________________]
[__________________]

1

[__________________]

EXHIBIT A
TO RSU AWARD GRANT NOTICE AND AGREEMENT
RSU AWARD AGREEMENT
FOR U.S. PARTICIPANTS
Pursuant to the Company’s 2021 Incentive Award Plan, as amended from time to time (the “Plan”) and the Grant
Notice to which this Agreement is attached, the Company has granted to Participant the number of RSUs set forth in
the Grant Notice.
ARTICLE I.
GENERAL
Section 1.1 Defined Terms. Capitalized terms not specifically defined herein shall have the meanings specified in
the Plan or the Grant Notice. For purposes of this Agreement, the following terms shall have the following
meanings:
(a) “Cause” shall mean a Company Group Member having “Cause” to terminate Participant’s employment or
services, as such term is defined in any relevant employment or consulting agreement between Participant and a
Company Group Member; provided that, in the absence of such agreement containing such definition, a Company
Group Member shall have “Cause” to terminate Participant’s employment or services upon: (i) Participant’s
commission of any act or omission that results in, or may reasonably be expected to result in, a conviction of (or
plea of no contest or nolo contendere to) any felony or indictable offence (other than in connection with a traffic
violation that does not result in imprisonment) under any provincial, state, federal or foreign law or any crime
involving moral turpitude or dishonesty or that has or could have the effect, in the Company’s reasonable and good
faith determination, of causing material reputational or other material harm or damage to the Company Group; (ii)
Participant’s commission of an act of fraud, embezzlement, misappropriation of funds, misrepresentation,
malfeasance, breach of fiduciary duty or other willful and material act of misconduct, in each case, against any
Company Group Member; (iii) any willful, material damage to any property of a Company Group Member by
Participant; (iv) Participant’s willful failure to (A) substantially perform Participant’s material job functions (other
than any such failure resulting from Participant’s Disability) or (B) carry out or comply with a lawful and reasonable
directive of a Company Group Member, in each case, which failure has not been cured (or cannot be cured) within
fifteen (15) days after the Company gives written notice to Participant regarding such failure; (v) Participant’s
breach of any Company policy which materially harms the Company Group, which breach has not been cured (or
cannot be cured) within fifteen (15) days after the Company gives written notice to Participant regarding such
failure; (vi) Participant’s unlawful use (including being under the influence) or possession of illegal drugs, or
excessive use of alcohol, in each case that materially impairs Participant’s ability to perform Participant’s duties
contemplated; (vii) any negligent or reckless act by Participant resulting in or causing material reputational or other
material harm or damage to the Company Group, in the good faith reasonable judgment of the Company; and (viii)
Participant’s breach of any material provision of any written agreement between Participant and any Company
Group Member, and failure to cure such breach (if capable of cure) within fifteen (15) days after the Company gives
written notice to Participant regarding such breach. Whether or not an event giving rise to “Cause” occurs for
purposes of this definition (for Participants who do not have an employment or consulting agreement that includes a
definition of Cause) will be determined by the Board in its sole discretion.
(a) “Company Group” shall mean the Company and its Subsidiaries.
(b) “Company Group Member” shall mean each member of the Company Group.
(c) “Disability” shall have the meaning ascribed to such term in any relevant employment agreement between
Participant and a Company Group Member; provided that, in the absence of such agreement containing such
definition, “Disability” shall mean the disability of Participant such as would entitle the Participant to receive
disability income benefits pursuant to the long-term disability plan of the Company Group Member then covering
Participant or, if no such plan exists or is applicable to Participant, the permanent and total disability of Participant
within the meaning of Section 22(e)(3) of the Code.
Section 1.2 Incorporation of Terms of Plan. The RSUs are subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this
Agreement, the special provisions for the Participant’s country of residence if such Participant resides or provides
services outside the United States, if applicable, attached hereto as Exhibit B (the “Foreign Appendix”), and the
Plan, each of which is incorporated herein by reference. In the event of any inconsistency between the Plan and this
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Agreement, the terms of the Plan shall control. In the event of any inconsistency between the Plan and/or this
Agreement with the Foreign Appendix, the terms of the Foreign Appendix shall control.
ARTICLE II.
AWARD OF RESTRICTED SHARE UNITS AND DIVIDEND EQUIVALENTS
Section 2.1 Award of RSUs and Dividend Equivalents.
(a) In consideration of Participant’s past and/or continued employment with or service to a Company Group Member
and for other good and valuable consideration, effective as of the grant date set forth in the Grant Notice (the “Grant
Date”), the Company has granted to Participant the number of RSUs set forth in the Grant Notice, upon the terms
and conditions set forth in the Grant Notice, the Plan and this Agreement, subject to adjustment as provided in
Section 12.2 of the Plan. Each RSU represents the right to receive one Share at the times and subject to the
conditions set forth herein. However, unless and until the RSUs have vested, Participant will have no right to the
common shares of the Company (“Shares”) subject thereto. Prior to the actual delivery of any Shares, the RSUs will
represent an unsecured obligation of the Company, payable only from the general assets of the Company.
(b) The Company hereby grants to Participant an Award of Dividend Equivalents with respect to each RSU granted
pursuant to the Grant Notice for all ordinary cash dividends that are paid to all or substantially all holders of the
outstanding Shares between the Grant Date and the date when the applicable RSU is distributed or paid to
Participant or is forfeited or expires. Participant shall be credited for such Dividend Equivalents with such number of
additional RSUs on each dividend payment date for which Participant held RSUs as of the record date for the
applicable dividend, as results from dividing: (i) the amount obtained by multiplying the amount of the dividend
declared and paid per Share by the number of RSUs held by Participant on such record date, by (ii) the Fair Market
Value of the Shares on the dividend payment date, with fractions computed to three decimal places. Each additional
RSU that results from such crediting of Dividend Equivalents granted hereunder shall be subject to the same vesting,
distribution or payment, adjustment and other provisions that apply to the underlying RSU to which such additional
RSU relates.
Section 2.2 Vesting of RSUs and Dividend Equivalents.
(a) Subject to Participant’s continued employment with or service to a Company Group Member on each applicable
vesting date and subject to the terms of this Agreement, including, without limitation, Section 2.2(b), the RSUs shall
vest in such amounts and at such times as are set forth in the Grant Notice. Each additional RSU that results from
crediting of Dividend Equivalents pursuant to Section 2.1(b) shall vest whenever the underlying RSU to which such
additional RSU relates vests.
(b) In the event Participant incurs a Termination of Service, except as otherwise provided in Section 2.2(c), or as
may be otherwise provided by the Administrator or as set forth in a written agreement between Participant and the
Company, including, without limitation, any employment agreement between Participant and the Company,
Participant shall immediately forfeit any and all RSUs and Dividend Equivalents granted under this Agreement that
have not vested or do not vest on or prior to the date on which such Termination of Service occurs, and Participant’s
rights in any such RSUs and Dividend Equivalents that are not so vested shall lapse and expire.
(c) In the event Participant incurs a Termination of Service without Cause upon or within twelve (12) months
following a Change in Control, such Participant’s RSUs shall be fully vested as of immediately prior to such
Termination of Service.
Section 2.3 Settlement of RSUs.
(a) Participant’s RSUs shall be settled in Shares (either in book-entry form or otherwise) as soon as administratively
practicable following the vesting of the applicable RSU pursuant to Section 2.2, and, in any event, no later than
March 15th of the calendar year following the year in which such vesting occurred (for the avoidance of doubt, this
deadline is intended to comply with the “short-term deferral” exemption from Section 409A). Notwithstanding the
foregoing, the Company may delay a settlement of RSUs if it reasonably determines that such settlement will violate
federal or provincial securities laws or any other Applicable Law, provided that such distribution or payment shall
be made at the earliest date at which the Company reasonably determines that the settlement will not cause such
violation, as required by Treasury Regulation Section 1.409A-2(b)(7)(ii), and provided further that no settlement
shall be delayed under this Section 2.3(a) if such delay will result in a violation of Section 409A.
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(b) All settlements shall be made by the Company in the form of whole Shares, and any fractional share shall be
rounded down to the next whole Share in accordance with Section 10.4(d) of the Plan.
Section 2.4 Conditions to Issuance of Shares. The Company shall not be required to issue or deliver any Shares
underlying the RSUs prior to the fulfillment of all of the following conditions: (a) the admission of such Shares to
listing on all stock exchanges on which such Shares are then listed, (b) the completion of any registration or other
qualification of such Shares (or the distribution thereof, as applicable) under any provincial, state or federal law or
under rulings, rules or regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission, any Canadian securities regulatory
authority or other governmental regulatory body, that the Administrator shall, in its absolute discretion, deem
necessary or advisable, (c) the obtaining of any approval or other clearance from any provincial, state or federal
governmental agency that the Administrator shall, in its absolute discretion, determine to be necessary or advisable,
and (d) the receipt of full payment of any applicable withholding tax in accordance with Section 2.5 by the Company
Group Member with respect to which the applicable withholding obligation arises.
Section 2.5 Tax Withholding. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement:
(a) Upon vesting and settlement of Participant’s RSUs, the Company shall instruct any brokerage firm determined
acceptable to the Company for such purpose to sell on Participant’s behalf a whole number of Shares from those
Shares that are subject to the Award as the Company determines to be appropriate to generate cash proceeds
sufficient to satisfy any applicable federal, provincial, state, local and foreign taxes (including, including, without
limitation, the employee portion of any FICA obligation) required by Applicable Law to be withheld, and to remit
the proceeds of such sale to the Company Group Member with respect to which the withholding obligation arises.
Participant’s acceptance of this Award constitutes Participant’s instruction and irrevocable authorization to the
Company and such brokerage firm to complete the transactions described in this Section 2.5(a), including the
transactions described in the previous sentence, as applicable. In the event of the occurrence of any broker-assisted
sale of Shares in connection with the payment of withholding taxes as provided in this Section 2.5(a): (i) any Shares
to be sold through a broker-assisted sale will be sold on the day the tax withholding obligation arises, or as soon
thereafter as practicable; (ii) such Shares may be sold as part of a block trade with other participants in the Plan in
which all participants receive an average price; (iii) Participant will be responsible for all broker’s fees and other
costs of sale, and Participant agrees to indemnify and hold the Company harmless from any losses, costs, damages,
or expenses relating to any such sale; (iv) to the extent the proceeds of such sale exceed the applicable tax
withholding obligation, the Company agrees to pay such excess in cash to Participant as soon as reasonably
practicable; (v) Participant acknowledges that the Company or its designee is under no obligation to arrange for such
sale at any particular price, and that the proceeds of any such sale may not be sufficient to satisfy the applicable tax
withholding obligation; and (vi) in the event the proceeds of such sale are insufficient to satisfy the applicable tax
withholding obligation, Participant agrees to pay immediately upon demand to the Company Group Member with
respect to which the withholding obligation arises, an amount in cash sufficient to satisfy any remaining portion of
the applicable Company Group Member’s withholding obligation.
(b) Participant is ultimately liable and responsible for, and, to the extent permitted by Applicable Law, agrees to
indemnify and keep indemnified the Company Group from, all taxes owed in connection with the Award, regardless
of any action any Company Group Member takes with respect to any tax withholding obligations that arise in
connection with the Award. No Company Group Member makes any representation or undertaking regarding the
treatment of any tax withholding in connection with the awarding, vesting or settlement of the Award or the
subsequent sale of Shares. The Company Group does not commit and is under no obligation to structure the Award
to reduce or eliminate Participant’s tax liability.
Section 2.6 Rights as Shareholder. Neither Participant nor any Person claiming under or through Participant will
have any of the rights or privileges of a shareholder of the Company in respect of any Shares deliverable hereunder
unless and until certificates representing such Shares (which may be in book-entry form) will have been issued and
recorded on the records of the Company or its transfer agents or registrars and delivered to Participant (including
through electronic delivery to a brokerage account). Except as otherwise provided herein, after such issuance,
recordation and delivery, Participant will have all the rights of a shareholder of the Company with respect to such
Shares, including, without limitation, the right to receipt of dividends and distributions on such Shares.
ARTICLE III.
OTHER PROVISIONS
Section 3.1 Administration. The Administrator shall have the power to interpret the Plan, the Grant Notice and this
Agreement and to adopt such rules for the administration, interpretation and application of the Plan, the Grant
Notice and this Agreement as are consistent therewith and to interpret, amend or revoke any such rules. All actions
taken and all interpretations and determinations made by the Administrator will be final and binding upon
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Participant, the Company and all other interested Persons. To the extent allowable pursuant to Applicable Law, no
member of the Committee or the Board will be personally liable for any action, determination or interpretation made
with respect to the Plan, the Grant Notice or this Agreement.
Section 3.2 RSUs Not Transferable. The RSUs may not be sold, pledged, assigned or transferred in any manner
other than by will or the laws of descent and distribution, unless and until the Shares underlying the RSUs have been
issued, and all restrictions applicable to such Shares have lapsed. No RSUs or any interest or right therein or part
thereof shall be liable for the debts, contracts or engagements of Participant or his or her successors in interest or
shall be subject to disposition by transfer, alienation, anticipation, pledge, encumbrance, assignment or any other
means whether such disposition be voluntary or involuntary or by operation of law by judgment, levy, attachment,
garnishment or any other legal or equitable proceedings (including, including, without limitation, bankruptcy), and
any attempted disposition thereof shall be null and void and of no effect, except to the extent that such disposition is
permitted by the preceding sentence.
Section 3.3 Adjustments. The Administrator may accelerate the vesting of all or a portion of the RSUs in such
circumstances as it, in its sole discretion, may determine. Participant acknowledges that the RSUs are subject to
adjustment, modification and termination in certain events as provided in this Agreement and the Plan, including
Section 12.2 of the Plan.
Section 3.4 Notices. Any notice to be given under the terms of this Agreement to the Company shall be addressed to
the Company in care of the Secretary of the Company at the Company’s principal office, and any notice to be given
to Participant shall be addressed to Participant at Participant’s last address reflected on the Company’s records. By a
notice given pursuant to this Section 3.4, either party may hereafter designate a different address for notices to be
given to that party. Any notice shall be deemed duly given when sent via email or when sent by certified or
registered mail (return receipt requested) and deposited (with postage prepaid) in a post office or branch post office
regularly maintained by the United States Postal Service or Canada Post, as applicable.
Section 3.5 Titles. Titles are provided herein for convenience only and are not to serve as a basis for interpretation or
construction of this Agreement.
Section 3.6 Governing Law. The laws of the Province of Ontario shall govern the interpretation, validity,
administration, enforcement and performance of the terms of this Agreement regardless of the law that might be
applied under principles of conflicts of laws.
Section 3.7 Conformity to Securities Laws. Participant acknowledges that the Plan, the Grant Notice, this
Agreement, and the Foreign Appendix, if applicable, are intended to conform to the extent necessary with all
Applicable Laws, including, without limitation, the provisions of the Securities Act, the Exchange Act, the
Securities Act (Ontario) and any and all regulations and rules promulgated thereunder by the Securities and
Exchange Commission or the Ontario Securities Commission, as applicable, and provincial or state securities laws
and regulations. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, the Plan shall be administered, and the RSUs are
granted, only in such a manner as to conform to Applicable Law. To the extent permitted by Applicable Law, the
Plan, the Grant Notice, this Agreement, and the Foreign Appendix, if applicable, shall be deemed amended to the
extent necessary to conform to Applicable Law.
Section 3.8 Amendment, Suspension and Termination. To the extent permitted by the Plan, this Agreement may be
wholly or partially amended or otherwise modified, suspended or terminated at any time or from time to time by the
Administrator or the Board, provided that, except as may otherwise be provided by the Plan, no amendment,
modification, suspension or termination of this Agreement shall adversely affect the RSUs in any material way
without the prior written consent of Participant.
Section 3.9 Successors and Assigns. The Company may assign any of its rights under this Agreement to single or
multiple assignees, and this Agreement shall inure to the benefit of the successors and assigns of the Company.
Subject to the restrictions on transfer set forth in Section 3.2 and the Plan, this Agreement shall be binding upon and
inure to the benefit of the heirs, legatees, legal representatives, successors and assigns of the parties hereto.
Section 3.10 Limitations Applicable to Section 16 Persons. Notwithstanding any other provision of the Plan or this
Agreement, if Participant is subject to Section 16 of the Exchange Act, the Plan, the RSUs (including RSUs that
result from the deemed reinvestment of Dividend Equivalents), the Dividend Equivalents, the Grant Notice and this
Agreement shall be subject to any additional limitations set forth in any applicable exemptive rule under Section 16
of the Exchange Act (including any amendment to Rule 16b-3 of the Exchange Act) that are requirements for the
application of such exemptive rule. To the extent permitted by Applicable Law, this Agreement shall be deemed
amended to the extent necessary to conform to such applicable exemptive rule.
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Section 3.11 Not a Contract of Employment. Nothing in this Agreement, the Foreign Appendix, if applicable, or in
the Plan shall confer upon Participant any right to continue to serve as an employee or other service provider of any
Company Group Member or shall interfere with or restrict in any way the rights of any Company Group Member,
which rights are hereby expressly reserved, to discharge or terminate the services of Participant at any time for any
reason whatsoever, with or without Cause, except to the extent expressly provided otherwise in a written agreement
between a Company Group Member and Participant.
Section 3.12 Entire Agreement. The Plan, the Grant Notice and this Agreement (including, including, without
limitation, any exhibit hereto) constitute the entire agreement of the parties and supersede in their entirety all prior
undertakings and agreements of the Company and Participant with respect to the subject matter hereof.
Section 3.13 Section 409A. This Award is not intended to constitute “nonqualified deferred compensation” within
the meaning of Section 409A. However, notwithstanding any other provision of the Plan, the Grant Notice or this
Agreement, if at any time the Administrator determines that this Award (or any portion thereof) may be subject to
Section 409A, the Administrator shall have the right in its sole discretion (without any obligation to do so or to
indemnify Participant or any other Person for failure to do so) to adopt such amendments to the Plan, the Grant
Notice or this Agreement, or adopt other policies and procedures (including, including, without limitation,
amendments, policies and procedures with retroactive effect), or take any other actions, as the Administrator
determines are necessary or appropriate for this Award either to be exempt from the application of Section 409A or
to comply with the requirements of Section 409A.
Section 3.14 Agreement Severable. In the event that any provision of the Grant Notice or this Agreement is held
invalid or unenforceable, such provision will be severable from, and such invalidity or unenforceability will not be
construed to have any effect on, the remaining provisions of the Grant Notice or this Agreement.
Section 3.15 Limitation on Participant’s Rights. Participation in the Plan confers no rights or interests other than as
herein provided. This Agreement creates only a contractual obligation on the part of the Company as to amounts
payable and shall not be construed as creating a trust. Neither the Plan nor any underlying program, in and of itself,
has any assets. Participant shall have only the rights of a general unsecured creditor of the Company with respect to
amounts credited and benefits payable, if any, with respect to the RSUs and Dividend Equivalents.
Section 3.16 Counterparts. The Grant Notice may be executed in one or more counterparts, including by way of any
electronic signature, subject to Applicable Law, each of which shall be deemed an original and all of which together
shall constitute one instrument.
Section 3.17 Special Provisions for Restricted Share Units Granted to Participants Outside the United States.
(a) If the Participant performs services for the Company outside of the United States, this Agreement shall be subject
to the special provisions, if any, for the Participant’s country of residence, as set forth in the Foreign Appendix.
(b) If the Participant relocates to one of the countries included in the Foreign Appendix during the life of this
Agreement, special provisions for such country shall apply to the Participant, to the extent the Company determines
that the application of such provisions is necessary or advisable in order to comply with applicable foreign and local
law or facilitate the administration of the Plan.
(c) The Company reserves the right to impose other requirements on this Agreement, the RSUs and the Shares
issued upon settlement of the RSUs, to the extent the Company determines it is necessary or advisable in order to
comply with applicable foreign or local laws or facilitate the administration of the Plan, and to require the
Participant to sign any additional agreements or undertakings that may be necessary to accomplish the foregoing.
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EXHIBIT B
TO RSU AWARD GRANT NOTICE AND AGREEMENT
SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR RSUS
GRANTED TO PARTICIPANTS OUTSIDE THE U.S.
This Exhibit B includes additional terms applicable to Participants who reside or provide services to a Company
Group Member in the countries identified below. These terms and conditions are in addition to those set forth in the
Agreement to which this Exhibit B is attached and the Plan and to the extent there are any inconsistencies between
these terms and conditions and those set forth in the Agreement, these terms and conditions shall prevail. Any
capitalized term used in this Exhibit B without definition shall have the meaning ascribed to such term in the Plan or
the Agreement, as applicable.
This Foreign Appendix also includes information relating to exchange control and other issues of which the
Participant should be aware with respect to his or her participation in the Plan. The information is based on the
exchange control, securities and other laws in effect in the respective countries as of September 2021. Such laws are
often complex and change frequently. As a result, the Company strongly recommends that the Participant does not
rely on the information herein as the only source of information relating to the consequences of participation in the
Plan because the information may be out of date at the time the RSUs are settled or Shares acquired under the Plan
are sold.
In addition, the information is general in nature and may not apply to the particular situation of the Participant,
and the Company is not in a position to assure the Participant of any particular result. Accordingly, the Participant is
advised to seek appropriate professional advice as to how the relevant laws in his or her country may apply to his or
her situation. Finally, if the Participant is a citizen or resident of a country other than the one in which he or she is
currently working, the information contained herein may not be applicable to the Participant.
CHINA
1.

The Company and/or any of the Company Group Member will not be liable for any failure by Participant in
relation to receipt of any proceeds under the Plan due to any legal or practical restrictions on conversion or
remittance of foreign exchanges where applicable.

2.

Data Privacy
In addition to Section 10.9 in the Plan, Participant acknowledges that some of his/her personal information that
the Company and its Subsidiaries will process is sensitive, such as the identification number and details of all
the Awards. However, Participant’s participation under the Plan will not be able to effect or continue if such
sensitive personal information fails to be processed. Acknowledging the harm that may be caused to
Participant’s personal or property safety by any potential unauthorized disclosure or illegal use of the sensitive
personal information, the Company and its Subsidiaries adopt, update and implement various technical, physical
and administrative security policies and procedures in line with Applicable Laws to safeguard the
confidentiality, privacy and integrity of Participant’s sensitive personal information.
With respect to the transfer of Participant’s personal information as stated above (which may involve crossborder transfer from the territory of China to elsewhere), the relevant information of the transferees will be
made available to Participant before the transfer.

3.

For purposes of this Foreign Appendix, “China” means the People’s Republic of China but not including Hong
Kong, Macau and Taiwan.

4.

By accepting the RSUs, Participants understands and hereby consents to (i) the collection, holding, processing,
use and transfer of his/her sensitive personal information as described in the Plan, the Grant Notice and the
Agreement, (ii) the transfer and provision of his/her personal information as described in the Plan, the Grant
Notice and the Agreement, and (iii) the transfer and provision of his/her personal information from the territory
of the People’s Republic of China to overseas parties as described in the Plan, the Grant Notice and the
Agreement.
GERMANY

1.

Definition of Employee. The definition of Employee shall, for the avoidance of doubt, include the legal
representatives of the German group members.

2.

Taxes. For the avoidance of doubt, taxes always include German social security contributions, and in this
regard, Participant’s portion.
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3.

Securities Law. This offer does not require a securities prospectus (Wertpapierprospekt) to be submitted for
approval
to
the
German
Federal
Financial
Supervisory
Authority
(Bundesanstalt
für
Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht or BaFin).

4.

Exchange Control Information. Cross-border payments in excess of €12,500 must be reported monthly to the
German Central Bank (Deutsche Bundesbank). If Participant uses a German bank to transfer a cross-border
payment in excess of €12,500 in connection with the sale of Shares acquired under the Plan, the bank will file
the report for Participant. In addition, Participant must report any receivables, payables, or debts in foreign
currency exceeding an amount of €5,000,000 on a monthly basis. Finally, Participant must report on an annual
basis if Participant holds Shares that exceed 10% of the total voting capital of the Company.

5.

Consent to Personal Data Processing and Transfer. By acceptance of the RSUs, the Participant acknowledges
and consents to the collection, use, processing, recording, organization, structuring, storage, adaption or
alteration, retrieval, disclosure and transfer of personal data as described below and in accordance with the
Company privacy policy. The Company Group Members hold certain personal information, including the
Participant’s name, home address and telephone number, date of birth, social security number or other
employee tax identification number, employment history and status, salary, nationality, job title, and any equity
compensation grants or Shares awarded, cancelled, purchased, vested, unvested or outstanding in the
Participant’s favor, for the purpose of managing and administering the Plan (“Data”). The Company Group
Members will transfer Data to any third parties assisting the Company in the implementation, administration
and management of the Plan. The Company Group Members may also make the Data available to public
authorities where required under locally applicable law. These recipients may be located in the United States,
the European Economic Area, or elsewhere, which the Participant separately and expressly consents to,
accepting that outside the European Economic Area, data protection laws may not be as protective as within.
The Participant hereby authorizes the Company Group Members to collect, use, process, record, organize,
structure, store, adapt or alter, retrieve, disclose and transfer the Data, in electronic or other form, for the
purposes of implementing, administering and managing participation in the Plan, including any requisite
transfer of such Data as may be required for the administration of the Plan on behalf of the Participant to a third
party with whom the Participant may have elected to have payment made pursuant to the Plan. The Participant
may, at any time, review Data, require any necessary amendments to it or withdraw the consent herein in
writing or by e-mail contacting the Company through Participant’s local human resources representative.
However, withdrawing the consent may affect the Participant’s ability to participate in the Plan and receive the
benefits intended by the RSUs. Data will only be held as long as necessary to implement, administer and
manage the Participant’s participation in the Plan and any subsequent claims or rights.
HONG KONG

The contents of the Plan and any of the documents referred to therein (including but not limited to the Grant
Notice and the Agreement) have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority in Hong Kong. Participants are
advised to exercise caution in relation to the offer of RSUs. If Participants are in any doubt about any of the contents
of this Plan, they should obtain independent professional advice.
This Plan does not constitute an offer or invitation to the public within the meaning of the Companies (Winding
Up and Miscellaneous Provisions) Ordinance (Cap. 32 of the Laws of Hong Kong) (the “Companies Ordinance”) or
the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571 of the Laws of Hong Kong), and it is made on terms that only the
qualifying person (as defined in the Companies Ordinance) to whom this invitation has been addressed is eligible to
apply. RSUs offered in relation to the Plan may not be offered or sold in Hong Kong by means of any document,
except in circumstances which do not result in the document being a “prospectus” as defined in the Companies
Ordinance or which do not constitute an offer to the public within the meaning of that Ordinance.
No person may issue or possess for the purposes of issue, whether in Hong Kong or elsewhere, any
advertisement, invitation or document relating to RSUs offered in relation to the Plan, which is directed at, or the
contents of which are likely to be accessed or read by, the public of Hong Kong (except if permitted to do so under
the securities laws of Hong Kong) other than with respect to RSUs which are or are intended to be disposed of only
to persons outside Hong Kong.
JAPAN
1.

Securities Regulation. The Company notifies the Participant, and the Participant acknowledges, that in
connection with the Plan, the Agreement, the Grant Notice and ancillary documents to them, and RSUs and
Shares being offered to the Participant, no notification under Article 4 of Financial Instruments and Exchange
Act (the “FIEA”) was made because the offering of RSUs and Shares falls under Article 2(3)(ii)(c) of FIEA and
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thus, falls under the solicitation for small number of investors (syoninzuu muke kanyuu) stipulated in Article
23-13(4)(i)(a) of FIFA.
2.

Exchange Control Information. Notification under the Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Act shall be
required, among other cases, where a cross-border payments in excess of JPY 30,000,000 was made.
SINGAPORE

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in the Plan, the Agreement, and the Grant Notice
(collectively, the “Documents”), the Participant agrees, acknowledges, and confirms that:
1.

none of the Documents have been lodged, registered, and/or reviewed by any regulatory authority in Singapore,
and that no prospectus or any other document relating to this offer of RSUs made to the Participant has been
lodged or registered with the Monetary Authority of Singapore;

2.

the offer of RSUs being made to the Participant is made pursuant to the “no consideration” and/or “qualifying
person” exemptions under section 272(1) and section 273(1)(i) (read with section 273(4)) of Singapore’s
Securities and Futures Act (Cap 289), and accordingly no prospectus or other document relating to the offer of
RSUs being made to the Participant needs to be lodged or registered with the Monetary Authority of Singapore;
and

3.

the Documents have not been made with a view to any of the RSUs or Shares being subsequently offered for
sale to another person, and none of the Documents or any other documents issued by the Participant in
connection with any subsequent offer of sale of RSUs or Shares, or any transfer of RSUs or Shares, should
under any circumstances be deemed a prospectus issued by the Company.
SWITZERLAND

This appendix includes additional terms and conditions that govern the RSUs granted to the Participant if the
Participant is resident for tax purposes in Switzerland. Unless otherwise defined herein, the terms defined in the Plan
and in the Agreement shall have the same meanings in this appendix. In the event of any conflict between the
provisions of the Plan or of the Agreement and this appendix, the provisions of this appendix shall govern.
1.

Defined Terms. For the purposes of this appendix, the following terms have the following meanings:
“Disability” means retirement due to disability based on a final decision by the Swiss Federal Disability
Insurance.
“Swiss Affiliate” means, as applicable, the Company Group Member employing the Swiss Participant.
“Swiss Participant” means any Participant who is resident for tax purposes in Switzerland.

2.

Discretionary Character. Any economic benefits deriving from the Swiss Participant's participation in the Plan
are entirely discretionary and shall not qualify as salary or as a component of the salary.

3.

Swiss Social Security and Taxes.
As applicable, the Swiss Affiliate will provide the Swiss Participant with an annual salary statement
(Lohnausweis) setting out (i) the gross annual income earned by the Swiss Participant during the relevant year,
including income from participating in the Plan, (ii) the Swiss Participant's social security withholdings and, if
applicable, (iii) the employer income tax withholding, plus an annex to the annual salary statement setting out
certain of the economic terms of the Plan as determined by applicable Swiss law. The Swiss Affiliate shall have
the right to notify the competent Swiss tax authorities of the grant of RSUs and the transfer of Shares to the
Swiss Participant on the settlement date under the Plan and to provide a copy of the annual salary statement
including the annex directly to the competent Swiss tax authorities.
The Swiss Participant shall be responsible to recognize any and all income earned from the grant, vesting,
settlement or otherwise in connection with an Award under the Plan and this Agreement in their income
statement for the respective taxation period in accordance with applicable Swiss law and shall be responsible for
Swiss federal, cantonal and communal individual income tax and social security charges or corporate income
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tax, as the case may be, on any net taxable earnings for such taxation period in accordance with the Swiss
federal tax rules and regulations, and in accordance with the cantonal tax rules of the place of residence of the
Swiss Participant.
4.

Parties to the Agreement.
The Agreement is exclusively agreed upon between the Company and the Swiss Participant. The Swiss Affiliate
is not a party to the Agreement and does not assume nor cannot be held liable for any liabilities under the Plan
or the Agreement, if not otherwise provided for by applicable Swiss mandatory law.
The Swiss Participant's sole contact and sole contractual partner regarding the Plan and the RSUs granted under
the Agreement is the Company, and any rights and entitlements pursuant to the Plan and the RSUs are granted
on an exclusively voluntary basis and do not create any claims against the Swiss Affiliate or any other affiliate.
Even if there is a repeated grant of an Award and without express notification that the Award is made
voluntarily, no legal claim for future grants exists. The offer or Award remains in the complete discretion of the
Company. In particular, the Company reserves the right to determine in its full discretion the scope of
beneficiaries and the conditions of the Plan.

5.

Notices. For the avoidance of doubt, any notice shall be deemed duly given when sent via email or when sent by
certified or registered mail (return receipt requested) and deposited (with postage prepaid) in a post office or
branch post office regularly maintained by the Unites States Postal Service, Canada Post or the Swiss Post, as
applicable.
UNITED KINGDOM

1.

General.
a.

This appendix shall apply to all UK Taxpayers (as defined below) and the terms of the Plan and the
grant of Awards to UK Taxpayers under the Plan shall at all times be construed and interpreted in a
manner consistent with this appendix.

b.

In the event that a Participant becomes an UK Taxpayer subsequent to the date of grant of Awards
under the Plan, then, pursuant to Section 4.5 of the Plan, the terms of such Awards shall immediately
be deemed to be amended in a manner consistent with this appendix.

c.

The terms of the Plan (including, for the avoidance of doubt, the terms of the Award Agreement),
unless those terms are specified to apply to Participants residing outside of the UK, shall, save where
otherwise specified below, apply in relation to Awards granted to an UK Taxpayer pursuant to the
terms of this appendix, and references to the “Plan” shall include this appendix. If there is any
inconsistency between any terms of this appendix and the terms of the Plan or the Award Agreement,
the terms of this appendix shall apply to any Participant who is a UK Taxpayer.

d.

In this appendix, the following expressions shall have the following meanings respectively:
“Tax” means all liability to income tax (or overseas equivalent) which the Company or any Subsidiary
is liable to account for on behalf of the Participant directly to any taxation authority (including, but
without limitation, through the pay-as-you-earn system) and all liability to social security which the
Company or any Subsidiary is liable to account for on behalf of the Participant to any taxation
authority (including, but without limitation, primary Class 1 (employee’s) National Insurance
contributions) which arises as a result of any amount payable to the Participant under the Plan;
“UK Tax” means taxation under the rules of the United Kingdom; and
“UK Taxpayer” means a Participant who is subject to UK Tax at the date of grant of Awards under the
Plan, is expected to become subject to UK Tax following the grant of Awards or does become subject
to UK Tax following the grant of Awards but prior to the lapse, forfeiture or cancellation of Awards
held by the Participant.

2.

Eligibility. In relation to the operation of the Plan in the UK, no Award shall be granted to any person who is
not an Employee (including a non-employee director).

3.

Taxation. Any liability of a Participant to Tax shall be for the account of the relevant Participant. The
Participant shall indemnify the Company or any Subsidiary, his or her employer and any other person in respect
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of any amount of Tax arising as a result of his or her participation in the Plan (or which would not otherwise
have arisen but for his or her participation in the Plan) and any penalties or interest that may be payable by the
Company or any Subsidiary as a result of the Participant failing to discharge his or her obligation to pay Tax
arising as a result of his or her participation in the Plan. If the Company so requires, the Participant will enter
into (A) an agreement or election pursuant to paragraphs 3A or 3B of Schedule 1 to the UK Social Security
Contributions and Benefits Act 1992 and/or (B) a joint election under Section 431(1) of the Income Tax
(Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003 (as the Company shall determine) with the relevant member of the Group by
the fourteenth day following the transfer of Shares to the Participant pursuant to the Award. The Company or
the relevant Subsidiary, will pay the appropriate stamp duty on behalf of Participants in respect of any transfer
of Shares on the vesting of an Award.
4.

Data Privacy. By participating in the Plan, the Participant’s attention is drawn to the Company’s data privacy
notice previously provided to them, which sets out how the Participant’s personal data will be used and shared
by the Company and any Subsidiaries. The Company’s data privacy notice does not form part of the Plan and
may be updated from time to time. Any such updates shall be notified to the Participant.
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December 15, 2021
BETWEEN

Traxys North America LLC
a limited liability company organized under the laws of the State of
Delaware, U.S.A., with its main office and principal place of business at:
299 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10171
USA
Hereinafter called “Buyer” or “Traxys”

AND

Li-Cycle Americas Corp.
a corporation organized under the laws of the Province of Ontario,
Canada, with its main office and principal place of business at:
Suite 590, 207 Queen’s Quay West
Toronto, Ontario M5J 1A7
Canada
Hereinafter called “Seller” or “Li-Cycle”

Refined Products – Amended and Restated Marketing, Logistics and
Working Capital Agreement (the “Agreement”)

Dear Sirs,
Whereas we have previously entered into a refined products marketing, logistics and working
capital agreement with Li-Cycle Corp. dated as of September 24, 2020, as amended on
November 18, 2020, and assigned from Li-Cycle Corp. to Seller, effective October 31, 2021 (the
“Original Agreement”), and this Agreement is intended to amend and restate the Original
Agreement, as per the terms and conditions set forth herein.
Traxys North America LLC (“Buyer”, “Traxys” or “we”) shall buy from Li-Cycle Americas Corp.
(“Seller”, “Li-Cycle” or “you”), 100% of Seller's annual production of Nickel Sulfate, Cobalt
Sulfate, Lithium Carbonate, Manganese Carbonate and Graphite Concentrate (each, a
“Material” and collectively the “Materials”) from Seller’s North America Commercial Hub
expected to be located in Rochester, New York, USA (“Hub 1”), having the specifications as set
out below, which Materials shall be on-sold by us to our third-party end customers on a global
basis (“Customers”). This Agreement shall be subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter
set forth.
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1

QUANTITY OF MATERIALS
Seller shall keep Buyer apprised of the progress of the construction, mechanical
completion and commissioning of Hub 1 (with commissioning currently expected to
commence in H2 2023). Hub 1 is expected to have a nameplate annual capacity to
process approximately 35,000 MTs of unrefined “black mass” product, containing
(among other things) lithium, cobalt and nickel material (“Black Mass”) to produce the
Materials.
Hub 1 is expected to have the capacity to produce the Materials in the approximate
annual volumes set forth in the table below:
Material

Max Dry (in MT)

Max Wet (in MT)

Nickel Sulfate

[XXX]

[XXX]

Cobalt Sulfate

[XXX]

[XXX]

Lithium Carbonate

[XXX]

[XXX]

Manganese Carbonate

[XXX]

[XXX]

Graphite Concentrate

[XXX]

[XXX]

Li-Cycle shall notify the Buyer on a timely basis of expected quarterly production of the
Materials on a rolling 12-month basis (or such other basis as may be agreed by the
parties from time to time).
Notwithstanding any of the foregoing, Traxys acknowledges and agrees that the
nameplate capacity for Hub 1 and the approximate annual production volumes set forth
above are provided for illustrative and planning purposes only; Hub 1 is not yet
constructed or operational, and Seller shall not have any obligation of any nature
whatsoever to construct or operate Hub 1 or to produce the Materials on the timetable or
at the volumes described above and all decisions concerning Hub 1 shall be made by
the Seller, in its sole and absolute discretion. For greater certainty, Seller’s obligations to
deliver Materials under this Agreement will commence only upon the first production of
such Materials.
2

QUALITY & SPECIFICATIONS OF MATERIALS
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1.1

As per the minimum guaranteed specifications detailed in Appendix A, B ,C, D
and E (the “Specifications”), the specifications of all delivered Materials shall
always meet High-purity battery-grade standards and requirements for Ni
Sulfate / Co Sulfate / Li Carbonate and common best practice industrial
standards for Mn Carbonate/Graphite Concentrate, with the final specifications
for each Material to be determined by the parties prior to commencement of
commercial production at Hub 1 and having regard to such maximum impurity
levels as may be required by the Customers.

1.2

Any Materials produced by the Seller that do not meet the specifications
described in clause 2.1 (“Off-Spec Materials”) shall also be sold by the Seller
and purchased by the Buyer in accordance with this Agreement, provided that
such Materials are not unsuitable for standard warehousing and transportation
(by truck, ocean or rail), as determined by the parties, acting reasonably and in
accordance with industry standards. Provisional pricing of Off-Spec Materials will
be made in accordance with clause 7 (Price). Any Materials rejected by a
Customer due to a quality claim, and returned to the Buyer, shall also be treated
as “Off-Spec Materials” hereunder.

1.3

The Materials shall fully conform to REACH and/or IMO code and/or UN
standards of safe practice for cargoes — whichever are applicable depending on
the location of the relevant Customers.

1.4

Any changes in typical assays shall be communicated by the Seller to the Buyer
in a timely manner.

1.5

All claims of Customers or other third parties arising from the Materials or the use
thereof, including claims relating to specifications and quality of the Materials,
shall be for the sole account of Seller.

TERM
1.1

This Agreement shall be deemed to have commenced on the effective date of the
Original Agreement and shall continue until the later of:
(a)

[XXX] after the end of the month in which the Seller has reached three
consecutive months of =>95% nameplate capacity at Hub 1; and
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(b)

the end of the month in which the Seller has delivered and Purchaser has
accepted for purchase an aggregate of [XXX] of Ni Sulfate, [XXX] of
Cobalt Sulfate and [XXX] of Li Carbonate (provided that Off-Spec
Materials delivered by Seller and accepted by Purchaser shall only be
included in the calculation of the foregoing aggregate amounts for the
period from the date of the commissioning of Hub 1 until the one-year
anniversary of such commissioning date and thereafter only Materials that
meet the Specifications shall be included in the calculation of such
aggregate amounts), in accordance with the terms and conditions herein
(as applicable, the “Term”).
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4

1.2

Evergreen — The Term shall be extended automatically for additional one-year
periods, unless the Agreement is terminated by either party by delivery of notice
in writing not less than 180 days prior to the expiration of the then-current Term.

1.3

In all events, the Term of this Agreement shall continue as necessary to enable
the Buyer to fulfill any commitments to Customers that are pending at the time
the Term would otherwise expire.

COOPERATION AND TRANSPARENCY
1.1

Traxys shall be the off-taker and pay and take title to the Material as principal and
sell the Material to Customers as principal. The payment collections and credit
risk shall remain with Traxys.

1.2

Traxys will handle sales and/or marketing in agreement with the Seller in the
various possible global markets. The terms and conditions, contracts, and
agreements with Customers shall be made in transparency to Seller and said
terms will be agreed in advance of such sales being concluded. To the extent
that the Customer for a particular sale of Material is not located in North America,
the parties shall, prior to effecting any such sale, designate the respective
affiliates of Buyer and of Seller that are located in or serving the Customer’s
region to transact the sale of such Material on the terms set forth in this
Agreement (mutatis mutandis). For example, sales of Materials to Customers in
the Europe, the Middle East and Africa (EMEA) region may be directed to be
made from Li-Cycle Europe AG (a Swiss corporation) and the applicable Traxys
affiliate, and sales of Materials to Customers in the Asia Pacific (APAC) region
may be directed to be made from Li-Cycle APAC Pte. Ltd. (a Singapore
corporation) to the applicable Traxys affiliate.
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1.3

Traxys covenants and agrees that it shall not knowingly sell Material to any
person who is a Sanctioned Person. For the purposes of the foregoing, a
“Sanctioned Person” shall mean any person that: (i) is sanctioned under any
economic or trade sanction, regulation, statute or official embargo measure
imposed by the United Nations or the laws of the United States of America, the
European Union, the United Kingdom, Australia or Canada; and (ii) includes any
person named in the “Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons” list
maintained by the United States Department of the Treasury or any similar or
equivalent list maintained by the government of any country listed above in (i).
Traxys represents that all Customers will be subject to Traxys’ customary KYC
review, which includes checks of publicly available lists of Sanctioned Persons.
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1.4

Traxys will handle logistics globally and shall execute all contract handling and
shipping matters at cost for the Seller.

1.5

Traxys shall provide the Seller with continuous transactional financing as per
clause 8.1 for Material released and delivered EXW Seller’s Works of Hub 1
(Incoterms 2020), until payments are received from the Customer. Such financial
service shall constitute a Working Capital Facility for the Buyer and will be
interest bearing for the Seller. The cost of the Working Capital Facility is the
three-month SOFR, or any other mutually agreed replacement reference thereof,
plus [XXX]. This shall be adjusted from time to time in line with Traxys' cost of
capital, as agreed by Li-Cycle (acting reasonably). For the purposes of the
foregoing, “SOFR” shall mean the rate equal to the secured overnight financing
rate as administered by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York (or a successor
administrator of the secured overnight financing rate).

1.6

Traxys shall be paid a marketing fee (“Marketing Fee”) based on the Customer
Final Price (as defined below) as follows:
Material

Fee

Ni Sulfate

[XXX]

Co Sulfate

[XXX]

Li Carbonate

[XXX]

Mn Carbonate

[XXX]

Graphite Concentrate

[XXX]
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1.7

“Transaction Costs” means all costs, losses or damages reasonably incurred by
Traxys in relation to the purchase, transportation, transactional financing and sale
of the Material to Customers, including inter alia:
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1.1.1

Costs associated with the transportation of the Materials, including inter
alia all freight, demurrage, dead freight, charter hire and any other sums
due pursuant to any charter of any vessel engaged in the carriage of the
Material, together with costs of inspection of the carrying vessels;

1.1.2

Port costs at both loading and discharge port;

1.1.3

Costs of inspection, supervision and testing/analyzing of the Materials;

1.1.4

Costs of insurance [XXX];

1.1.5

Taxes, duties or other sums, whether levied against the Materials, the
freight or otherwise;

1.1.6

Losses, claims, damages or expenses incurred or paid to third parties in
respect of the Materials, its transportation and on-sale, including legal
expenses incurred in defending or bringing such claims;

1.1.7

Hedging costs and expenses, if hedging is requested by Seller or required
by Buyer;

1.1.8

Finance charges in respect of all sums paid by the Buyer, including fees
and expenses in relation to any letters of credit; and

1.1.9

Any other relevant costs and expenses attributable to the sale of the
Materials.
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1.8

All Transaction Costs deducted under clause 8 (Payment) must be supported by
the delivery to the Seller of an expense report (“Expense Report”), together with
the final payment made to Seller in accordance with clause 8 (Payment), which
Expense Report shall set out in reasonable detail the determination of each of
the Transaction Costs deducted by Traxys, and shall include copies of all relevant
receipts, invoices and other forms of documents evidencing such Transaction
Costs. Within 30 days after the receipt of an Expense Report, Li-Cycle may
object to any of the Transaction Costs described in such Expense Report on the
basis that such expenses are not authorized to be deducted under the terms of
this Agreement, by notifying Traxys in writing of the basis of such objection in
reasonable detail. Thereafter, the parties shall use their best endeavours to
settle the matter, including by consulting and negotiating with each other to reach
a resolution satisfactory to each party, failing which, either party may refer such
dispute for resolution in accordance with clause 18 (Dispute Resolution) after a
period of 30 days from the date the parties first met to resolve such matter.
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5

CURRENCY
All references to dollar amounts are quoted in U.S. funds.

6

DELIVERY & SHIPMENT
EXW Seller's Works
The Materials shall be delivered by Seller to Buyer EXW Seller’s Works of Hub 1
(Incoterms 2020). Delivery of the Materials is expected to be in weekly shipments in
quantities to be mutually agreed. Packaging to be UN rated bulk bags for shipment and
adjusted as necessary according to Customer demand (including for packaging in a
manner suitable for maritime transport).
Prior to start of production at Hub 1 (for the remainder of such calendar year) and prior to
the start of each calendar year (for each year thereafter), Buyer and Seller shall mutually
agree on the year's shipping schedule in accordance with the production plan for Hub 1
and Customers' needs for the Materials.

7

PRICE
1.1

Benchmark Prices:
Nickel Sulfate: the lower of (a) LME Official Cash Buyer Nickel Price and (b) LME
Official 3-Month Buyer Nickel Price, in each case as expressed in US$ per MT,
published in the “Metal Bulletin” within the table “London Metal Exchange High,
Low, and Average”
Cobalt Sulfate: FM Standard Grade, in-whs Rotterdam, Low Quotation Price
(expressed in US$ per MT) published by FM
Li Carbonate Battery Grade: FM Li Carbonate 99.5% Li2CO3 min, battery grade,
spot price DDP Europe and US, $/kg (expressed in US$ per MT) assessed by
FM (Standard Grade, Low Price)
Manganese Carbonate: Subject to market, to be defined by Customer
Graphite Concentrate: Subject to market, to be defined by Customer
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1.2

Final Price:
Final pricing for the Materials shall be the price (the “Customer Final Price”)
specified in the on-sale agreement between Traxys and the Customer for the
relevant Materials (the “Customer Contract”).
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1.3

Provisional Price:
(a)

If the Material has been sold forward by Traxys to a Customer at the time
of delivery to Traxys:
(i)

If the Customer Final Price for the shipment for sale to the Customer is
known at the time of delivery to the Buyer, then the provisional price will
be such Customer Final Price. The provisional payment to the Seller for
such Material will be [XXX] of the provisional price and shall be paid in
accordance with clause 8.1 and clause 8.2; or

(ii) If the Customer Final Price for the shipment for sale to the Customer is
unknown at the time of delivery to the Buyer, then the provisional price to
the Seller for such Material will be the estimated Customer Final Price, as
determined by the Buyer using all relevant formulas in the Customer
Contract. The provisional payment to the Seller for such Material will be
[XXX] of the provisional price and shall be paid in accordance with clause
8.1 and clause 8.2.
(b)

If the Material is unsold at the time of delivery to Traxys:
The provisional price and the provisional payment will be mutually agreed
by the Buyer and Seller using the benchmark prices set forth above and a
provisional quotational period (being the average of the five business
days preceding the date of delivery to the Buyer). The provisional
payment will be equal to [XXX] of the provisional price and shall be paid in
accordance with clause 8.1 and clause 8.2; and

(c)

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the Material is “Off Spec Material,” then
the provisional price shall be [XXX] of the benchmark prices set forth
above and the provisional quotational period shall be the average of the
five business days preceding the date of delivery to the Buyer.

13
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(d)

In the case of Manganese Carbonate and Graphite Concentrate, whether
sold forward or unsold at the time of delivery to Traxys, the provisional
price and the provisional payment shall be reduced by the expected
shipping costs for the Material, to be mutually agreed by the Buyer and
Seller.
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1.4

US Dollars:

All prices shall be stated, and all payments shall be made, in US Dollars.
8

PAYMENT
1.1

Provisional Payment
Provisional payment shall be made against documentation proving release of the
Materials at Hub 1 (details to be agreed), including inter alia:
–

Holding and Title Certificate issued by Seller to Buyer's order;

–

Provisional commercial invoice issued by Seller;

–

Truck or railway bills of lading provided by Buyer;

–

Original provisional Seller's weight certificates;

–

Original Seller's provisional assay certificates indicating all the metals
contents and approved by Buyer on a lot by lot basis;

–

Original certificate of origin issued by the Seller;

–

Packing lists issued by the Seller;

–

Any other required documents for the safe domestic and international
transport and handling of the Material.

Payments shall be made net of the Transaction Costs and the Marketing Fee.
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1.2

2nd Provisional Payment
A second provisional payment based on the latest known provisional pricing data
shall be made, upon presentation of a second provisional invoice, either way
(namely, either by the Buyer to the Seller or by the Seller to the Buyer, as the
case may be), in the event the then current provisional value differs by more than
10% from the provisional value in the initial provisional invoice.
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1.3

Final Payment
The final payment shall be made, either way (namely, either by the Buyer to the
Seller or by the Seller to the Buyer, as the case may be), upon all final pricing
data and Transaction Costs being known, by telegraphic transfer upon
presentation of the final invoice. The final payment shall be made on a quarterly
basis, in line with each of Seller’s fiscal quarters (currently, January 31st, April
30th, July 31st and October 31st).

9

10

WEIGHING, SAMPLING AND MOISTURE DETERMINATION
1.1

Final weighing, sampling and assay determination shall be governed by the
Customer Contract.

1.2

Buyer reserves the right to independently perform a provisional weighing,
sampling and assay determination, prior to the first provisional payment.

TAXES AND DUTIES
Any and all taxes and duties, whether now existing or new, imposed outside of the
United States on the export of the Material from the United States shall be borne by
Seller.

11

INSURANCE
Buyer shall insure under its marine cargo policy with an internationally reputable
company, from the time the Material is under Buyer's title and control and up to the
destination point, for 110% of the provisional value of the Material. The insurance shall
cover All Risks as per current Institute Cargo Clauses All Risks, Institute War Clauses
and Institute Strike, Riots and Civil Commotions clauses. The claim shall be payable in
US Dollars.

12

TITLE AND RISK
1.1

Title to the Material for each shipment or any part thereof shall pass from Seller
to Buyer upon receipt by Seller of the provisional payment for such Material as
per clause 8.1 (Payment) of this Agreement.

1.2

Risk of loss or damage to the Material shall pass from Seller to Buyer as per
agreed Incoterm in clause 6 (Incoterms® 2020).
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13

INCOTERMS
Unless otherwise specified herein, Incoterms® 2020 shall be applicable for the duration
of this Agreement.
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CHANGES IN QUOTATIONS
The quotations of the metals specified under this Agreement are those actually in
general use to establish the price of metallic contents in concentrates. Should any of
these quotations cease to exist or cease to be published or cease to be internationally
recognized as the basis to calculate ore and/or concentrate contracts, or should they fail
to reflect the real value of the metals in the markets, then (at the request of any of the
parties), Buyer and Seller shall get together and mutually consult with the aim to agree
on a new basis and price, and a date to execute same. The basic objective shall be the
continuity of a fair price.

15

FORCE MAJEURE
Neither Buyer nor Seller would be responsible for non-performance under this
Agreement provided such non-performance is due to the occurrence of an event of
Force Majeure as hereunder described:
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1.1

In the event of any war (declared or undeclared), revolution, terrorism, act of
God, flood, storm, earthquake, fire, explosion, strike, lockout, act of Government
or Government appointed agents including but not limited to changes in tariffs,
duties, import and export controls or quotas, and environmental regulations,
obstruction or blockage of port or wharf, lack of railway facilities or delays on
route whether due to mechanical fault or action of the elements, or in the event of
any other like events or causes whatsoever beyond the reasonable control of
Seller or Buyer which were not reasonably foreseeable and which could not be
reasonably avoided (any such cause being hereinafter called “Force Majeure”)
preventing or hindering Seller or Buyer from performing its obligations in this
Agreement, the party whose performance is prevented or hindered by Force
Majeure may suspend delivering or accepting a delivery of Material hereunder for
the period of the Force Majeure event (but no longer) if it shall give prompt
written notice to the other party of the details of such Force Majeure event, and
an estimate of the time period for which the Force Majeure event shall remain in
effect. Force Majeure shall not apply to any tonnage for which a pricing has been
established in part or in full or transport of any kind has been booked. In no event
shall Force Majeure operate to delay or extend the due date for any repayments
of principal or interest of any loans or advances extended to Seller by Buyer or
an affiliate of Buyer.
The party declaring Force Majeure shall take all reasonable steps to resume with
the least possible delay its performance hereunder, provided that nothing herein
shall require a party to settle any strike, lockout or stoppage of work on terms
which in its opinion are not satisfactory.
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1.2

16

Each party is fully aware of the potential impact on the performance of the other
party's obligations under this Agreement arising out of the COVID-19 pandemic
and governmental and other actions that have been taken or may in the future be
taken in response thereto, and each party acknowledges that the awareness of
such event or condition will not act to prevent the other party from declaring a
Force Majeure event that otherwise would be applicable hereunder.

NOTICES
It is agreed that any and all notices required or permitted to be given to either party
under the terms of this Agreement shall be given in writing and sent by email or courier
or delivered by hand to the party to be notified at the following respective addresses or
any new addresses regarding which the respective parties have been informed to the
sending of such notices, namely:
Li-Cycle Americas Corp.
Suite 590, 207 Queen’s Quay West
Toronto, Ontario M5J 1A7
Canada
Attention: Kunal Phalpher, Chief Strategy Officer
Email: kunal.phalpher@li-cycle.com
Traxys North America, LLC
299 Park Avenue, 38th Floor
New York, NY 10171
USA
Attention: Landon Berns, Mark Kristoff and Steven Scheinman
Email: landon.berns@traxys.com);
mark.kristoff@traxys.com; and
steven.scheinman@traxys.com)
Any such notice shall be deemed to have been given the next business day in the place
to which it is sent (if sent by email or courier) or at the time of delivery (if delivered by
hand).

17

GOVERNING LAW
This Agreement shall be governed by, and interpreted in accordance with, the laws of the
State of New York, USA, without regard to its principle of conflicts of laws.
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DISPUTE RESOLUTION
Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement, or the breach
thereof, shall be settled by binding arbitration administered in New York by the American
Arbitration Association (“AAA”) in accordance with its Commercial Arbitration Rules then
in effect. Each party shall by written notice to the other have the right to appoint one
arbitrator. If, within 30 days following the giving of such notice by one party, the other
shall not, by written notice, appoint another arbitrator, the first arbitrator shall be the sole
arbitrator. If two arbitrators are so appointed, they shall appoint a third arbitrator. If 30
days elapse after the appointment of the second arbitrator and the two arbitrators are
unable to agree upon the third arbitrator, then either party may, in writing, request that
the AAA appoint the third arbitrator. Any award from any such arbitration proceeding may
be entered as a judgment in any court of competent jurisdiction. Each party shall bear its
own costs in connection with any arbitration hereunder. Nothing herein shall prevent a
party from seeking injunctive relief (or any other provisional remedy) from any court
having jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of the dispute as is necessary
to protect such party's rights.
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SUCCESSION AND ASSIGNMENT
Neither party may assign this Agreement or its rights or obligations hereunder, either in
whole or in part, without the express written consent of the other party. This Agreement
shall be binding upon, inure to the benefit of, and be enforceable by the parties hereto
and their respective successors and permitted assigns.

20

LIMITATION ON DAMAGES
The parties agree that neither party hereto shall be liable for special, indirect, punitive,
exemplary or consequential damages, including but not limited to lost profits, lost
savings, loss of use of facility or equipment, regardless of whether arising from breach of
contract, warranty, tort, strict liability or otherwise, and even if advised of the possibility of
such losses or damages or if such losses or damages could have been reasonably
foreseen, unless resulting from a party's actions that are found to constitute willful
misconduct or to have been taken in bad faith.
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CONFIDENTIALITY
Subject to clause 22 (Public Announcements and Filings), the contents of this Agreement
and all confidential or non-public information disclosed by one party to the other party
hereunder shall be kept strictly confidential, unless subsequently agreed otherwise or to
the extent required by applicable law. Information shall not be, nor shall be deemed to
be, confidential or non-public if (i) it was or becomes generally available to the public
other than as a result of any breach of this clause 21; (ii) it becomes available to a party
on a non-confidential basis from another source that is not known by such party to be
bound by an obligation of confidentiality to the other party in respect of such information;
or (iii) it is independently developed by a party without use of or reference to confidential
or non-public information. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a party may disclose the
contents of this Agreement and confidential information disclosed by the other party
hereunder (i) to its directors, officers, employees, legal, financial and business advisors
and representatives who are in a confidential relationship with such recipient party, so
long as such persons have been made aware of have agreed to be bound by these
confidentiality provisions, (ii) as may be required by applicable law or governmental
authority, (iii) to any prospective transferee of a party’s business that has agreed to be
bound by these confidentiality provisions, or (iv) in connection with the enforcement of
this Agreement by any party. The provisions shall be valid during the term of this
Agreement.
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PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENTS & FILINGS
The parties acknowledge that Li-Cycle may be required to publicly announce the
execution of this Agreement and to file a copy of this Agreement as a material contract
with applicable securities regulatory authorities, stock exchanges or other governmental
authorities.
Li-Cycle agrees that such public announcement or filings will not occur until:
(a)

Traxys has been provided with a reasonable and proper opportunity to
review and comment on the proposed public announcement or filings; and

(b)

Traxys has been provided with a reasonable and proper opportunity to
propose redactions of commercially sensitive information prior to such
public announcement or filings.
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SEVERABILITY
Whenever possible, each provision of this Agreement shall be interpreted in such a
manner as to be effective and valid under the applicable laws. However, if any provision
of this Agreement shall be held to be invalid or prohibited under applicable laws, such
provision shall be ineffective only to the extent of such invalidity or prohibition without
affecting the validity of the remainder of such provision or the remaining provisions of
this Agreement, which shall remain in full force and effect.
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TERMINATION; SUSPENSION OF OBLIGATIONS
1.1

Each party may terminate this Agreement by written notice to the other party, with
immediate effect:
(a)

if the other party commits a material breach of its obligations under this
Agreement and, when such breach is capable of being remedied, fails to
remedy such breach within a reasonable time (not less than 30 days) of
written notice of breach;

(b)

if the other party enters into liquidation, becomes insolvent, is declared
bankrupt, enters into any kind of receivership or makes any arrangement
or composition or assignment for the benefit of any creditor; or

(c)

as provided in clause 15 (Force Majeure).

1.2

If a party delivers the written notice described in clause 24.1(a) to the other party,
the delivering party may suspend performance of its obligations hereunder as of
the date of such notice until the earlier of: (x) the other party having cured such
material breach in accordance with clause 24.1(a); and (y) the termination of this
Agreement in accordance with clause 24.1.

1.3

Termination of this Agreement shall not affect any rights or obligations which may
have accrued prior to such termination and, on termination of this Agreement,
each party shall promptly pay to the other party all sums owed to the other party
under this Agreement. The obligations of each party set out in this clause 24 and
clauses 16, 17, 18, 20, 21 and 25 shall continue in full force and effect
notwithstanding any termination of this Agreement.
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DEFINITIONS
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–

The terms “tonne” or “MT” means a metric tonne of 1000 kilograms (Kgs)
equivalent to 2,204.62 pounds avoirdupois, wet (WMT) or dry (DMT) basis as
specifically stated herein;

–

The term “unit” means one per cent of the net dry weight.

–

“USD” or “US Dollar” is the currency of United States of America.

–

The term “troy ounce” is equivalent to 31,1035 grams.

–

“PPM” means part per million and is equivalent to one gram per tonne.

–

“Kg” shall mean one kilogram, or 1,000 grams, 2.2046 pounds.

–

“LME” shall mean the London Metal Exchange Limited.

–

“FM” shall mean Fastmarkets.

Any other abbreviations shall be as per the usual standard of the industry.
26

NO OTHER AGREEMENT, ETC.
1.1

This Agreement is an amendment and restatement of, but not a novation of, the
Original Agreement, such amendment and restatement being effective as of the
date of this Agreement.

1.2

This Agreement supersedes all correspondence, orders, or confirmations of the
parties with respect to matters covered hereby.

1.3

For sake of clarity and avoidance of doubts only, the parties acknowledge that
they have entered into a separate agreement with regard to Black Mass sales
(i.e., the BLACK MASS – Marketing, Logistics and Working Capital Agreement
dated September 24, 2020, as amended and restated as of the date of this
Agreement), and nothing herein shall affect the rights or obligations of the parties
under such separate agreement.

1.4

No modification or waiver of this Agreement or any right or obligation of any party
hereunder shall be binding upon such party unless it is in writing and signed by
an officer thereof.
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1.5

No waiver by a party of any of delay, fault or breach shall be deemed a waiver of
any other delay, default or breach.
[Signature page follows]

30

Yours truly,
Traxys North America LLC

By: /s/ Landon Berns__ _
Landon Berns, SVP

Accepted and agreed by:
Li-Cycle Holdings Corp.

By: /s/ Kunal Phalpher________________
Kunal Phalpher, Chief Strategy Officer
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December 15, 2021

BETWEEN

Traxys North America LLC
a limited liability company organized under the laws of the State of
Delaware, U.S.A., with its main office and principal place of
business at:
299 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10171
USA
Hereinafter called “Buyer” or “Traxys”

AND

Li-Cycle Americas Corp.
a corporation organized under the laws of the Province of Ontario,
Canada, with its main office and principal place of business at:
Suite 590, 207 Queen’s Quay West
Toronto, Ontario M5J 1A7
Canada
Hereinafter called “Seller” or “Li-Cycle”

BLACK MASS – Amended and Restated Marketing, Logistics and Working Capital
Agreement (the “Agreement”)

Dear Sirs,
Whereas we have previously entered into a black mass marketing, logistics and working capital
agreement with Li-Cycle Corp. dated as of September 24, 2020, as amended on November 18,
2020, and assigned from Li-Cycle Corp. to Seller, effective October 31, 2021 (the “Original
Agreement”), and this Agreement is intended to amend and restate the Original Agreement,
effective as of November 1, 2021, as per the terms and conditions set forth herein.
Traxys North America LLC (“Buyer”, “Traxys” or “we”) shall buy from Li-Cycle Americas Corp.
(“Seller”, “Li-Cycle” or “you”), 100% of Seller’s production of unrefined “black mass” product,
containing (among other things) lithium, cobalt and nickel material (“Black Mass” or “Material”),
with analyses as set out below, from Seller’s North America Commercial Spoke 1 located in
Kingston, Ontario, Canada (“Spoke 1”), Seller’s North America Commercial Spoke 2 located in
Rochester, NY, USA (“Spoke 2”), and any other North American Commercial Spoke operated by
the Seller producing Black Mass, other than such production of Black Mass as Seller determines
(in its sole discretion) is required for internal purposes at Seller’s North America Commercial
Hub, in Rochester, New York (“Hub 1”) or any other C
ommercial Hub that may be
developed by the Seller in future. The Black Mass shall have the specifications as set out
below, and shall be on-sold by us to our third-party end customers on a global basis
(“Customers”). This Agreement shall be subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter set
forth.
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1.

QUANTITY OF BLACK MASS TO BE DELIVERED
For 2022, the nameplate annual capacity at Spoke 1 is 5,000 tonnes of Material per
annum and nameplate annual capacity at Spoke 2 is 5,000 tonnes of Material per annum
and the Seller expects to bring new Spokes online in Arizona and Alabama. Upon
execution of this Agreement and prior to the start of each calendar quarter hereafter, LiCycle shall advise the Buyer of the quantity of Black Mass expected to be available for
sale during the next rolling 12-month period, and the parties shall mutually agree on the
delivery schedule for such period.
Traxys acknowledges and agrees that all decisions concerning Spoke operations and
the timing and quantity of Black Mass available for sale to Traxys under this Agreement
shall be made by the Seller, in its sole and absolute discretion. Seller may determine that
some or all of its Black Mass production may be required for its internal purposes
(including inventory build, commissioning and start-up of commercial production at Hub 1
or any other Commercial Hub that may be developed by the Seller in future), thus
reducing the quantity of Black Mass available for sale to Buyer under this Agreement.
For greater certainty, however, after the start-up of operations at Hub 1, where Seller has
Black Mass production from its North American Spokes that is not required for its internal
purposes, Seller shall continue to sell 100% of such Black Mass to Buyer under the
terms of this Agreement, as Seller’s exclusive off-taker of Black Mass during the term of
this Agreement.

2.

QUALITY & SPECIFICATIONS OF BLACK MASS
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1.1

The Seller expects the Black Mass to have the following approximate
specifications, and be otherwise free of deleterious elements and nonradioactive:
Form: [XXX]
Chemical Properties:
Property

Unit

Specification

[XXX]

wt %

[XXX]

[XXX]

wt %

[XXX]

[XXX]

wt %

[XXX]

[XXX]

wt %

[XXX]

[XXX]

wt %

[XXX]

[XXX]

PPM

[XXX]

[XXX]

wt %

[XXX]
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3.

1.2

If Black Mass produced by the Seller does not meet the specifications described
in clause 2.1 (“Off-Spec Black Mass”), then the Buyer and the Seller will work
out a mutually agreeable solution. If the parties are unable to agree on a
solution, then the Off-Spec Black Mass will be considered rejected and the Seller
shall promptly pick up the rejected Material and ship it back to the Seller at the
Seller’s expense. Provisional pricing for any Off-Spec Black Mass purchased
hereunder will be made in accordance with clause 7 (Price). Any Black Mass
rejected by a customer due to a quality claim and returned to the Buyer shall also
be treated as “Off-Spec Black Mass” hereunder.

1.3

The Black Mass shall fully conform to REACH and/or IMO code and/or UN
standards of safe practice for cargoes - whichever are applicable depending on
the location of the relevant Customers.

1.4

Any changes in typical assays shall be communicated by the Seller to the Buyer
in a timely manner.

1.5

All claims of Customers or other third parties arising from the Black Mass or the
use thereof, including claims relating to specifications and quality of the Black
Mass shall be for the sole account of Seller.

EFFECTIVE DATE; TERM
This Agreement shall be effective as of November 1, 2021 and shall continue until the
end of the “Term” as determined under the REFINED PRODUCTS – Amended and
Restated Marketing, Logistics and Working Capital Agreement dated December 15,
2021, provided that the term of this Agreement shall continue as necessary to enable the
Buyer to fulfill any commitments to Customers that are pending at the time the term of
this Agreement would otherwise expire. The parties acknowledge that purchases and
sales of Black Mass made under the Original Agreement and not yet settled as of the
Effective Date shall be governed by and settled in accordance with the terms of this
Agreement (with the first such settlement to be made on January 31, 2022, in
accordance with the terms of Section 8.3).

4.

COOPERATION AND TRANSPARENCY
1.1

Traxys shall be the off-taker and pay and take title to the Material as principal and
sell the Material to Customers as principal. The payment collections and credit
risk shall remain with Traxys.
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1.2

Traxys will handle logistics globally and shall execute all contract handling and
shipping matters at cost for the Seller.
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1.3

Traxys shall provide the Seller with continuous transactional financing as per
clause 8.1 for Material released and delivered EXW Seller’s Works of the
applicable Spoke (Incoterms 2020), until payments are received from the
Customer. Such financial service shall constitute a Working Capital Facility for
the Buyer and will be interest bearing for the Seller. The cost of the Working
Capital Facility is the three-month SOFR, or any other mutually agreed
replacement reference thereof, plus [XXX]. This shall be adjusted from time to
time in line with Traxys’ cost of capital, as agreed by Li-Cycle (acting reasonably).
For the purposes of the foregoing, “SOFR” shall mean the rate equal to the
secured overnight financing rate as administered by the Federal Reserve Bank of
New York (or a successor administrator of the secured overnight financing rate).

1.4

Traxys shall be paid a marketing fee (“Marketing Fee”) equal to [XXX] of the
Customer Final Price (as defined below).

1.5

“Transaction Costs” means all costs, losses or damages reasonably incurred by
Traxys in relation to the purchase, transportation, transactional financing and sale
of the Material to Customers, including inter alia:
1.1.1

Costs associated with the transportation of the Material, including inter
alia all freight, demurrage, dead freight, charter hire and any other sums
due pursuant to any charter of any vessel engaged in the carriage of the
Material, together with costs of inspection of the carrying vessels;

1.1.2

Port costs at both loading and discharge port;

1.1.3

Costs of inspection, supervision and testing/analyzing of the Material;

1.1.4

Costs of insurance [XXX];

1.1.5

Taxes, duties or other sums, whether levied against the Material, the
freight or otherwise;
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1.1.6

Losses, claims, damages or expenses incurred or paid to third parties in
respect of the Material, its transportation and on-sale including legal
expenses incurred in defending or bringing such claims;
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1.6

5.

1.1.7

Hedging costs and expenses, if hedging is requested by Seller or required
by Buyer;

1.1.8

Finance charges in respect of all sums paid by the Buyer, including fees
and expenses in relation to any letters of credit; and

1.1.9

Any other relevant costs and expenses attributable to the sale of the
Material.

All Transaction Costs deducted under clause 8 (Payment), must be supported by
the delivery to the Seller of an expense report (“Expense Report”), together with
the final payment made to Seller in accordance with clause 8 (Payment), which
Expense Report shall set out in reasonable detail the determination of each of
the Transaction Costs deducted by Traxys, and shall include copies of all relevant
receipts, invoices and other forms of documents evidencing such Transaction
Costs. Within 30 days after the receipt of an Expense Report, Li-Cycle may
object to any of the Transaction Costs described in such Expense Report on the
basis that such expenses are not authorized to be deducted under the terms of
this Agreement, by notifying Traxys in writing of the basis of such objection in
reasonable detail. Thereafter, the parties shall use their best endeavours to
settle the matter, including by consulting and negotiating with each other to reach
a resolution satisfactory to each party, failing which, either party may refer such
dispute for resolution in accordance with clause 18 (Dispute Resolution) after a
period of 30 days from the date the parties first met to resolve such matter.

CURRENCY
All references to dollar amounts are quoted in U.S. funds.

6.

DELIVERY & SHIPMENT
EXW Seller’s Works
The Black Mass shall be delivered by Seller to Buyer EXW Seller’s Works of the
applicable Spoke (Incoterms 2020). Delivery of the Black Mass is expected to be in
semi-monthly shipments in quantities to be mutually agreed. Each lot of Black Mass
delivered to Buyer is expected to have a size of between 18 to 20 MT, subject to
adjustment by mutual agreement according to customer demand. Packaging to comply
with UN3077 packing instructions and to be in UN rated bulk bags for shipment and
adjusted as necessary according to Customer demand (including for packaging in a
manner suitable for maritime transport).
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7.

PRICE
Benchmark Prices:
Nickel: the lower of (a) LME Official Cash Buyer Nickel Price and (b) LME Official 3Month Buyer Nickel Price, in each case as expressed in US$ per MT, published
in the “Metal Bulletin” within the table “London Metal Exchange High, Low, and
Average
Cobalt: FM Standard Grade, in-whs Rotterdam, Low Quotation Price (expressed in US$
per MT) published by FM
Final Price:
Final pricing for the Material shall be the price (the “Customer Final Price”) specified in
the on-sale agreement between Traxys and the Customer for the relevant Materials (the
“Customer Contract”).
Provisional Price:

9
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(a)

(b)

If the Material has been sold forward by Traxys to a Customer at the time
of delivery to Traxys:
(i)

if the Customer Final Price for the shipment for sale to the
Customer is known at the time of delivery to the Buyer, then the
provisional price will be such Customer Final Price. The provisional
payment to the Seller for such Material will be [XXX] of the
provisional price and shall be paid in accordance with clause 8.1
and clause 8.2; or

(ii)

if the Customer Final Price for the shipment for sale to the
Customer is unknown at the time of delivery to the Buyer, then the
provisional price to the Seller for such Material will be the
estimated Customer Final Price, as determined by the Buyer using
all relevant formulas in the Customer Contract. The provisional
payment to the Seller for such Material will be [XXX] of the
provisional price and shall be paid in accordance with clause 8.1
and clause 8.2.

If the Material is unsold at the time of delivery to Traxys:

10
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(i)

the provisional price and the provisional payment will be mutually
agreed by the Buyer and Seller, using the benchmark prices set
forth above and a provisional quotational period (being the
average of the five business days preceding the date of delivery to
the Buyer). The provisional payment will be equal to [XXX] of the
provisional price and shall be paid in accordance with clause 8.1
and clause 8.2.
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(c)

Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the Material is “Off-Spec Black Mass”,
then the provisional price shall be [XXX] of the benchmark prices set forth
above and the provisional quotational period shall be the average of the
five business days preceding the date of delivery to the Buyer.

US Dollars:
All prices shall be stated, and all payments shall be made, in US Dollars.
8.

PAYMENT
1.1

Provisional Payment
1.1.1

Provisional payment shall be made against documentation proving
release of the Materials at the applicable Spoke (details to be agreed),
including inter alia:
–

Holding and Title Certificate issued by Seller to Buyer’s order;

–

Provisional commercial invoice issued by Seller;

–

Truck or railway bills of lading provided by Buyer;

–

Original provisional Seller’s weight certificates;

–

Original Seller’s provisional assay certificates indicating all the metals
contents and approved by Buyer on a lot by lot basis;

–

Original certificate of origin issued by the Seller;

–

Packing lists issued by the Seller;

–

Any other required documents for the safe domestic and international
transport and handling of the Material.

Payments shall be made net of the Transaction Costs and the Marketing
Fee.
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1.2

2nd Provisional Payment

A second provisional payment based on the latest known provisional pricing data shall
be made, upon presentation of a second provisional invoice, either way (namely, either
by the Buyer to the Seller or by the Seller to the Buyer, as the case may be), in the event
the then current provisional value differs by more than 10% from the provisional value in
the initial provisional invoice.
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1.3

Final Payment

The final payment shall be made, either way (namely, either by the Buyer to the Seller or
by the Seller to the Buyer, as the case may be), upon all final pricing data and
Transaction Costs being known, by telegraphic transfer upon presentation of the final
invoice. The final payment shall be made on a quarterly basis, in line with each of
Seller’s fiscal quarters (currently, January 31st, April 30th, July 31st and October 31st).
9.

10.

WEIGHING, SAMPLING AND MOISTURE DETERMINATION
1.1

Final weighing, sampling and assay determination shall be governed by the
Customer Contract.

1.2

Buyer reserves the right to independently perform a provisional weighing,
sampling and assay determination, prior to the first provisional payment.

TAXES AND DUTIES
Any and all taxes and duties, whether now existing or new, imposed outside of the
country of origin on the export of the Material from the country of origin shall be borne by
Seller.

11.

INSURANCE
Buyer shall insure under its marine cargo policy with an internationally reputable
company, from the time the Material is under Buyer’s title and control and up to the
destination point, for 110% of the provisional value of the Material. The insurance shall
cover All Risks as per current Institute Cargo Clauses All Risks, Institute War Clauses
and Institute Strike, Riots and Civil Commotions clauses. The claim shall be payable in
US Dollars.

12.

13.

TITLE AND RISK
1.1

Title to the Material for each shipment or any part thereof shall pass from Seller
to Buyer upon receipt by Seller of the provisional payment for such Material as
per clause 8.1 (Payment) of this Agreement.

1.2

Risk of loss or damage to the Material shall pass from Seller to Buyer as per
agreed Incoterm in clause 6 (lncoterms® 2020).

INCOTERMS
Unless otherwise specified herein, Incoterms® 2020 shall be applicable for the duration
of this Agreement.
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14.

CHANGES IN QUOTATIONS
The quotations of the metals specified under this Agreement are those actually in
general use to establish the price of metallic contents in concentrates. Should any of
these quotations cease to exist or cease to be published or cease to be internationally
recognized as the basis to calculate ore and/or concentrate contracts, or should they fail
to reflect the real value of the metals in the markets, then (at the request of any of the
parties), Buyer and Seller shall get together and mutually consult with the aim to agree
on a new basis and price, and a date to execute same. The basic objective shall be the
continuity of a fair price.
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15.

FORCE MAJEURE
Neither Buyer nor Seller would be responsible for non-performance under this
Agreement provided such non-performance is due to the occurrence of an event of
Force Majeure as hereunder described:
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1.1

In the event of any war (declared or undeclared), revolution, terrorism, act of
God, flood, storm, earthquake, fire, explosion, strike, lockout, act of Government
or Government appointed agents including but not limited to changes in tariffs,
duties, import and export controls or quotas, and environmental regulations,
obstruction or blockage of port or wharf, lack of railway facilities or delays on
route whether due to mechanical fault or action of the elements, or in the event of
any other like events or causes whatsoever beyond the reasonable control of
Seller or Buyer which were not reasonably foreseeable and which could not be
reasonably avoided (any such cause being hereinafter called “Force Majeure”)
preventing or hindering Seller or Buyer from performing its obligations in this
Agreement, the party whose performance is prevented or hindered by Force
Majeure may suspend delivering or accepting a delivery of Material hereunder for
the period of the Force Majeure event (but no longer) if it shall give prompt
written notice to the other party of the details of such Force Majeure event, and
an estimate of the time period for which the Force Majeure event shall remain in
effect. Force Majeure shall not apply to any tonnage for which a pricing has been
established in part or in full or transport of any kind has been booked. In no event
shall Force Majeure operate to delay or extend the due date for any repayments
of principal or interest of any loans or advances extended to Seller by Buyer or
an affiliate of Buyer.
The party declaring Force Majeure shall take all reasonable steps to resume with
the least possible delay its performance hereunder, provided that nothing herein
shall require a party to settle any strike, lockout or stoppage of work on terms
which in its opinion are not satisfactory.
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1.2

16.

Each party is fully aware of the potential impact on the performance of the other
party’s obligations under this Agreement arising out of the COVID-19 pandemic
and governmental and other actions that have been taken or may in the future be
taken in response thereto, and each party acknowledges that the awareness of
such event or condition will not act to prevent the other party from declaring a
Force Majeure event that otherwise would be applicable hereunder.

NOTICES
It is agreed that any and all notices required or permitted to be given to either party
under the terms of this Agreement shall be given in writing and sent by email or courier
or delivered by hand to the party to be notified at the following respective addresses or
any new addresses regarding which the respective parties have been informed to the
sending of such notices, namely:
Li-Cycle Americas Corp.
Suite 590, 207 Queen’s Quay West
Toronto, Ontario M5J 1A7
Canada
Attention: Kunal Phalpher, Chief Strategy Officer
Email:
kunal.phalpher@li-cycle.com
Traxys North America, LLC
299 Park Avenue, 38th Floor
New York, NY 10171
USA
Attention: Landon Berns, Mark Kristoff and Steve Scheinman
Email:
landon.berns@traxys.com; mark.kristoff@traxys.com; and
steven.scheinman@Traxys.com
Any such notice shall be deemed to have been given the next business day in the place
to which it is sent (if sent by email or courier) or at the time of delivery (if delivered by
hand).

17.

GOVERNING LAW
This Agreement shall be governed by, and interpreted in accordance with, the laws of the
State of New York, USA, without regard to its principle of conflicts of laws.
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18.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION
Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement, or the breach
thereof, shall be settled by binding arbitration administered in New York by the American
Arbitration Association (“AAA”) in accordance with its Commercial Arbitration Rules then
in effect. Each party shall by written notice to the other have the right to appoint one
arbitrator. If, within 30 days following the giving of such notice by one party, the other
shall not, by written notice, appoint another arbitrator, the first arbitrator shall be the sole
arbitrator. If two arbitrators are so appointed, they shall appoint a third arbitrator. If 30
days elapse after the appointment of the second arbitrator and the two arbitrators are
unable to agree upon the third arbitrator, then either party may, in writing, request that
the AAA appoint the third arbitrator. Any award from any such arbitration proceeding may
be entered as a judgment in any court of competent jurisdiction. Each party shall bear its
own costs in connection with any arbitration hereunder. Nothing herein shall prevent a
party from seeking injunctive relief (or any other provisional remedy) from any court
having jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of the dispute as is necessary
to protect such party’s rights.
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19.

SUCCESSION AND ASSIGNMENT
Neither party may assign this Agreement or its rights or obligations hereunder, either in
whole or in part, without the express written consent of the other party. This Agreement
shall be binding upon, inure to the benefit of, and be enforceable by the parties hereto
and their respective successors and permitted assigns.

20.

LIMITATION ON DAMAGES
The parties agree that neither party hereto shall be liable for special, indirect, punitive,
exemplary or consequential damages, including but not limited to lost profits, lost
savings, loss of use of facility or equipment, regardless of whether arising from breach of
contract, warranty, tort, strict liability or otherwise, and even if advised of the possibility of
such losses or damages or if such losses or damages could have been reasonably
foreseen, unless resulting from a party’s actions that are found to constitute willful
misconduct or to have been taken in bad faith.
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21.

CONFIDENTIALITY
Subject to clause 22 (Public Announcements and Filings), the contents of this Agreement
and all confidential or non-public information disclosed by one party to the other party
hereunder shall be kept strictly confidential, unless subsequently agreed otherwise or to
the extent required by applicable law. Information shall not be, nor shall be deemed to
be, confidential or non-public if (i) it was or becomes generally available to the public
other than as a result of any breach of this clause 21; (ii) it becomes available to a party
on a non-confidential basis from another source that is not known by such party to be
bound by an obligation of confidentiality to the other party in respect of such information;
or (iii) it is independently developed by a party without use of or reference to confidential
or non-public information. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a party may disclose the
contents of this Agreement and confidential information disclosed by the other party
hereunder (i) to its directors, officers, employees, legal, financial and business advisors
and representatives who are in a confidential relationship with such recipient party, so
long as such persons have been made aware of have agreed to be bound by these
confidentiality provisions, (ii) as may be required by applicable law or governmental
authority, (iii) to any prospective transferee of a party’s business that has agreed to be
bound by these confidentiality provisions, or (iv) in connection with the enforcement of
this Agreement by any party. The provisions shall be valid during the term of this
Agreement.
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22.

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENTS & FILINGS
The parties acknowledge that Li-Cycle may be required to publicly announce the
execution of this Agreement and to file a copy of this Agreement as a material contract
with applicable securities regulatory authorities, stock exchanges or other governmental
authorities.
Li-Cycle agrees that such public announcement or filings will not occur until:
(a)
Traxys has been provided with a reasonable and proper opportunity to review
and comment on the proposed public announcement or filings; and
(b)
Traxys has been provided with a reasonable and proper opportunity to propose
redactions of commercially sensitive information prior to such public announcement or
filings.

23.

SEVERABILITY
Whenever possible, each provision of this Agreement shall be interpreted in such a
manner as to be effective and valid under the applicable laws. However, if any provision
of this Agreement shall be held to be invalid or prohibited under applicable laws, such
provision shall be ineffective only to the extent of such invalidity or prohibition without
affecting the validity of the remainder of such provision or the remaining provisions of
this Agreement, which shall remain in full force and effect.

24.

TERMINATION; SUSPENSION OF OBLIGATIONS
1.1

Each party may terminate this Agreement by written notice to the other party, with
immediate effect:
1.1.1

if the other party commits a material breach of its obligations under this
Agreement and, when such breach is capable of being remedied, fails to
remedy such breach within a reasonable time (not less than 30 days) of
written notice of breach;
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1.1.2

if the other party enters into liquidation, becomes insolvent, is declared
bankrupt, enters into any kind of receivership or makes any arrangement
or composition or assignment for the benefit of any creditor; or
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1.1.3

25.

26.

as provided in clause 15 (Force Majeure).

1.2

If a party delivers the written notice described in clause 24.1.1 to the other party,
the delivering party may suspend performance of its obligations hereunder as of
the date of such notice until the earlier of: (x) the other party having cured such
material breach in accordance with clause 24.1.1; and (y) the termination of this
Agreement in accordance with clause 24.1.

1.3

Termination of this Agreement shall not affect any rights or obligations which may
have accrued prior to such termination and, on termination of this Agreement,
each party shall promptly pay to the other party all sums owed to the other party
under this Agreement. The obligations of each party set out in this clause 24 and
clauses 16, 17, 18, 20, 21 and 25 shall continue in full force and effect
notwithstanding any termination of this Agreement.

DEFINITIONS
1.1

The terms “tonne” or “MT” means a metric tonne of 1000 kilograms (Kgs)
equivalent to 2,204.62 pounds avoirdupois, wet (WMT) or dry (DMT) basis as
specifically stated herein;

1.2

The term “unit” means one per cent of the net dry weight.

1.3

“USD” or “US Dollar” is the currency of United States of America.

1.4

The term “troy ounce” is equivalent to 31,1035 grams.

1.5

“PPM” means part per million and is equivalent to one gram per tonne.

1.6

“Kg” shall mean one kilogram, or 1,000 grams, 2.2046 pounds.

1.7

“LME” shall mean the London Metal Exchange Limited.

1.8

“FM” shall mean Fastmarkets.

1.9

Any other abbreviations shall be as per the usual standard of the industry.

NO OTHER AGREEMENT, ETC.
1.1

This Agreement is an amendment and restatement of, but not a novation of, the
Original Agreement, such amendment and restatement being effective as of the
date of this Agreement.
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1.2

This Agreement supersedes all correspondence, orders, or confirmations of the
parties with respect to matters covered hereby. For sake of clarity and avoidance
of doubts only, the parties acknowledge that they have entered into a separate
agreement with regard to refined product sales (i.e., the REFINED PRODUCTS –
Marketing, Logistics and Working Capital Agreement dated September 24, 2020,
as amended and restated as of the date of this Agreement), and nothing herein
shall affect the rights or obligations of the parties under such separate
agreement.
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1.3

No modification or waiver of this Agreement or any right or obligation of any party
hereunder shall be binding upon such party unless it is in writing and signed by
an officer thereof.
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1.4

No waiver by a party of any of delay, fault or breach shall be deemed a waiver of
any other delay, default or breach.
[Signature page follows]
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Yours truly,
Traxys North America LLC

By: /s/ Landon Berns___
Landon Berns - SVP

Accepted and agreed by:
Li-Cycle Holdings Corp.

By: /s/ Kunal Phalpher________________
Kunal Phalpher, Chief Strategy Officer
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December 15, 2021
Li-Cycle Holdings Corp.
Suite 590, 207 Queen’s Quay West
Toronto, Ontario M5J 1A7
Canada
Dear Sirs/Mesdames:
Re: Services for Additional Hubs and Additional Hub Materials
We refer to the Amended and Restated Refined Products Marketing, Logistics and Working
Capital Agreement entered into as of the date hereof (the “Refined Products Agreement”)
between the undersigned, Traxys North America LLC (“Traxys” or “we”), and your subsidiary, LiCycle Americas Corp., providing for, inter alia, the purchase and sale of 100% of Li-Cycle's
annual production of Nickel Sulfate, Cobalt Sulfate, Lithium Carbonate, Manganese Carbonate
and Graphite Concentrate (each, a “Material” and collectively, the “Materials”) from your North
America Commercial Hub being constructed in Rochester, New York, USA (“Hub 1”).
This letter agreement (the “Letter Agreement’) confirms our mutual understanding that, if and
when Li-Cycle Holdings Corp. (NYSE: LICY) (“Li-Cycle” or “you”), directly or through any of its
affiliates, seeks to develop one or more additional Commercial Hubs, wherever located (each,
an “Additional Hub”), to process unrefined “black mass” product and produce Nickel Sulphate,
Cobalt Sulphate, Lithium Carbonate, Manganese Carbonate and/or Graphite Concentrate, or
any other products that are derivative thereof or enhancements thereto (“Additional Hub
Material”), Li-Cycle will (no later than the date of the commissioning by Li-Cycle or its affiliates
of a feasiblity study with respect to such Additional Hub) so notify Traxys in writing (such notice,
an “Additional Hub Notice”). The Additional Hub Notice will specify Li-Cycle’s and its affiliates’
anticipated requirements for marketing, logistics and/or working capital services (the “Subject
Services”), as applicable, with respect to the Additional Hub, and certain additional information
noted below.
For greater certainty and notwithstanding anything else in this Letter Agreement:
(a) Li-Cycle shall not have any obligation to develop any Additional Hubs or to produce any
Additional Hub Material, and all decisions concerning the development and financing of
any Additional Hubs shall be made by Li-Cycle in its sole and absolute discretion; and
(b) Where Li-Cycle seeks to develop an Additional Hub in conjunction with a strategic
partner that will have a significant equity ownership, financial or commercial interest in
such Additional Hub and/or the applicable Additional Hub Material (including without
limitation any pre-paid off-take arrangement, “streaming” transaction, or tolling
arrangement) (a “Strategic Partner”), and as part of such arrangement, the Strategic
Partner or one or more of its affiliates will receive off-take or “take-in-kind” rights to all or
a portion of the applicable Additional Hub Material (such Additional Hub Material, the
"Strategic Partner Material Allocation”), Li-Cycle shall notify Traxys in writing of the

proposed Strategic Partner relationship and the proposed Strategic Partner Material
Allocation in the Additional Hub Notice, and the parties acknowledge and agree that any
Subject Services to be provided by Traxys in respect of the relevant Additional Hub will
not apply to the Strategic Partner Material Allocation.
Upon receipt of an Additional Hub Notice, Traxys and Li-Cycle (or the applicable affiliate) will
use good faith efforts to negotiate and enter into an agreement under which Traxys will provide
the Subject Services in respect of the Additional Hub Material for the Additional Hub in
substantially the same manner, and on substantially the same terms and conditions, as set forth
in the Refined Products Agreement, having regard, however, to (among other things) the
location of the Additional Hub, the expected overall product mix and product volumes to be
delivered by Li-Cycle and its affiliates to Traxys on a global basis, the then-prevailing market
conditions and end-user required products specifications, and the extent to which Li-Cycle is
capable to provide the Subject Services on an in-house basis, any or all of which could result in
an agreed adjustment, negotiated in good faith, to the scope of the Subject Services and/or the
fees payable to Traxys.
Where the parties are not able to reach an agreement covering the Subject Services in respect
of the Additional Hub Material for the Additional Hub within a reasonable time period, Li-Cycle
may deliver to Traxys a formal proposal for the Subject Services (a “Benchmark Proposal”),
and if the parties are not able to settle definitive commercial terms on the basis of such
Benchmark Proposal within 60 days after delivery of such Benchmark Proposal, then such
terms shall be settled by binding arbitration in accordance with the terms of the Refined
Products Agreement and either party may refer such matter for resolution thereunder.
This Letter Agreement is being entered into as a material inducement for the parties to enter into
the Refined Products Agreement and is a binding agreement of the parties.
The provisions of clauses 3 (Term), 16 (Notices), 17 (Governing Law), 18 (Dispute Resolution),
19 (Succession and Assignment), 20 (Limitation on Damages), 21 (Confidentiality), 22 (Public
Announcements), 23 (Severability), and 26 (No Other Agreement, Etc.) of the Refined Products
Agreement shall be deemed incorporated herein and shall apply to this Letter Agreement,
mutatis mutandis.
This Letter Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall be
deemed to be an original and all of which taken together shall be deemed to constitute one and
the same instrument. Delivery of an executed signature page to this Letter Agreement by either
party by electronic transmission shall be as effective as delivery of a manually executed copy of
this Letter Agreement by such party.

Yours truly,

Traxys North America LLC

By: /s/ Landon Berns _______________
Landon Berns, SVP

Accepted and agreed by:
Li-Cycle Holdings Corp.

By: /s/ Kunal Phalpher ______________
Kunal Phalpher, Chief Strategy Officer

Exhibit 8.1
Subsidiaries of Li-Cycle Holdings Corp.

Legal Name of Subsidiary
Li-Cycle Corp.
Li-Cycle Europe AG
Li-Cycle APAC PTE LTD.
Li-Cycle Americas Corp.
Li-Cycle U.S. Holdings Inc.
Li-Cycle Inc.
Li-Cycle North America Hub Inc.

Jurisdiction of Organization
Ontario
Switzerland
Singapore
Ontario
Delaware
Delaware
Delaware

CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO RULE 13a-14(a) OF THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934 AS
ADOPTED PURSUANT TO SECTION 302 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
I, Ajay Kochhar, certify that:
1. I have reviewed this Annual Report on Form 20-F of Li-Cycle Holdings Corp.;
2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or
omit to state a material fact necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances
under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this
report;
3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this
report, fairly present in all material respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash
flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;
4. The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining
disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and
internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f))
for the registrant and have:
A. Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure
controls and procedures to be designed under our supervision, to ensure that
material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated
subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those entities, particularly
during the period in which this report is being prepared;
B. Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal
control over financial reporting to be designed under our supervision, to provide
reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the
preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles;
C. Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and
procedures within 90 days of this report and presented in this report our
conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures,
as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and
D. Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over
financial reporting that occurred during the registrant’s most recent fiscal
quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report)
that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the
registrant’s internal control over financial reporting; and
5. The company’s other certifying officer(s) and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation
of internal control over financial reporting, to the registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of
the registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):
A. All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of
internal control over financial reporting which are reasonably likely to adversely
affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial
information; and
B. Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other
employees who have a significant role in the registrant’s internal control over
financial reporting.

Date: January 31, 2022
/s/ Ajay Kochhar

Ajay Kochhar
Chief Executive Officer
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CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO RULE 13a-14(a) OF THE SECURITIES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934 AS
ADOPTED PURSUANT TO SECTION 302 OF THE SARBANES-OXLEY ACT OF 2002
I, Bruce MacInnis, certify that:
1. I have reviewed this Annual Report on Form 20-F of Li-Cycle Holdings Corp.;
2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or
omit to state a material fact necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances
under which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this
report;
3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this
report, fairly present in all material respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash
flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report;
4. The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining
disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and
internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f))
for the registrant and have:
A. Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure
controls and procedures to be designed under our supervision, to ensure that
material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated
subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those entities, particularly
during the period in which this report is being prepared;
B. Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal
control over financial reporting to be designed under our supervision, to provide
reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the
preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles;
C. Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and
procedures within 90 days of this report and presented in this report our
conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures,
as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and
D. Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over
financial reporting that occurred during the registrant’s most recent fiscal
quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report)
that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the
registrant’s internal control over financial reporting; and
5. The company’s other certifying officer(s) and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation
of internal control over financial reporting, to the registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of
the registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions):
A. All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of
internal control over financial reporting which are reasonably likely to adversely
affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial
information; and
B. Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other
employees who have a significant role in the registrant’s internal control over
financial reporting.

Date: January 31, 2022
/s/ Bruce MacInnis

Bruce MacInnis
Chief Financial Officer
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CERTIFICATION

Exhibit 13.1

PURSUANT TO 18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350,
In connection with the annual report on Form 20-F of Li-Cycle Holdings Corp. (the “Company”) for the
year ended October 31, 2021 as filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the
“Report”), the undersigned hereby certifies pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906
of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that to the best of our knowledge:
(1)

The Report fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934; and

(2)

The information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and
results of operations of the Company.

Date: January 31, 2022
By:

/s/ Ajay Kochhar
Name: Ajay Kochhar
Title: Chief Executive Officer (principal
executive officer)

CERTIFICATION

Exhibit 13.2

PURSUANT TO 18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350,
In connection with the annual report on Form 20-F of Li-Cycle Holdings Corp. (the “Company”) for the
year ended October 31, 2021 as filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the
“Report”), the undersigned hereby certifies pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906
of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that to the best of our knowledge:
(1)

The Report fully complies with the requirements of Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934; and

(2)

The information contained in the Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and
results of operations of the Company.

Date: January 31, 2022
By:

/s/ Bruce MacInnis
Name: Bruce MacInnis
Title: Chief Financial Officer (principal
financial officer)

Consent of Independent Registered Public
Accounting Firm
We consent to the incorporation by reference in Registration Statement No. 333-261568 on
Form S-8 of our report dated January 31, 2022, relating to the financial statements of LiCycle Holdings Corp appearing in this Annual Report on Form 20-F for the year ended
October 31, 2021.
/s/ Deloitte LLP
Chartered Professional Accountants
Licensed Public Accountants
Toronto, Canada
January 31, 2022

Deloitte LLP
Bay Adelaide East
8 Adelaide Street West
Suite 200
Toronto, ON M5H 0A9
Canada
Tel: 416-601-6150
Fax: 416-601-6151
www.deloitte.ca

January 31, 2022
Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20549

We have read Item 16F in this Form 20F of Li-Cycle Holdings Corp. dated January 31, 2022 and have the
following comments:
1.
2.

We agree with the statements made in “Resignation/dismissal of independent registered public
accounting firm” as it relates to us.
We have no basis on which to agree or disagree with the statements in “Engagement of new
independent public accounting firm”.

Yours truly,
/s/ Deloitte LLP
Chartered Professional Accountants
Licensed Public Accountants
Toronto, Canada
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Deloitte LLP
Bay Adelaide East
8 Adelaide Street West
Suite 200
Toronto ON M5H 0A9
Canada
Tel: 416-601-6150
Fax: 416-601-6151
www.deloitte.ca

Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm
To the shareholders and the Board of Directors of Li-Cycle Holdings Corp.
Opinion on the Financial Statements
We have audited the accompanying consolidated statements of financial position of Li-Cycle Holdings Corp. and
subsidiaries (the “Company”) as of October 31, 2021 and 2020, the related consolidated statements of loss and
comprehensive loss, changes in equity, and cash flows, for each of the three years in the period ended October 31,
2021, and the related notes (collectively referred to as the “financial statements”). In our opinion, the financial
statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Company as of October 31, 2021 and
2020, and its financial performance and its cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended October 31, 2021,
in conformity with International Financial Reporting Standards as issued by the International Accounting Standards
Board.
Basis for Opinion
These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on the Company’s financial statements based on our audits. We are a public accounting firm registered with
the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States) (PCAOB) and are required to be independent with
respect to the Company in accordance with the U.S. federal securities laws and the applicable rules and regulations of
the Securities and Exchange Commission and the PCAOB.
We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement, whether due to error or fraud. The Company is not required to have, nor were we engaged to perform,
an audit of its internal control over financial reporting. As part of our audits, we are required to obtain an
understanding of internal control over financial reporting but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the Company’s internal control over financial reporting. Accordingly, we express no such opinion.
Our audits included performing procedures to assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements,
whether due to error or fraud, and performing procedures that respond to those risks. Such procedures included
examining, on a test basis, evidence regarding the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. Our audits also
included evaluating the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis
for our opinion.
/s/ Deloitte LLP
Chartered Professional Accountants
Licensed Public Accountants
Toronto, Canada
January 31, 2022
We have served as the Company's auditor since 2019.
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Li-Cycle Holdings Corp.
Consolidated statements of financial position
As at October 31, 2021 and 2020
(Expressed in U.S. dollars)

Notes

Assets
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable
Other receivables
Prepayments and deposits
Inventory

Non-current assets
Plant and equipment
Right-of-use assets

Liabilities
Current liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Restricted share units
Lease liabilities
Loans payable

Non-current liabilities
Lease liabilities
Loans payable
Convertible debt
Warrants
Restoration provisions

Shareholders' equity
Share capital
Contributed surplus
Accumulated deficit
Accumulated other comprehensive loss

23
4
4
5
6

7
14

17
12
15
9

15
9
10
11
16

12
12

October 31, 2021 October 31, 2020
$
$

596,858,298
4,072,701
973,145
8,646,998
1,197,807
611,748,949

663,557
571,300
318,929
963,951
179,994
2,697,731

26,389,463
27,009,760
53,399,223

5,602,580
3,859,088
9,461,668

665,148,172

12,159,399

18,701,116
—
2,868,795
7,752
21,577,663

4,364,372
171,849
591,355
1,468,668
6,596,244

26,496,074
31,996
100,877,838
82,109,334
334,233
209,849,475

3,021,815
779,210
—
—
321,400
4,122,425

231,427,138

10,718,669

672,079,154
3,026,721
(241,088,229)
(296,612)
433,721,034
665,148,172

15,441,600
824,683
(14,528,941)
(296,612)
1,440,730
12,159,399

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the consolidated financial statements.
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Li-Cycle Holdings Corp.
Consolidated statements of loss and comprehensive loss
Years ended October 31, 2021, 2020, and 2019
(Expressed in U.S. dollars)
Year ended October 31,
Notes

2021
$

2020
$

2019
$

Revenue
Product sales

6,930,475

554,914

—

444,401

237,340

48,160

7,374,876

792,254

48,160

12,709,823

2,819,195

607,820

7,688,520

2,962,261

546,647

3,982,943

332,634

97,258

Raw materials and supplies

3,410,014

591,881

—

Office, administrative and travel

3,148,871

476,733

493,304

Recycling services

Expenses
Employee salaries and benefits, net
Professional fees
Share-based compensation

Depreciation

12

2,899,345

1,095,250

183,862

Research and development, net

7,14

2,662,572

776,668

2,111,658

Freight and shipping

1,033,149

137,010

5,785

Plant facilities

1,030,947

390,687

—

973,695

365,820

65,840

Marketing
Change in Finished Goods Inventory

Loss from operations

(307,817)

(14,022)

—

39,232,062

9,934,117

4,112,174

(31,857,186)

(9,141,863)

(4,064,014)

152,719,009

—

—

Other (income) expense
Listing Fee

1

Fair value loss on financial instruments

10, 11,
12

Interest expense
Foreign exchange (gain) loss
Interest income

Net loss

38,254,469

84,454

—

3,052,882

529,700

60,329

758,223

(445,652)

—

(82,481)

(34,403)

(23,561)

194,702,102

134,099

36,768

(226,559,288)

(9,275,962)

(4,100,782)

—

(218,726)

(37,182)

(226,559,288)

(9,494,688)

(4,137,964)

(2.06)

(0.11)

(0.06)

Other comprehensive income (loss)
Foreign currency translation
Comprehensive loss
Loss per common share - basic and diluted

19

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the consolidated financial statements.
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Li-Cycle Holdings Corp.
Consolidated statements of changes in equity
For the years ended October 31, 2021, 2020, and 2019
(Expressed in U.S. dollars)
Number of
common
shares
Not
es
Balance, October 31,
2018

Share capital

Contributed
surplus

Accumulated
deficit

Accumulated
other
comprehensive
income (loss)

$

$

$

$

$

70,825,919

2,969,191

26,523

Stock option expense

12

—

—

97,258

—

97,258

Shares issued for
cash

12

5,303,760

5,379,860

—

—

5,379,860

Shares issuable for
non-cash costs

12

337,958

118,759

—

—

—

—

(4,100,782)

(37,182)

(4,137,964)

(5,252,979)

(77,886)

3,260,726

Comprehensive loss
Balance, October 31,
2019

(1,152,197)

Total

(40,704)

—

1,802,813

118,759

76,467,637

8,467,810

123,781

Stock option expense

12

—

—

245,847

—

—

245,847

Shares issued for
cash

12

6,357,423

6,481,381

—

—

—

6,481,381

Shares issuable for
non-cash costs

12

—

—

455,055

—

—

455,055

Conversion of
convertible debt

12

536,231

492,409

—

Comprehensive loss

—

—

—

(9,275,962)

(218,726)

(9,494,688)

Balance, October 31,
2020

83,361,291

15,441,600

824,683

(14,528,941)

(296,612)

1,440,730

—

Series C Class A
shares issued for
cash

12

11,220,218

21,620,000

Shares issued for
non-cash costs

12

478,920

455,055

Exercise of stock
options

12

2,055,476

891,162

Restricted Share
Units settled in
shares

12

392,276

3,922,754

Public shares issued
for cash

12

65,671,374

Exercise of warrants

11

100

Stock option expense

12

Restricted Share
Units expense

12

—

—

492,409

—

—

21,620,000

(455,055)

—

—

—

(722,057)

—

—

169,105

—

—

—

3,922,754

629,748,295

—

—

—

629,748,295

288

1,150

—

—

2,689,913

—

—

2,689,913

—

—

1,438

—

—

688,087

Comprehensive loss

—

—

—

(226,559,288)

Balance, October 31,
2021

163,179,655

672,079,154

3,026,721

(241,088,229)

—
(296,612)

688,087
(226,559,288)
433,721,034

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the consolidated financial statements.
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Li-Cycle Holdings Corp.
Consolidated statements of cash flows
Years ended October 31, 2021, 2020, and 2019
(Expressed in U.S. dollars)
Year ended October 31,
2021
2020
$
$

Notes

Operating activities
Net loss for the year
Items not affecting cash
Share-based compensation
Listing fee
Depreciation
Amortization of government grants
Loss on disposal of assets
Foreign exchange (gain) loss on translation
Fair value loss on financial instruments
Share-based professional fees
Interest and accretion on convertible debt

12
7,14

10,
11, 12
12
10

Changes in non-cash working capital items
Accounts receivable
Other receivables
Prepayments and deposits
Inventory
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities

Investing activity
Purchases of plant and equipment
Proceeds from disposal of plant and equipment

Financing activities
Proceeds from private share issuance, net of share issue costs
Proceeds from public share issuance, net of share issue costs
Proceeds from exercise of stock options
Proceeds from exercise of warrants
Proceeds from convertible debt
Proceeds from loans payable
Proceeds from government grants
Repayment of lease liabilities
Repayment of loans payable

Net change in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of period
Cash and cash equivalents, end of period

7

12
12
12
11
10
9

2019
$

(226,559,288)

(9,275,962)

(4,100,782)

3,982,943
152,719,009
2,899,350
(92,926)
13,399
677,479

332,634
—
1,095,250
(2,226,910)
106,946
(390,901)

97,258
—
183,862
(640,350)
—
(33,845)

38,254,469
—
1,129,680
(26,975,885)

84,454
455,055
9,931
(9,809,503)

—
—
60,337
(4,433,520)

(3,501,401)
(654,216)
(7,990,108)
(1,017,813)
12,262,063
(27,877,360)

(538,854)
471,304
(633,824)
(133,438)
3,215,386
(7,428,929)

(29,630)
(466,915)
(215,537)
(46,556)
624,090
(4,568,068)

(18,220,339)
16,866

(5,107,663)
—

(998,069)
—

(18,203,473)

(5,107,663)

(998,069)

6,481,381
—
—

5,379,860
—
—

(12,544,339)

—
2,153,110
1,182,599
(387,508)
(12,881)

—
86,572
1,697,794
—
—

642,275,574

9,416,701

7,164,226

596,194,741
663,557
596,858,298

(3,119,891)
3,783,449
663,557

1,598,089
2,185,360
3,783,449

2,074,681
2,084,235

—
—

—
—

—

947,464

118,759

21,620,000
525,329,273
169,105
1,150
98,400,263
10,091,220
92,926
(884,024)

Non-cash investing activities
Accrual for purchase of plant and equipment
Non cash purchase of plant and equipment
Non-cash financing activities
Equity issued for non-cash costs

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the consolidated financial statements.
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Li-Cycle Holdings Corp.
Notes to the consolidated financial statements
Year ended October 31, 2021, 2020, and 2019
(Expressed in U.S. dollars)

1.

Nature of operations and business combination
(i)

Nature of Operations
Li-Cycle Holdings Corp. and its subsidiaries, collectively ("Li-Cycle" or the "Company")
started their business as Li-Cycle Corp. Li-Cycle Corp was incorporated in Ontario, Canada
under the Business Corporations Act (Ontario) on November 18, 2016.
Li-Cycle’s core business model is to build, own and operate recycling plants tailored to
regional needs. Li-Cycle’s Spoke & Hub Technologies™ provide an environmentally friendly
resource recovery solution that addresses the growing global lithium-ion battery recycling
challenges, supporting the global transition toward electrification.
On March 28, 2019, Li-Cycle Corp. incorporated a owned subsidiary in Delaware, U.S., LiCycle Inc., under the General Corporation Law of the State of Delaware.
On September 2, 2020, Li-Cycle Corp. incorporated a owned subsidiary in Delaware, U.S.,
Li-Cycle North America Hub, Inc., under the General Corporation Law of the State of
Delaware.

(ii) Business Combination
On February 12, 2021, Li-Cycle Corp. incorporated a 100% owned subsidiary in Ontario,
Canada, Li-Cycle Holdings Corp., under the Business Corporations Act (Ontario).
On February 16, 2021, Li-Cycle Corp. entered into a definitive business combination
agreement with Peridot Acquisition Corp. (NYSE: PDAC) and Li-Cycle Holdings Corp.
On August 10, 2021, in accordance with the plan of arrangement to reorganize Li-Cycle
Corp., the Company finalized the business combination with Peridot Acquisition Corp.
(NYSE: PDAC), and the combined company was renamed Li-Cycle Holdings Corp.
As part of this transaction, a total of 3,377,626 Class A shares of Peridot Acquisition Corp.
were redeemed by Peridot shareholders, resulting in a total redemption payment of
approximately $33.8 million, while the remaining 26,622,374 of Class A shares were
converted into common shares of the combined entity, Li-Cycle Holdings Corp. In addition,
7,500,000 Class B shares of Peridot Acquisition Corp were converted into 7,500,000
common shares of the combined entity, Li-Cycle Holdings Corp. upon closing.
Li-Cycle Corp.'s existing shareholders exchanged 2,552,450 fully diluted shares of Li-Cycle
Corp. for the shares of the combined entity, Li-Cycle Holdings Corp., at an Exchange Ratio
of approximately 1:39.91, as determined per the Plan of Arrangement, resulting in
97,508,181 shares of Li-Cycle Holdings Corp. and 4,242,707 stock options of Li-Cycle
Holdings Corp. for the existing shareholders of Li-Cycle Corp.
31,549,000 shares of the combined entity, Li-Cycle Holdings Corp., were issued to the new
investors at US$10 per share for a total of US$315.5 million of Private Investment in Public
Equity.
On closing, the common shares and warrants of Li-Cycle Holdings Corp. were listed on the
New York Stock Exchange and are traded under the symbols “LICY” and “LICY.WS”,
respectively.
Li-Cycle Corp. has been identified as the acquirer for accounting purposes. As Peridot
Acquisition Corp. does not meet the definition of a business as defined in IFRS 3 - Business
Combinations (“IFRS 3”), the acquisition is not within the scope of IFRS 3 and is accounted
for as a share-based payment transaction in accordance with IFRS 2 – Share-based
Payment (“IFRS 2”). These consolidated financial statements represent the continuance of
Li-Cycle Corp. and reflect the identifiable assets acquired and the liabilities assumed of
Peridot Acquisition Corp. at fair value. Under IFRS 2, the transaction was measured at the
fair value of the common shares, escrowed shares and warrants deemed to have been
issued by Li-Cycle Corp., in order for the ownership interest in the combined entity to be
the same as if the transaction had taken the legal form of Li-Cycle Corp. acquiring 100% of
Peridot Acquisition Corp. Any difference between the fair value of the common shares,
escrowed shares and warrants deemed to have been issued by Li-Cycle Corp. and the fair
value of Peridot Acquisition Corp.’s identifiable net assets acquired and liabilities assumed
represents a Listing Fee.
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Li-Cycle Holdings Corp.
Notes to the consolidated financial statements
Year ended October 31, 2021, 2020, and 2019
(Expressed in U.S. dollars)

The fair value of the warrants assumed in the transaction was determined based on the
market closing price of $2.10 per warrant resulting in total fair value of $48.3 million.
As a result of this reverse asset acquisition, a Listing Fee of $152.7 million has been
recorded to reflect the difference between the estimated fair value of the common shares,
escrowed shares and warrants deemed issued to the shareholders of Peridot Acquisition
Corp. and the net fair value of the assets of Peridot Acquisition Corp. acquired. Li-Cycle and
Peridot incurred transaction-related costs of $27.0 million and $29.6 million, respectively.
Li-Cycle's transaction-related costs, such as commissions, professional fees and regulatory
fees are directly attributable to common shares issuances and were deducted from the
proceeds of the offering.
The details of the purchase price allocation of the identifiable assets acquired and liabilities
assumed are as follows:
2021
$
Fair value of consideration transferred:
Common shares
Total fair value of consideration transferred

656,713,740
656,713,740

Fair value of assets acquired and liabilities assumed:
Cash and cash equivalents

581,862,621

Warrants

(48,299,987)

Other payables

(29,567,903)

Total fair value of assets acquired and liabilities assumed

503,994,731

Excess of fair value of consideration transferred over fair value of
assets acquired and liabilities assumed, recognized as Listing Fee

152,719,009

Gross proceeds
Transaction-related costs
Other payables acquired
Net proceeds

581,862,621
(26,965,445)
(29,567,903)
525,329,273

The fair value of the consideration transferred to acquire Peridot Acquisition Corp. and to
issue shares to the PIPE investors was $656,713,740 calculated as 65,671,374 common
shares at $10.00 per common share.
The fair value per common share was based on the fair value of Li-Cycle Corp. common
shares.
As a result of the closing of this transaction, 163,179,555 common shares of the Company
were issued and outstanding immediately after the closing. At October 31, 2021,
163,179,655 common shares were outstanding.

2.

Significant accounting policies
(a) Statement of compliance
These consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) as issued by the International
Accounting Standards Board (“IASB”) incorporating interpretations issued by the IFRS
Interpretations Committee (“IFRICs”). These consolidated financial statements were
approved and authorized for issue by the Board of Directors on January 31, 2022.
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Li-Cycle Holdings Corp.
Notes to the consolidated financial statements
Year ended October 31, 2021, 2020, and 2019
(Expressed in U.S. dollars)

(b) Basis of consolidation
These consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the Company and its
subsidiaries. The Company’s seven subsidiaries are entities controlled by the Company.
Control exists when the Company has power over an investee, when the Company is
exposed, or has rights, to variable returns from the investee and when the Company has
the ability to affect those returns through its power over the investee. The subsidiaries are
included in the consolidated financial results of the Company from the effective date of
incorporation up to the effective date of disposition or loss of control. The Company’s
principal subsidiaries and their geographic location as at October 31, 2021 was as follows:
Company
Li-Cycle U.S. Holdings Inc.
Li-Cycle Inc.
Li-Cycle North America Hub, Inc.
Li-Cycle Americas Corp.
Li-Cycle Corp.
Li-Cycle Europe AG
Li-Cycle APAC PTE LTD.

Location
Delaware, U.S.
Delaware, U.S.
Delaware, U.S.
Ontario, Canada
Ontario, Canada
Switzerland
Singapore

Ownership interest
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Intercompany transactions, balances and unrealized gains/losses on transactions between
the Company and its subsidiary are eliminated.
(c) Basis of preparation
Change in Functional Currency: Prior to November 1, 2020, the Company had determined
its functional currency was the Canadian dollar on the basis that its operating expenditures,
capital expenditures and financing were primarily denominated in Canadian dollars. With
increasing volume of operations, new contracts with US based suppliers, commencement of
operations at its US Spoke and increasing capital expenditures in its US facilities, the
Company’s operating expenditures are becoming predominantly denominated in US dollars.
Additionally, due to the increase in US dollar expenses and its expansion plans in the US,
the Company has obtained, and plans to continue to seek, financing in US dollars. As a
result of the increasing activities in US dollars, the Company changed its functional
currency to the U.S. dollar, effective November 1, 2020.
Accordingly, the Company transitioned its functional and presentation currency to U.S.
dollars. Transactions in currencies other than the U.S. dollar are recorded at the exchange
rates on the dates of transactions. At the end of each reporting period, monetary assets
and liabilities that are denominated in foreign currencies are translated at the closing rate
on that date.
Comparative financial information was translated from Canadian dollars into U.S. dollars in
accordance with IAS 21 The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates:
(i)

Assets and liabilities were translated at the closing rate at end of each reporting
period;

(ii)

Items recognized in the statement of loss and comprehensive loss were translated
at the exchange rate at the time of transaction;

(iii)

Equity items have been translated using the historical rate at the time of
transaction;

(iv)

All resulting exchange differences were recognized in other comprehensive loss.

(d) Cash and cash equivalents
Cash consists of cash deposits with financial institutions. Cash equivalents consists of
overnight guaranteed investment certificates with financial institutions.
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(e) Inventories
Raw materials and finished goods are valued at the lower of cost and net realizable value.
Cost is determined on a weighted average basis. The cost of finished goods includes the
cost of raw materials and the applicable share of the cost of labour and fixed and variable
production overheads. Net realizable value is the estimated selling price less the estimated
cost of completion and the estimated costs necessary to make the sale. Costs of idle plant
operations are expensed.
At each reporting period, the Company assesses the net realizable value of inventory taking
into account current market prices, current economic trends, sales trends and past
experiences.
(f)

Convertible debt instruments
The components of convertible debt instruments issued by the Company are classified
separately as financial liabilities and equity in accordance with the substance of the
contractual arrangements and the definitions of a financial liability and an equity
instrument. The debt element of the instruments is classified as a liability and recorded as
the present value of the Company’s obligation to make future interest payments in cash
and settle the redemption value of the instrument in cash. The carrying value of the debt
element is accreted to the original face value of the instruments, over their life, using the
effective interest method. If the conversion option is classified as equity, its value is
determined by deducting the amount of the liability component from the fair value of the
compound instrument as a whole. If the conversion option is classified as a liability and
requires bifurcation, it is bifurcated as an embedded derivative unless the issuer elects to
apply the fair value option to the convertible debt. The embedded derivative liability is
initially recognized at fair value and classified as derivatives in the statement of financial
position. Changes in the fair value of the embedded derivative liability are subsequently
accounted for directly through the income statement.

(g) Loss per share
The Company calculated basic and diluted loss per share data for its common shares,
calculated by dividing the loss attributable to common shareholders of the Company by the
weighted average number of common shares outstanding during the period. Diluted loss
per share is based on the weighted average number of common shares, stock options and
restricted share units (“RSUs”) outstanding at the beginning of or granted during the
period, and shares to be issued upon conversion of a convertible instrument, calculated
using the treasury stock method. Under this method, the proceeds from the exercise of the
options are assumed to be used to repurchase the Company’s shares. The difference
between the number of shares assumed purchased and the number of options assumed
exercised is added to the actual number of shares outstanding to determine diluted shares
outstanding for purposes of calculating diluted earnings per share. Diluted loss per share
does not adjust the loss attributable to common shareholders or the weighted average
number of common shares outstanding when the effect is anti-dilutive.
(h) Plant and equipment
Plant and equipment are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and accumulated
impairment losses net of any reversals of impairment.
Where parts of an item of plant and equipment have different useful lives, they are
accounted for as separate items of plant and equipment.
Depreciation is charged to the consolidated statement of loss and comprehensive loss on a
straight-line basis over the estimated useful lives of each part of an item of plant and
equipment. The estimated useful lives are reviewed each reporting period and any changes
are accounted for on a prospective basis. The estimated useful lives are as follows:
Computers
Vehicles
Plant equipment
Storage containers
Leasehold improvements

3 years
5 years
5 years
10 years
Shorter of term of lease or estimated useful life
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Repairs and maintenance costs are expensed as incurred.
(i)

Financial instruments
Recognition
The Company recognizes financial assets or financial liabilities on the consolidated
statement of financial position when it becomes party to the contractual provisions of the
financial instrument. Financial assets are initially measured at fair value and derecognized
either when the Company has transferred substantially all the risks and rewards of
ownership of the financial asset, or when cash flows expire. Financial liabilities are initially
measured at fair value and are derecognized when the obligations specified in the contract
is discharged, cancelled or expired.
A write-off of a financial asset (or a portion thereof) constitutes a derecognition event.
Write-off occurs when the Company has no reasonable expectations of recovering the
contractual cash flows on a financial asset.
Classification and measurement
The Company determines the classification of its financial instruments at initial recognition.
Financial assets and financial liabilities are classified according to the following
measurement categories:
(i)

those to be measured subsequently at fair value, either through profit or loss
(“FVTPL”) or through other comprehensive income (“FVTOCI”); and

(ii) those to be measured subsequently at amortized cost.
The classification and measurement of financial assets after initial recognition at fair value
depends on the business model for managing the financial asset and the contractual terms
of the cash flows. Financial assets that are held within a business model whose objective is
to collect the contractual cash flows, and that have contractual cash flows that are solely
payments of principal and interest on the principal outstanding, are generally measured at
amortized cost at each subsequent reporting period. Derivative financial instruments are
comprised of the embedded derivative liability representing the conversion option of the
convertible debt. The embedded derivative liability is measured at fair value at each
reporting date. The embedded derivative liability has been classified as held-for-trading. It
is classified as non-current based on the contractual terms specific to the instrument. Gains
and losses on re-measurement of the embedded derivative liability are recognized in the
consolidated statements of loss and comprehensive loss. All other financial assets are
measured at their fair values at each subsequent reporting period, with any changes
recorded through profit and loss or through other comprehensive income (which
designation is made as an irrevocable election at the time of recognition).
After initial recognition at fair value, financial liabilities are classified and measured at
either:
(i)

amortized cost;

(ii) FVTPL, if the Company has made an irrevocable election at the time of recognition, or
when required (for items such as instruments held for trading or derivatives); or,
(iii) FVTOCI, when the change in fair market value is attributable to changes in the
Company’s credit risk.
The classification and measurement basis of the Company’s financial instruments are as
follows:
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Financial Instrument
Cash and cash equivalents
Trade accounts receivables
Other accounts receivables

Measurement
Amortized cost
FVTPL
Amortized cost

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities

Amortized cost

Restricted share units
Warrants
Loans payable
Lease liabilities
Convertible debt
Conversion feature of convertible debt

FVTPL
FVTPL
Amortized cost
Amortized cost
Amortized cost
FVTPL

The Company reclassifies financial assets when and only when its business model for
managing those assets changes. Financial liabilities are not reclassified.
Transaction costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition or issuance of a financial
asset or financial liability classified as subsequently measured at amortized cost are
included in the fair value of the instrument on initial recognition. Transaction costs for
financial assets and financial liabilities classified at fair value through profit or loss are
expensed in profit or loss.
Impairment
The Company assesses all information available, including on a forward-looking basis the
expected credit loss associated with any financial assets carried at amortized cost. The
impairment methodology applied depends on whether there has been a significant increase
in credit risk. To assess whether there has been a significant increase in credit risk, the
Company compares the risk of default occurring on the asset as at the reporting date with
the risk of default as at the date of initial recognition based on all information available,
and reasonable supportive forward-looking information.
(j)

Foreign currencies
The reporting and functional currency of the Company is the U.S. dollar. Transactions in
currencies other than the U.S. dollar are recorded at the rates of exchange prevailing on
the dates of transactions. At the end of each reporting period, monetary assets and
liabilities that are denominated in foreign currencies are translated at the rates prevailing
at that date.

(k) Government assistance and investment tax credits
Government grants
Amounts received or receivable resulting from government assistance programs are
recognized when there is reasonable assurance that the amount of government assistance
will be received, and all attached conditions will be complied with. When the amount relates
to an expense item, it is recognized as a reduction to the related expense. When the
amount relates to an asset, it reduces the carrying amount of the asset and is then
recognized as income over the useful life of the depreciable asset by way of a reduced
depreciation charge. Grants received in advance are recorded as deferred liability and
amortized as a reduction to the related expense/carrying amount of asset as and when the
related qualifying costs are incurred.
Investment Tax Credits (“ITCs”) receivable are amounts refundable from the Canadian
federal and provincial governments under the Scientific Research & Experimental
Development incentive program. The amounts claimed under the program represent the
amounts submitted by management based on research and development costs paid during
the period and include estimates and assumptions made by management in determining
the eligible expenditures. ITCs are netted against the related research and development
expense when there is reasonable assurance that the Company will realize the ITCs. ITCs
are subject to review and approval by tax authorities and, therefore, could be different
from the amounts recorded.
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(l)

Impairment of long-term non-financial assets
At the end of each reporting period the carrying amounts of the Company’s assets are
reviewed to determine whether there is any indication that those assets are impaired. If
any such indication exists, the recoverable amount of the asset is estimated in order to
determine the extent of the impairment, if any. The recoverable amount is the higher of
fair value less costs to sell and value in use. In assessing value in use, the estimated future
cash flows are discounted to their present value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects
current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the asset.
If the recoverable amount of an asset is estimated to be less than its carrying amount, the
carrying amount of the asset is reduced to its recoverable amount and the impairment loss
is recognized in period. For an asset that does not generate largely independent cash
inflows, the recoverable amount is determined for the cash generating unit to which the
asset belongs.

(m) Income taxes
Income tax expense is comprised of current and deferred tax components. Income tax is
recognized in profit or loss except to the extent that it relates to items recognized directly
in equity or other comprehensive income, in which case the related tax is recognized in
equity or other comprehensive income.
Current tax expense is the expected tax payable on the taxable income for the year, using
tax rates enacted or substantively enacted at year end, adjusted for amendments to tax
payable with regards to previous years.
Deferred tax is recorded using the asset and liability method. Under this method, the
Company calculates all temporary differences between the tax bases of assets and liabilities
and their carrying amounts for financial reporting purposes at the period end date.
Deferred tax is calculated based on the expected manner of realization or settlement of the
carrying amount of assets and liabilities, using tax rates that are expected to apply to the
year of realization or settlement based on tax rates and laws enacted or substantively
enacted at the period end date.
Deferred tax assets are recognized to the extent that it is probable that taxable profits will
be available against which the deductible temporary differences and unused tax losses and
tax credits can be utilized. The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reviewed at each
statement of the financial position date and reduced to the extent that it is no longer
probable that sufficient taxable profits will be available to allow all or part of the asset to be
recovered.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset when there is a legally enforceable right to set
off current tax assets against current tax liabilities and when they relate to income taxes
levied by the same taxation authority and the Company intends to settle its current tax
assets and liabilities on a net basis.
(n) Provisions
Provisions represent liabilities of the Company for which the amount or timing is uncertain.
A provision is recognized when, as a result of a past event, the Company has a present
obligation (legal or constructive) that can be estimated reliably, and it is probable that an
outflow of economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation. Where appropriate,
the future cash flow estimates are adjusted to reflect risks specific to the liability. The
amount recognized as a provision is the best estimate of the consideration required to
settle the present obligation at the statement of financial position date, considering the
risks and uncertainties surrounding the obligation. Where a provision is measured using the
cash flows estimated to settle the present obligation, its carrying amount is the present
value of those cash flows. When some or all of the economic benefits required to settle a
provision are expected to be recovered from a third party, the receivable is recognized as
an asset if it is virtually certain that reimbursement will be received, and the amount
receivable can be measured reliably.
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(o) Related party transactions
Parties are considered to be related if one party has the ability, directly or indirectly, to
control the other party or exercise significant influence over the other party in making
financial and operating decisions. Parties are also considered to be related if they are
subject to common control or common significant influence. Related parties may be
individuals or corporate entities. A transaction is considered to be a related party
transaction when there is a transfer of resources or obligations between related parties.
(p) Research and development expense
Research costs are expensed as incurred. An internally-generated intangible asset arising
from development (or from the development phase of an internal project) is recognised if,
and only if, all of the following conditions have been demonstrated:
• the technical feasibility of completing the intangible asset so that it will be available for
use or sale;
• the intention to complete the intangible asset and use or sell it;
• the ability to use or sell the intangible asset;
• how the intangible asset will generate probable future economic benefits;
• the availability of adequate technical, financial and other resources to complete the
development and to use or sell the intangible asset; and
• the ability to measure reliably the expenditure attributable to the intangible asset during
its development.
The amount initially recognised for internally-generated intangible assets is the sum of the
expenditure incurred from the date when the intangible asset first meets the recognition
criteria listed above. Where no internally generated intangible asset can be recognised,
development expenditure is recognised in profit or loss in the period in which it is incurred.
Subsequent to initial recognition, internally-generated intangible assets are reported at cost
less accumulated amortisation and accumulated impairment losses, on the same basis as
intangible assets that are acquired separately.
No development costs have been capitalized to date.
(q) Revenue recognition
The Company’s principal activities generate revenues from the operation of lithium-ion
battery recycling plants. The Company uses the following five step approach to revenue
recognition:
Step 1: Identify the contract(s) with a customer
Step 2: Identify the performance obligations in the contract
Step 3: Determine the transaction price
Step 4: Allocate the transaction price to the performance obligations in the contract
Step 5: Recognize revenue when (or as) the entity satisfies a performance obligation
The Company recognizes revenue from the following major sources:
•

Services of recycling lithium-ion batteries which includes coordination of logistics
and destruction of batteries

•

Sales of products which includes black mass, shredded metal and plastic

Revenue is measured based on the consideration to which the Company expects to be
entitled to in a contract with a customer. The Company recognizes revenue when it
transfers control of a product or service to a customer. There are no significant financing
components associated with the Company’s payment terms.
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Recycling Services revenue is recognized at a point in time upon completion of the services.
Prices for services are separately identifiable within each contract. A receivable is
recognized by the Company when the services are completed as this represents the point in
time at which the right to consideration becomes unconditional, as only the passage of time
is required before payment is due.
For sale of products, revenue is recognized when control of the goods has transferred,
being when the goods have been shipped to the customer’s location (delivery). A receivable
is recognised by the Company when the goods are delivered to the customer as this
represents the point in time at which the right to consideration becomes unconditional, as
only the passage of time is required before payment is due. The Company estimates the
amount of consideration to which it expects to be entitled under provisional pricing
arrangements. The amount of consideration for black mass and mixed copper/aluminum
sales is based on the mathematical product of: (i) market prices of the constituent metals
at the date of settlement, (ii) product weight, and (iii) assay results (ratio of the
constituent metals initially estimated by management and subsequently trued up to
customer confirmation). Certain adjustments like handling and refining charges are also
made per contractual terms with customers. Depending on the contractual terms with
customers, the payment of receivables may take up to 12 months from date of shipment.
Product sales and the related trade accounts receivables are measured at fair value at
initial recognition and are re-estimated at each reporting period end using the market
prices of the constituent metals at the respective measurement dates. Changes in fair value
are recognized as an adjustment to profit and loss and the related accounts receivable.
(r)

Share capital
The Company records proceeds from the issuance of its common shares as equity.
Incremental costs directly attributable to the issue of new common shares are shown in
equity as a deduction, net of tax, from the proceeds.

(s) Financing costs
Professional, consulting, regulatory and other costs directly attributable to financing
transactions are recorded as deferred financing costs until the financing transactions are
completed, if the completion of the transaction is considered likely; otherwise they are
expensed as incurred. Share issue costs are charged to share capital when the related
shares are issued. Deferred financing costs related to financing transactions that are not
completed are charged to earnings.
(t)

Share-based compensation
The Company accounts for stock options using the fair value-based method of accounting
for share-based compensation. Fair values are determined using the Black-Scholes-Merton
option pricing model (“BSM”). Management exercises judgment in determining the
underlying share price volatility, expected life of the option, expected forfeitures and other
parameters of the calculations. Compensation costs are recognized over the vesting period
as an increase to share-based compensation expense and contributed surplus. If, and
when, stock options are ultimately exercised, the applicable amounts of contributed surplus
are transferred to share capital.
The Company accounts for RSUs under the current plan as equity settled share-based
payments which are measured at fair value on the grant date. The expense for RSUs is
recognized over the vesting period. Upon exercise of any RSUs, the grant date fair value of
the instrument is transferred to share capital.
The Company accounts for outstanding RSUs by recognizing a liability for the goods or
services acquired, measured initially at the fair value of the liability. At each reporting date
until the liability is settled, and at the date of settlement, the fair value of the liability is
remeasured, with any changes in fair value recognised in profit or loss for the year.

(u) Significant accounting estimates and judgments
The preparation of the financial statements in conformity with IFRS requires management
to make judgements, estimates and assumptions that are based on historical experience
and various other factors that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances, the
results of which affect the application of accounting policies and the reported amounts of
assets, liabilities and expenses. Actual results may differ from these estimates.
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Estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to
accounting estimates are recognized in the period in which the estimate is revised and in
any future periods affected. Significant estimates include:
(a) the determination and valuation of deferred income tax assets and liabilities;
(b) the determination of the useful life and impairment of the plant and equipment;
(c) the valuation and measurement of the convertible debt and the related conversion
features;
(d) the valuation and recognition of ITCs; and
(e) the valuation of share-based compensation.
Critical judgements in applying accounting policies that have the most significant effect
on the amounts recognized in the financial statements include the following:
(a) the determination of the functional currency of the Company and its subsidiaries;
(b) the determination of the revenue recognition policy with regards to transaction price;
(c) the evaluation of the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern; and
(d) the valuation of inventory with regards to incremental cost to completion for raw
materials and determination of net realizable value.
(e) the valuation of the fair value of consideration transferred in the business combination

(v) Leases
The Company assesses whether a contract is or contains a lease, at inception of the
contract. The Company recognises a right-of-use asset and a corresponding lease liability
with respect to all lease arrangements in which it is the lessee, except for short-term leases
(defined as leases with a lease term of 12 months or less) and leases of low value assets
(such as tablets and personal computers, small items of office furniture and telephones).
For these leases, the Company recognises the lease payments as an operating expense on
a straight-line basis over the term of the lease unless another systematic basis is more
representative of the time pattern in which economic benefits from the leased assets are
consumed.
The lease liability is initially measured at the present value of the lease payments that are
not paid at the commencement date, discounted by using the rate implicit in the lease. If
this rate cannot be readily determined, the Company uses its incremental borrowing rate.
Lease payments included in the measurement of the lease liability comprise:
• Fixed lease payments (including in-substance fixed payments), less any lease
incentives receivable;
• Variable lease payments that depend on an index or rate, initially measured using
the index or rate at the commencement date;
• The amount expected to be payable by the lessee under residual value guarantees;
• The exercise price of purchase options, if the lessee is reasonably certain to
exercise the options; and
• Payments of penalties for terminating the lease, if the lease term reflects the
exercise of an option to terminate the lease.
The lease liability is presented as a separate line in the consolidated statement of financial
position.
The lease liability is subsequently measured by increasing the carrying amount to reflect
interest on the lease liability (using the effective interest method) and by reducing the
carrying amount to reflect the lease payments made.
The Company remeasures the lease liability (and makes a corresponding adjustment to the
related right-of-use asset) whenever:
• The lease term has changed or there is a significant event or change in
circumstances resulting in a change in the assessment of exercise of a purchase
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•

•

option, in which case the lease liability is remeasured by discounting the revised
lease payments using a revised discount rate.
The lease payments change due to changes in an index or rate or a change in
expected payment under a guaranteed residual value, in which cases the lease
liability is remeasured by discounting the revised lease payments using an
unchanged discount rate (unless the lease payments change is due to a change in a
floating interest rate, in which case a revised discount rate is used).
A lease contract is modified and the lease modification is not accounted for as a
separate lease, in which case the lease liability is remeasured based on the lease
term of the modified lease by discounting the revised lease payments using a
revised discount rate at the effective date of the modification.

The Company made several such adjustments during the periods presented, see Note 15.
The right-of-use assets comprise the initial measurement of the corresponding lease
liability, lease payments made at or before the commencement day, less any lease
incentives received and any initial direct costs. They are subsequently measured at cost
less accumulated depreciation and impairment losses.
Whenever the Company incurs an obligation for costs to dismantle and remove a leased
asset, restore the site on which it is located or restore the underlying asset to the condition
required by the terms and conditions of the lease, a provision is recognised and measured
under IAS 37. To the extent that the costs relate to a right-of-use asset, the costs are
included in the related right-of-use asset, unless those costs are incurred to produce
inventories.
Right-of-use assets are depreciated over the shorter period of lease term and useful life of
the right-of-use asset. If a lease transfers ownership of the underlying asset or the cost of
the right-of-use asset reflects that the Company expects to exercise a purchase option, the
related right-of-use asset is depreciated over the useful life of the underlying asset. The
depreciation starts at the commencement date of the lease.
The right-of-use assets are presented as a separate line in the consolidated statement of
financial position.
The Company applies IAS 36 to determine whether a right-of-use asset is impaired and
accounts for any identified impairment loss as described in the ‘Property, Plant and
Equipment’ policy.
Variable rents that do not depend on an index or rate are not included in the measurement
the lease liability and the right-of-use asset. The related payments are recognised as an
expense in the period in which the event or condition that triggers those payments occurs.
As a practical expedient, IFRS 16 Leases (“IFRS 16”) permits a lessee not to separate nonlease components, and instead account for any lease and associated non-lease components
as a single arrangement. The Company has used this practical expedient.
(w)

Restoration provisions
Provisions for the costs to restore leased plant assets to their original condition, as required
by the terms and conditions of the lease, are recognised when the obligation is incurred,
either at the commencement date or as a consequence of having used the underlying asset
during a particular period of the lease, at the directors’ best estimate of the expenditure
that would be required to restore the assets. Estimates are regularly reviewed and adjusted
as appropriate for new circumstances.
Whenever the Company incurs an obligation for costs to dismantle and remove a leased
asset, restore the site on which it is located or restore the underlying asset to the condition
required by the terms and conditions of the lease, a provision is recognised and measured
under IAS 37. To the extent that the costs relate to a right-of-use asset, the costs are
included in the related right-of-use asset, unless those costs are incurred to produce
inventories.

(x)

Intangible assets
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No intangible assets have been recognized to date.
(y)

Changes in presentation
The company has made the following changes in presentation for the financial statements
for the twelve months ended October 31, 2021:
• The prior year results have been adjusted to conform with current year
presentation on the Consolidated statements of loss and comprehensive loss.
• Segregating trade accounts receivable from other receivables to provide more
information regarding these balances. Please see Note 4.
• Renaming of the profit and loss line item Fair value loss on restricted share units to
Fair value loss on financial instruments to reflect new diverse financial instruments
the Company is exposed to as at October 31, 2021.
• Combining the previously separate profit and loss lines items of Office and
administrative and Travel and entertainment in a single line to show similar items
together

2020
Office and administrative
Travel and entertainment

3.

2019

$
316,401
160,332
476,733

$
355,361
137,943
493,304

Adoption of new and revised standards
Annual Improvements to IFRS Standards
The Company has adopted the amendments included in the Annual Improvements to IFRS
Standards 2016–2018 Cycle as at November 1, 2020. The Annual Improvements include
amendments to IFRS 9 Financial Instruments, IFRS 3 Business Combinations, IFRS 16
Leases, IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements, and IAS 8 Accounting policies, changes
in accounting estimates and errors.
Management has assessed the impact of the adoption of the new standards and concluded it
to be not material.

4.

Accounts receivable
Aging Summary

October 31, 2021

October 31, 2020

$

$

3,181,294

540,824

1-30 days

310,818

—

31-60 days

120,604

21,455

61-90 days

18,477

—

Current

91 days and over

441,508

9,021

4,072,701

571,300

For product sales, the Company estimates the amount of consideration to which it expects to be
entitled under provisional pricing arrangements. For the twelve months ended October 31,
2021, the fair value gain arising from changes in estimates was $805,789 (twelve months
ended October 31, 2020: Nil).
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An insignificant portion of the receivables relate to services revenue which are initially measured
at fair value and subsequently at amortized cost. For the period ended October 31, 2021 and
2020, the Company has assessed an allowance for credit loss of $nil for service-related
receivables based on its past experience, the credit ratings of its existing customers and
economic trends.
October 31, 2021
$
379,814
593,331
973,145

October 31, 2020
$
274,998
43,931
318,929

October 31, 2021
$

October 31, 2020
$

886,951
3,231,836
3,839,880
688,331
8,646,998

33,501
—
59,582
870,868
963,951

October 31, 2021

October 31, 2020

$

$

Raw material

850,416

140,419

Finished goods

347,391

39,575

1,197,807

179,994

Harmonized Sales Taxes receivable
Other receivables

5.

Prepayments and deposits

Prepaid lease deposits
Prepaid equipment deposits
Prepaid insurance
Other prepaids

6.

Inventory

The cost of inventories recognized as an expense during the twelve months ended October 31,
2021 was $8.55 million (twelve months ended October 31, 2020: $0.82 million).
The cost of inventories recognized as an expense during the twelve months ended October 31,
2021 includes a write down of $2,316,936 for finished goods and write down of $552,429 for
raw materials (twelve months ended October 31, 2020: $4,360 for finished goods and $53,764
for raw materials) in respect of adjustments of inventory to net realizable value. Net realizable
value of inventory is calculated as the estimated consideration under provisional pricing
arrangements less the estimated cost of completion and the estimated costs necessary to make
the sale.
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7.

Plant and equipment
Plant
equipment

Storage
containers

$
Cost
At October 31, 2019
Additions
Disposals

1,043,231
3,519,013
(150,690)

Foreign Exchange on
Translation
At October 31, 2020
Additions

53,610
13,914
—

$

90,707
68,243
—

58,848
1,506,493
—

95

4,434,874
17,674,983

67,619

157,604
62,017

67,619

179,298

—
22,109,857

Leasehold
improvements

$

23,320

Disposals
At October 31, 2021

$

Vehicles

(1,346)

Total
$
1,246,396
5,107,663
(150,690)

11,860

33,929

1,577,201
4,642,255

6,237,298
22,379,255

6,219,456

28,576,230

(40,323)

(40,323)

Accumulated
depreciation
At October 31, 2019
Depreciation
Disposals

(170,691)
(350,173)
43,744

Foreign Exchange on
Translation
At October 31, 2020
Depreciation

2,462
(474,658)
(1,083,687)

(2,187)
(22,408)
—

(11,329)
(115,958)
—

(36)

(232)

(536)

(7,410)
(6,762)

(24,827)
(34,545)

(127,823)
(437,113)

(185,604)
(494,516)
43,744
1,658
(634,718)
(1,562,107)

—

—

10,058

—

10,058

(1,558,345)

(14,172)

(49,314)

(564,936)

(2,186,767)

Disposals
At October 31, 2021

(1,397)
(5,977)
—

—

Carrying amounts
At October 31, 2019
At October 31, 2020
At October 31, 2021

872,540
3,960,216
20,551,512

52,213
60,209
53,447

88,520
132,777
129,984

47,519
1,449,378
5,654,520

1,060,792
5,602,580
26,389,463

At October 31, 2021, $17.72 million of the plant equipment and leasehold improvements were
under construction (October 31, 2020: $1.92 million, October 31, 2019: $nil).

8.

Related party transactions
Remuneration of key management personnel
The remuneration of the executive officers and directors, who are the key management
personnel of the Company, is set out below:

Salaries
Share-based compensation
Fees and benefits

October 31, 2021
October
$
$
1,501,800
1,863,260
1,517,791
4,882,851

31, 2020
231,034
74,320
411,184
716,538

October 31, 2019
$
104,310
149,993
159,881
414,184

During the twelve months ended October 31, 2021, the Company paid directors and advisors for
providing director services, consulting and fundraising activities. Total amounts paid for fiscal
2021 to directors in respect of these activities was $260,284 (2020: $181,383, 2019:$75,285).
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Outstanding balances of remunerations of the executive officers and directors are summarized
as follows:

Accounts payable and accrued
liabilities
Restricted share units
Outstanding balances

October 31, 2021
$

October 31, 2020
$

October 31, 2019
$

771,255

316,465

85,386

—
771,255

153,296
469,761

—
85,386

Related-Party Lease
From January 1, 2019 to December 31, 2021, the Company leased certain office space from
Ashlin BPG Marketing, which is controlled by certain members of the immediate family of the
Company’s President and Chief Executive Officer. Under the terms of the lease, the Company
was required to pay Cdn. $4,500 per month plus applicable taxes, subject to 60 days’ notice of
termination. Li-Cycle terminated the lease, effective December 31, 2021. During the twelve
months ended October 31, 2021, the Company incurred expenses of $39,866 in relation to this
vendor, as compared to $35,505 for the twelve months ended October 31, 2020.
Related-Party Expenses
The Company has engaged Fade In Production Pty. Ltd., which is controlled by certain members
of the immediate family of the Executive Chair of Li-Cycle, to provide it with corporate video
production services since 2017. During the twelve months ended October 31, 2021, the
Company incurred expenses of $145,851 in relation to this vendor, as compared to $42,739 for
the twelve months ended October 31, 2020.
The Company has engaged Ashlin BPG Marketing, which is controlled by certain members of the
immediate family of the Company's President and Chief Executive Officer, to provide it with
marketing items and employee gifts since April 1, 2020. During the twelve months ended
October 31, 2021, the Company incurred expenses of $46,640 attributable to this vendor, as
compared to $5,405 for the twelve months ended October 31, 2020.
The Company has engaged Consulero Inc., which is controlled by certain members of the
immediate family of the Company's President and Chief Executive Officer, to provide it with
technology services since September 1, 2020. During the twelve months ended October 31,
2021, the Company incurred expenses of $103,040 attributable to this vendor, as compared to
$46,515 for the twelve months ended October 31, 2020.
Consulting Agreements
On May 1, 2020, the Company entered into a consulting agreement with Atria Limited, a
beneficial owner of more than 5% of the outstanding Li-Cycle Corp. shares at that time, for
certain business development consulting services with fees payable in Li-Cycle Corp. shares at a
rate of 1,000 Li-Cycle Corp. shares per month, to a maximum of 12,000 Li-Cycle Corp. shares.
On January 25, 2021, Li-Cycle and Atria Limited entered into a letter agreement providing for
the termination of the consulting agreement and the issuance and delivery to Atria Limited of
10,000 Li-Cycle Corp. shares as full and final satisfaction of all obligations and liabilities of LiCycle to Atria Limited under the consulting agreement.
Director Consulting Agreements
Under the terms of an agreement dated July 19, 2019 between Li-Cycle and Anthony Tse, Mr.
Tse provided consulting services to Li-Cycle in relation to the proposed expansion of its
operations in Asia and was entitled to a fee of $4,700 per month for such services. For the
twelve months ended October 31, 2021, Mr. Tse was paid aggregate fees under this agreement
of $56,400. The consulting agreement was terminated on January 19, 2022.
Under the terms of a consulting agreement dated July 19, 2019 between Li-Cycle and Rick
Findlay, for the twelve months ended October 31, 2020, Mr. Findlay was paid aggregate fees of
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$1,332. For the twelve months ended October 31, 2021, there were no fees paid. The
consulting agreement was terminated on June 25, 2021.
Related-Party Promissory Notes
On June 16, 2021, Li-Cycle issued promissory notes (the “Promissory Notes”) for an aggregate
principal amount of $7,000,000 as consideration for loans received from companies related to
the Chief Executive Officer and the Executive Chair of Li-Cycle, respectively. The Promissory
Notes bear interest at the rate of 10% per annum and mature on December 15, 2023. The
Promissory Notes are unsecured and subordinate to indebtedness owing to Li-Cycle’s senior
lender, BDC Capital Inc. Li-Cycle has the option of prepaying all or any portion of the principal
and accrued interest of the Promissory Notes prior to the maturity date without penalty, subject
to certain conditions. On August 17, 2021 Li-Cycle elected to repay the full balance of the
promissory notes for a total of $7,113,151, including accrued interest.

9.

Loans Payable

Balance at October 31, 2019
Proceeds from loans payable
Repayment of loans payable
Foreign exchange loss
Balance at October 31, 2020
Proceeds from loans payable
Repayment of loans payable
Foreign exchange loss
Balance at October 31, 2021

BDC Loan
$
—
2,153,110
—
21,430
2,174,540
3,091,220
(5,507,298)
241,538
—

Other Loans
$
87,381
—
(12,881)
(1,162)
73,338
7,000,000
(7,037,041)
3,451
39,748

Total
$
87,381
2,153,110
(12,881)
20,268
2,247,878
10,091,220
(12,544,339)
244,989
39,748

(i) BDC Capital Loan
On December 16, 2019, the Company entered into a binding agreement with BDC Capital Inc.
for a secured loan of Canadian dollars (C$7 million) to help finance the expansion plans of the
Company (the “BDC Capital Loan”), which was to be distributed in up to three tranches, with
the second and third tranches to be distributed based on the achievement of certain
milestones by the Company. Pursuant to the BDC Capital Loan, each of the Company and LiCycle Inc. entered into general security agreements with BDC Capital Inc. granting the lender
a general security interest over all assets of the Company and Li-Cycle Inc., respectively. In
addition, Li-Cycle Inc. guaranteed the Company’s obligations under BDC Capital Loan under a
guarantee agreement. The maturity date of the BDC Capital Loan was December 14, 2023.
The base rate of interest was 16% per annum, paid monthly, plus additional accrued interest
of 3% that could be reduced to 0% based on the achievement of certain milestones by the
Company. Principal payments began on the first anniversary date of the loan and were made
at C$175,000 per month with a balloon payment of C$700,000 at maturity.
On February 10, 2020, the Company received the first tranche of the BDC Capital Loan for
C$3 million. Transaction costs associated with the loan amounted to C$121,861 and were
deducted from the loan balance.
On November 2, 2020, the Company received the second tranche of the BDC Capital Loan for
C$2,000,000 upon the completion of the milestone for such additional funding.
On April 7, 2021, the Company received the third tranche of the BDC Capital Loan for
C$2,000,000 upon the completion of the milestone for such additional funding.
On July 20, 2021, Li-Cycle signed an agreement with BDC Capital Inc to repay the BDC Capital
Loan in full, conditional upon the closing of Li-Cycle’s business combination with Peridot
Acquisition Corp. on August 10, 2021.
On August 11, 2021, in accordance with the agreement to repay the BDC Capital Loan in full
upon the closing of Li-Cycle’s business combination with Peridot Acquisition Corp., Li-Cycle
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paid BDC Capital Inc. $5.3 million (C$6.6 million) to settle the BDC Capital Loan, including
additional interest expense of $0.7 million (C$0.9 million).
(ii) Promissory Notes
On June 16, 2021, Li-Cycle issued promissory notes (the “Promissory Notes”) for an aggregate
principal amount of $7,000,000 as consideration for loans received from companies related to
the Chief Executive Officer and the Executive Chair of Li-Cycle, respectively. The Promissory
Notes bore interest at the rate of 10% per annum and had a maturity date of December 15,
2023. The Promissory Notes were unsecured and subordinate to indebtedness owing to LiCycle’s senior lender, BDC Capital Inc. Li-Cycle had the option of prepaying all or any portion
of the principal and accrued interest of the Promissory Notes prior to the maturity date without
penalty, subject to certain conditions. On August 17, 2021, Li-Cycle elected to repay the full
balance of the promissory notes for a total of $7,113,151, including accrued interest.
(iii) Other Loans
The Company's remaining loans relate to company vehicles.

10. Convertible Debt
October 31, 2021
Proceeds of issue of convertible debt
Transaction costs
Net Proceeds from issue of convertible debt

Conversion feature at date of issue
Fair value (gain) loss on embedded derivative
Conversion into common shares
Conversion feature at end of period
Debt component at date of issue (net of
transaction costs)
Prior year interest plus accretion
Amortization of transaction costs
Accrued interest at 7% (2020 - 8%)
Accretion expense during the year
Conversion into common shares
Foreign exchange on translation
Debt component at end of period

October 31, 2020

October 31, 2019

$

$

$

100,000,000
(1,599,737)
98,400,263

386,190
—
386,190

386,190
—
386,190

96,548

96,548

27,681,043
1,347,895
—

—
(96,548)

—
—

29,028,938

—

96,548

70,719,220

289,642

289,642

—
26,662
641,667
461,351
—
—
71,848,900

99,549
—
4,956
4,975
(395,861)
(3,261)
—

39,212
—
30,114
30,223
—
(4,984)
384,207

On March 6, 2018, the Company obtained an investment from Sustainable Chemistry Alliance
(“SCA”) for $386,190 with the issuance of a 3-year, 8% unsecured convertible debenture. Upon
the completion of a qualified financing, and at either the Company’s or holder’s option, the
debenture could be converted to common shares at a 20% discount to the effective share price
of the qualifying transaction, or failing conversion, was to be repaid in full with full-term
interest. Accrued interest was payable at the maturity date.
The conversion feature has been recorded as an embedded derivative liability as the exercise
price may be adjusted upon the issuance or deemed issuance of additional common shares at a
price less than the conversion price contained in the convertible debenture. The fair value of the
embedded derivative liability upon issuance was $96,548. The residual value of $289,643 was
allocated to the convertible loan payable which has an effective interest rate of 9.62%.
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On December 27, 2019, the convertible debenture with SCA was converted to common shares
as a result of the additional funding exceeding $10 million and thereby triggering the “qualifying
transaction” clause of the debenture agreement. Per the terms of the agreement, the principal
amount of $386,190 plus accrued interest of $55,788 was converted at a 20% discount to the
Series B share price of $40.05 resulting in the issuance of 13,436 common shares.
On September 29, 2021, the Company issued a convertible note (the “Note”) for a principal
amount of $100,000,000 to Koch Strategic Platforms (“KSP”), a subsidiary of Koch Investments
Group. The Note will mature on September 29, 2026 unless earlier repurchased, redeemed or
converted. Interest on the Note will be payable semi-annually, and Li-Cycle is permitted to pay
interest on the Note in cash or payment in-kind (“PIK”), at its election. Interest payments made
in cash will be based on an interest rate of LIBOR plus 5.0% per year, and PIK interest
payments will be based on an interest rate of LIBOR plus 6.0% per year. Under the terms of the
Note, LIBOR has a floor of 1% and a cap of 2%. With the retirement of the LIBOR at the end of
2021, the interest rates will instead be based on the sum of the Secured Overnight Financing
Rate ("SOFR") and the average spread between the SOFR and LIBOR during the three-month
period of time ending on the date on which the LIBOR interest rate ceases to be published. The
PIK election results in a new Note under the same terms as the original note, issued in lieu of
interest payments with an issuance date on the applicable interest date. At October 31, 2021,
the Company has elected to pay interest on the Note using the PIK election.
The conversion feature has been recorded as an embedded derivative liability since the
conversion ratio does not always result in a conversion of a fixed dollar amount of liability for a
fixed number of shares. The Note will have an initial conversion price of approximately $13.43
per Li-Cycle common share, subject to customary anti-dilution adjustments, which price was
established based on 125% of the 7-day volume-weighted average price of Li-Cycle’s common
shares prior to the date of the Note Purchase Agreement. Should the company’s share price be
equal to or greater than $17.46, for a period of twenty consecutive days, the Company can
force conversion of the note Li-Cycle will settle its conversion obligations through the delivery of
its own Common Shares. At October 31, 2021, no conversions had taken place.
The fair value of the embedded derivatives upon issuance was determined to be a liability of
$27,681,043 whereas the remaining $72,318,957, net of transaction costs of $1,599,737, was
allocated to the principal of the debt. During the twelve months ended October 31, 2021, the
Company recognized a fair value loss of 1,347,895 on the embedded derivatives. The embedded
derivatives were valued using the Barrier option pricing model. The assumptions used in the
model were as follows:

Risk free interest rate
Expected life of options
Expected dividend yield
Expected stock price volatility
Share Price

September 29, 2021
(issuance date)
1.06%
5 years
0.0%

October 31, 2021

66%
12.56

62%
12.94

1.23%
4.92 years
0.0%

Expected volatility was determined by calculating the average implied volatility of a group of
listed entities that are considered similar in nature to the Company.

11. Warrants
On August 10, 2021, the Company began trading warrants related to its common shares. These
warrants were assumed as part of the business combination described in Note 1. On acquisition
date, the Company assumed 23,000,000 warrants at the publicly traded fair market value of
$2.10 per share for a total acquired liability of $48,299,987.
The total number of warrants is made up of 15,000,000 Public Placement Warrants ("Public
Warrants") and 8,000,000 Private Placement Warrants ("Private warrants"). All warrants have a
5 year term, expiring on September 24, 2025. The Public Warrants have an exercise price of
$11.50 per share, with a redemption price of $0.01 per warrant if the share price is above
$10.00, on a cashless basis. If the share price is above $18.00 for any 20 trading days within
the 30 trading day period ending three trading days before the notice of redemption, the
redemption price will be $0.10 on a cash basis. The Private Warrants have an exercise price of
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$11.50 per shares, redeemable only at such time that the share price of the Company is
between $10.00 and $18.00, at the above prices. The Private Warrants were not transferable
until 30 days after the close of the business combination, which has passed as of writing. If the
Private Placement Warrants are transferred to parties other than the Company’s sponsor or its
permitted transferees, the Private Placement Warrants will cease to be Private Placement
Warrants and will become Public Warrants.
On October 15, 2021, 100 warrants were exercised for 100 shares for which the Company
received $1,150.
Warrants are remeasured through profit or loss at each period end, using first level inputs. At
October 31, 2021, the publicly traded fair market value for each warrant was $3.57 with a total
liability of $82,109,334, recognizing a total loss of $33,809,634 in the twelve months ended
October 31, 2021.

12. Share capital and share-based compensation
Authorized share capital
Li-Cycle Corp. is authorized to issue an unlimited number of voting common shares, Class A
non-voting common shares, preference shares and Class A preferred shares, in each case
without par value. All issued shares are fully paid.
Li-Cycle Holdings Corp. is authorized to issue an unlimited number of voting common shares
without par value. All issued shares are fully paid.
For retrospective presentation, the number of Li-Cycle Corp.'s common shares and Class A
preferred shares on the Consolidated Statements of Changes in Equity have been scaled by the
exchange ratio of 1:39.91 for periods prior to the completion of the business combination on
August 10, 2021.
On March 23, 2018, Li-Cycle Corp. completed a non-brokered private placement and issued
188,604 common shares for proceeds of $2,645,136 at $14.02 per share.
On February 28, 2019, Li-Cycle Corp. issued 8,468 common shares to two shareholders as a
finder’s fee for the Series A fundraising. These shares were valued at $118,759
Between December 20 and December 27, 2019, Li-Cycle Corp. completed a non-brokered
private placement and issued 159,294 common shares for proceeds of $6,481,381 at $40.05
per share.
On December 27, 2019, a convertible debenture was converted to 13,436 common shares of LiCycle Corp., representing proceeds of $492,409.
On November 13, 2020, Li-Cycle Corp. completed a Series C private placement with two entities
to purchase 281,138 Class A preferred shares at a price of $81.81 per share, for total proceeds
of $23,000,000 and incurred transaction fees of $1,380,000.
On January 25, 2021, Li-Cycle Corp. issued 12,000 shares as full and final satisfaction of all
obligations under a consulting agreement for services the Company received up to May 2020.
Between June 11 and June 24, 2021, four employees exercised stock options for a total of
25,664 common shares of Li-Cycle Corp., at an aggregate exercise price of $169,105.
On August 10, 2021, the Company finalized the business combination described in Note 1. All
outstanding common shares and Class A preferred shares of Li-Cycle Corp., 2,407,535 in total,
were exchanged for 96,084,679 common shares of Li-Cycle Holdings Corp. at the exchange
ratio of 1:39.91. Li-Cycle Holdings Corp. issued an additional 65,671,374 common shares for
net proceeds of $525,329,273. As part of this transaction, all outstanding 9,829 Restricted
Share Units of Li-Cycle Corp. were settled by issuance of additional 392,276 common shares of
Li-Cycle Holdings Corp. and a cashless exercise of 28,779 stock options of Li-Cycle Corp.
resulted in an additional 1,031,226 common shares of Li-Cycle Holdings Corp.
On October 15,2021, a warrant holder exercised 100 warrants for a total of 100 common shares
of Li-Cycle Holdings Corp. at an aggregate exercise price of $1,150.
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Long-term incentive plans
Stock options
Li-Cycle Corp. had a stock option plan (the “2017 Plan”) approved by the Company’s
shareholders that allows it to grant stock options, subject to regulatory terms and approval, to
its officers, directors, employees and service providers. This Plan was effective from September
2017 through October 31, 2019.
Each stock option converts into one common share of the Company on exercise. No amounts
are paid or payable by the recipient on receipt of the option. The options carry neither rights to
dividends nor voting rights. Options may be exercised at any time from the date of vesting to
the date of their expiry. Options are exercisable at a price equal to the average market price of
the Company’s common shares on the date of grant. The vesting period is one-third on the firstyear anniversary of the grant, and one-third every consecutive year thereafter. If the options
remain unexercised after a period of 5 years from the date of grant, the options expire. Options
are forfeited if the recipient terminates their contract with the Company before the options vest.
On November 1, 2019, Li-Cycle Corp. adopted a new Long Term Incentive Plan (the “2019
LTIP”) approved by the Company’s shareholders that allowed it to grant stock options, restricted
share units, deferred share units, stock appreciation rights, and other forms of equity
compensation, subject to regulatory terms and approval, to its officers, directors, employees
and service providers.
For stock options issued under the 2019 LTIP, each stock option converts into one common
share of the Company on exercise. No amounts are paid or payable by the recipient on receipt
of the option. The options carry neither rights to dividends nor voting rights. Options may be
exercised at any time from the date of vesting to the date of their expiry. Options are
exercisable at a price equal to the fair market value of the Company’s common shares on the
date of grant. The vesting period is one-third on the first-year anniversary of the grant, and
one-third every consecutive year thereafter. If the options remain unexercised after a period of
10 years from the date of grant, the options expire. Options are forfeited if the recipient
terminates their contract with the Company before the options vest.
On August 10, 2021, Li-Cycle Holdings Corp. adopted a new Long Term Incentive Plan (the
“2021 LTIP”) approved by the Company’s shareholders that allows it to grant stock options,
restricted share units, deferred share units, stock appreciation rights, and other forms of equity
compensation, subject to regulatory terms and approval, to its officers, directors, employees
and service providers.
On August 10, 2021, all of the outstanding stock options of Li-Cycle Corp. under the 2017 Plan
and the 2019 LTIP were vested and 19 employees exercised 28,779 stock options of Li-Cycle
Corp. on a cashless basis. All remaining 106,307 stock options under the 2017 Plan and the
2019 LTIP were exchanged for 4,242,707 stock options under the 2021 LTIP plan at the
exchange ratio of 1:39.91, while retaining original expiry dates.
For stock options issued under the 2021 LTIP, each stock option converts into one common
share of the Company on exercise. No amounts are paid or payable by the recipient on receipt
of the option. The options carry neither rights to dividends nor voting rights. Options may be
exercised at any time from the date of vesting to the date of their expiry. Options are
exercisable at a price equal to the fair market value of the Company’s common shares on the
date of grant. The vesting period is one-third on the first-year anniversary of the grant, and
one-third every consecutive year thereafter. If the options remain unexercised after a period of
10 years from the date of grant, the options expire. Options are forfeited if the recipient
terminates their contract with the Company before the options vest.
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A summary of stock option activities is as follows:
Number of
Li-Cycle Corp
stock options

Balance – October 31, 2018
Granted
Balance – October 31, 2019
Granted
Balance – October 31, 2020
Granted
Exercised
Forfeited
Exchanged on August 10, 2021
Granted
Balance – October 31, 2021

Weighted average
exercise price of LiCycle Corp stock
options

58,320
41,680
100,000
33,500
133,500
31,750
(54,443)
(4,500)
106,307

$
2.49
13.57
7.14
39.66
15.35
85.30
24.58
42.43
31.62

Number of
Li-Cycle
Holdings Corp
stock options

Weighted average
exercise price of
Li-Cycle Holdings
Corp stock options
$

4,242,707
1,053,846
5,296,553

0.79
10.93
2.81

As at October 31, 2021, 4,242,707 of the stock options (2020: 106,307, 2019: 29,440) were
exercisable.
A summary of outstanding stock options is as follows:
Number of
stock options
Expiration dates
September 11, 2022
April 10, 2023
April 10, 2023
April 1, 2024
July 17, 2024
December 16, 2029
April 21, 2030
July 19, 2030
November 30, 2030
February 11, 2031
August 10, 2031

399,100
798,200
199,231
171,613
865,244
99,775
439,010
371,163
420,452
478,920
1,053,846
5,296,553

Exercise price
$
0.02
0.02
0.36
0.36
0.36
1.08
1.08
1.08
2.17
2.17
10.93

The Company recognized total expenses of $2.69 million related to stock options during the
twelve months ended October 31, 2021 (2020: $0.33 million, 2019: $0.10 million).
The fair value of the stock options granted during the twelve months ended October 31, 2021
was determined to be $8.28 million (2020: $0.94 million, 2019: $0.31 million) using the BlackScholes Merton option pricing model. The assumptions used in the stock option pricing model
were as follows:
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Risk free interest rate
Expected life of options
Expected dividend yield

0.46% - 0.97%
6 years
0.0%

Expected stock price volatility
Expected forfeiture rate

65%
0.0%

Expected volatility was determined by calculating the average historical volatility of a group of
listed entities that are considered similar in nature to the Company.
During the twelve months ended October 31, 2021, 23 employees exercised 2,172,820 stock
options to acquire a total of 2,055,474 common shares at an aggregate exercise price aggregate
exercise of $0.17 million. During the years ended October 31, 2020 and 2019, no stock options
were exercised.
Restricted share units
Under the terms of the 2019 LTIP, restricted share units were issued to executives and
directors. The RSUs vested immediately and were exercisable upon issuance. The RSUs
represented the right to receive a distribution from Li-Cycle Corp. in an amount equal to the fair
market value of an ordinary share of Li-Cycle Corp. at the time of distribution. The RSUs under
the 2019 LTIP could be settled in shares, cash, or any combination of shares and cash, at the
option of the holder. RSUs under the 2019 LTIP were classified as a liability on the consolidated
statement of financial position.
On August 10, 2021, all existing 9,829 RSUs under the 2019 LTIP were settled at the exchange
ratio of 1:39.91, resulting in issuance of 392,276 common shares of Li-Cycle Holdings Corp.
The Company has recorded a liability of $0 as at October 31, 2021 (October 31, 2020:
$171,849) that represents the fair value of the RSUs outstanding under the 2019 LTIP and has
recorded fair value loss of $3,096,940 for the twelve months ended October 31, 2021 (twelve
months ended October 31, 2020:$83,424).
Under the terms of the 2021 LTIP, restricted share units of Li-Cycle Holdings Corp. have been
issued to executives, directors, employees and advisors. The RSU vesting periods ranged from 1
year to 3 years. The RSUs represent the right to receive a distribution from the Company in an
amount equal to the fair market value of an ordinary share of Li-Cycle Holdings Corp. at the
time of distribution. The RSUs under the 2021 LTIP are expected to be settled in shares. The
Company, at its sole discretion, may also settle in cash or a combination of cash and shares.
The RSUs issued under the 2021 LTIP are classified as equity on the consolidated statement of
financial position.
The Company recognized share-based compensation expenses relating to RSUs totaling
$1,293,030 in the twelve months ended October 31, 2021 (twelve months ended October 31,
2020: $88,425).
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A summary of RSU activities is as follows:
Number of

Number of

Li-Cycle Corp RSU

Li-Cycle Holdings
Corp RSU

Balance – October 31, 2018

—

Balance – October 31, 2019

—

Granted

2,182

Balance – October 31, 2020

2,182

Granted

7,647

Settled on August 10, 2021

(9,829)

Subtotal

—

—

Granted on or after August 10, 2021

716,763

Balance – October 31, 2021

—

716,763

13. Financial instruments and financial risk factors
Fair values
The Company’s financial instruments consist of cash, accounts receivables, accounts payable
and accrued liabilities, loans payable. The fair values of the cash, trade receivables, accounts
payable and accrued liabilities approximate their carrying amounts because of their current
nature.
Fair value hierarchy levels 1 to 3 are based on the degree to which the fair value is observable:
• Level 1 fair value measurements are those derived from quoted prices (unadjusted) in
active markets for identical assets or liabilities;
• Level 2 fair value measurements are those derived from inputs other than quoted prices
included within Level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly (i.e.
as prices) or indirectly (i.e. derived from prices); and
• Level 3 fair value measurements are those derived from valuation techniques that
include inputs for the asset or liability that are not based on observable market data
(unobservable inputs).
There were no transfers between the levels during the current or prior year.
The Company’s financial assets measured at fair value on a recurring basis were calculated as
follows:
Quoted prices in
active markets
for identical
assets
(Level 1)

Significant other
observable
inputs
(Level 2)

Significant
unobservable
inputs
(Level 3)

$

$

$

4,072,701
4,072,701

—
—

4,072,701
4,072,701

—
—

571,300
571,300

—
—

571,300
571,300

—
—

Balance
$
As at October 31, 2021
Accounts receivable
As at October 31, 2020
Accounts receivable
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See Note 4 above for additional details related to measurement of accounts receivable.
The Company’s financial liabilities measured at fair value on a recurring basis were calculated as
follows:
Quoted prices in
active markets
for identical
assets
(Level 1)

Significant other
observable
inputs
(Level 2)

Significant
unobservable
inputs
(Level 3)

$

$

$

—
29,028,938

—
—

—
29,028,938

—

82,109,334
111,138,272

53,549,989
53,549,989

28,559,344
57,588,282

—
—

171,849
171,849

—
—

171,849
171,849

—
—

Balance
$
As at October 31, 2021
Restricted share units
Conversion feature of
convertible debt
Warrants
As at October 31, 2020
Restricted share units

—

Currency risk
It is management’s opinion that the Company is not exposed to significant currency risk as its
cash is denominated in both Canadian and U.S. dollars and funds its operations accordingly.
At October 31, 2021, the Company had Canadian dollar denominated cash of approximately
Cdn. $1.3 million and Canadian dollar denominated net liabilities and loans payable of
approximately Cdn. $23.9 million. The remaining amounts were denominated in U.S. dollars and
immaterial amounts of other currencies. Gains and losses arising upon translation of these
amounts into U.S. dollars for inclusion in the consolidated financial statements are recorded in
other income and expenses as foreign exchange. A 5% strengthening of the Canadian dollar
versus the U.S. dollar, at October 31, 2021, would have increased the foreign exchange loss for
the year by approximately $0.9 million while a 5% weakening of the Canadian dollar would have
had approximately the equal but opposite effect. This analysis assumes that all other variables
remain constant.
Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk is the risk arising from the effect of changes in prevailing interest rates on the
Company’s financial instruments. The Company is exposed to interest rate risk, as it has
variable interest rate debt, see Note 10.
Credit, liquidity, and market risks
Credit risks associated with cash are minimal as the Company deposits majority of its cash with
a large Canadian financial institution. The Company’s credit risks associated with receivables are
managed and exposure to potential loss is assessed as minimal.
Ultimate responsibility for liquidity risk management rests with the board of directors, which has
established an appropriate liquidity risk management framework for the management of the
Company’s short-term, medium and long-term funding and liquidity requirements.
Market risks associated with short-term investments are assessed as minimal as they are
considered short-term in nature.
All of the Company’s financial liabilities have contractual cash flows as follows:
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Carrying
amount

Contractual
cash flows

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Thereafter

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

Accounts
payable and
accrued
liabilities

18,701,116

18,701,116

18,701,116

—

—

—

—

—

Lease liabilities

29,364,869

35,934,570

4,517,775

4,634,401

3,785,984

3,374,696

3,311,808

16,309,906

39,748

41,338

6,384

6,618

6,860

7,111

7,371

6,994

100,877,838

142,682,078

—

—

—

—

142,682,078

—

82,109,334

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

334,233

302,049

—

84,582

—

—

54,842

162,625

231,427,138 197,661,151

23,225,275

As at
October 31,
2021

Loan payable
Convertible
Debt
Warrants
Restoration
provisions

4,725,601 3,792,844 3,381,807 146,056,099 16,479,525

Carrying
amount

Contractual
cash flows

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Thereafter

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

As at
October 31,
2020
Accounts
payable and
accrued
liabilities
Restricted share
units

4,364,370

4,364,372

4,364,372

—

—

—

—

—

171,849

171,849

171,849

—

—

—

—

—

Lease liabilities

3,613,170

4,529,662

805,946

680,943

568,434

584,269

479,833

1,410,237

Loan payable

2,247,878

2,628,652

1,782,888

845,763

—

—

—

—

Restoration
provisions

321,400

333,866

—

81,166

—

—

52,627

200,074

10,718,667

12,028,401

7,125,055

1,607,872

568,434

584,269

532,460

1,610,311

Capital risk management
The Company manages its capital to ensure that entities in the Company will be able to
continue as a going concern while maximizing the return to shareholders through the
optimization of the debt and equity balance.
The capital structure of the Company consists of net debt (borrowings after deducting cash and
bank balances) and equity of the Company (comprising issued share capital, contributed
surplus and accumulated deficit as disclosed in Note 12).
The Company is not subject to any externally imposed capital requirements. The Company’s
Board of Directors reviews the capital structure on a semi-annual basis. As part of this review,
the Board considers the cost of capital and the risks associated with each class of capital.
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14. Right-of-use assets
Premises
Cost
At October 31, 2019
Additions & modifications
Foreign Exchange on Translation
At October 31, 2020

Equipment

Total

$
2,783,313
1,550,957
19,731

$
53,262
61,176
(629)

$
2,836,575
1,612,133
19,102

4,354,001

113,809

4,467,810

24,467,955
28,821,956

19,960
133,769

24,487,915
28,955,725

At October 31, 2019
Depreciation
Foreign Exchange on Translation

—
(584,343)
(7,810)

—
(16,391)
(178)

—
(600,734)
(7,988)

At October 31, 2020

(592,153)

(16,569)

(608,722)

Additions & modifications
At October 31, 2021
Accumulated depreciation

Depreciation

(1,302,026)

(35,217)

(1,337,243)

(1,894,179)

(51,786)

(1,945,965)

At October 31, 2019

2,783,313

53,262

2,836,575

At October 31, 2020

3,761,848

97,240

3,859,088

At October 31, 2021

26,927,777

81,983

27,009,760

At October 31, 2021
Carrying amounts

The weighted average lease term is five years.

15. Lease liabilities
The Company has the following lease liabilities as of October 31, 2021.
Maturity
analysis
Undiscounted
Premises
Equipment
Total

Lease liabilities
Discounted
Premises
Equipment
Total

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Thereafter

Total

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

4,468,877

4,590,357

3,741,940

3,332,312

3,290,786

16,302,071

35,726,343

48,898

44,044

44,044

42,384

21,022

7,835

208,227

4,517,775

4,634,401

3,785,984

3,374,696

3,311,808

16,309,906

35,934,570

Current

Non-Current

Total

$

$

$

2,836,348

26,366,448

29,202,796

32,447

129,626

162,073

2,868,795

26,496,074

29,364,869
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The Company has the following lease liabilities as of At October 31, 2020.
Maturity
analysis

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Thereafter

Total

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

769,865

650,087

549,908

565,742

462,851

1,410,237

4,408,690

36,081

30,856

18,526

18,526

16,982

—

120,972

805,946

680,943

568,434

584,268

479,833

1,410,237

4,529,662

Undiscounted
Premises
Equipment
Total
Lease liabilities

Current

Non-Current

Total

$

$

$

565,296

2,949,707

3,515,003

26,059

72,108

98,167

591,355

3,021,815

3,613,170

Discounted
Premises
Equipment
Total

In the twelve months ended October 31, 2021, the Company recognized an interest expense of
$449,571 related to lease liabilities.
The Company’s lease obligations include leases for plant operations, storage facilities, and office
space for employees. In the twelve months ended October 31, 2021, the Company has added 4
new premises leases, 1 new equipment lease and modified 6 leases.

16. Restoration provisions
The Company has a legal obligation to complete the site restoration and decommissioning of its
leased plant properties in New York and Ontario. The provision for decommissioning and site
restoration is determined using the estimated costs provided by the New York Department of
Environmental Conservation and Ontario Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks.
The following table represents the continuity of the restoration provision associated with the
Company’s leased plant properties:
Restoration provisions at October 31, 2019
Initial recognition
Interest Recognized
Restoration provisions at October 31, 2020

$
$
$
$

—
321,400
—
321,400

Interest Recognized
Foreign exchange recognized
Restoration provisions at October 31, 2021

3,194
$

9,639
334,233

The present value of the restoration provision of $334,233 was calculated using an average riskfree rate of 0.61%.

17. Accounts payable and accrued liabilities

Accounts payable
Accrued expenses
Accrued compensation

October 31, 2021
$
9,447,394
6,452,754
2,800,968
18,701,116

October 31, 2020
$
2,454,421
1,177,377
732,574
4,364,372
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Accrued expenses include accruals for purchase of plant and equipment, audit fees, legal and
consulting fees, and operational and inventory purchases.

18. Commitments
As of October 31, 2021, there were $6.9 million in committed purchase orders or agreements
for equipment and services (October 31, 2020: $4.2 million).

19. Loss per share
For comparability, the weighted average number of ordinary shares and the number of potential
common shares have been scaled by the exchange ratio of 1:39.91 for periods prior to the
completion of the business combination on August 10, 2021.
Year Ended October 31,
Net loss
Weighted average number of
ordinary shares
Basic and diluted loss per share

2021
$ (226,559,288) $
110,119,135

$

(2.06) $

2020
(9,275,962) $
82,571,828

2019
(4,100,782)
71,891,372

(0.11) $

(0.06)

Adjustments for diluted loss per share were not made for the twelve months ended October 31,
2021, 2020 and 2019 as they would be anti-dilutive in nature. The following potential common
shares are anti-dilutive and are therefore excluded from the weighted average number of
common shares for the purpose of diluted earnings per share:

Stock options
Warrants
Convertible debt
Restricted share units

Year Ended October 31,
2021
2020
5,296,553
5,327,985
22,999,894
—
7,493,795
—
716,763
87,084

2019
3,991,000
—
536,231
—

36,507,005

4,527,231

5,415,069

20. Segment reporting
The consolidated financial data presented in these financial statements is reviewed regularly by
the Company’s chief operating decision maker (“CODM”) for making strategic decisions,
allocations resources and assessing performance, in consultation with the Board of Directors.
The Corporation’s CODM is its Chief Executive Officer.
During the twelve months ended October 31, 2021, the Company operated in Canada and
began operations in the United States. Management has concluded that the customers, and the
nature and method of distribution of goods and services delivered, if any, to these geographic
regions are similar in nature. The risks and returns across the geographic regions are not
dissimilar; therefore, the Company operates as a single operating segment.
The following is a summary of the Company’s geographical information:
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Canada
$

United States
$

Total
$

2,999,249
15,476,877

4,375,627
37,922,346

7,374,876
53,399,223

For the Year Ended October 31, 2020
Revenue
Non-current assets

792,254
3,395,049

—
6,066,619

792,254
9,461,668

For the Year Ended October 31, 2019
Revenue
Non-current assets

48,160
1,060,792

—
—

48,160
1,060,792

For the Year Ended October 31, 2021
Revenue
Non-current assets

The Company does not currently have active operations in other geographical regions.
The following is a summary of the Company’s main customers:
Year Ended October 31,
2021

2020

2019

%

%

%

Customer A

42%

67%

0%

Customer B

52%

0%

0%

Customer A

53%

90%

0%

Customer B

45%

0%

0%

Revenue

Accounts Receivable

21. Government funding
The Company has received government grants and investment tax credits from the Government
of Canada and the Government of Ontario for research and development activities, as set forth
below:

Research and development expenses,
gross
Less: Government grants
Less: Investment tax credits
Research and development expenses, net

October 31, 2021

October 31, 2020

October 31, 2019

$

$

$

2,694,999

2,809,537

3,134,468

(32,427)

(2,032,869)

(629,346)

—

—

(393,464)

2,662,572

776,668

2,111,658

In addition, for twelve months ended October 31, 2021, the Company has received $60,499 in
other government grants recognized as an offset against employee salaries and benefits
expenses (2020: $168,027, 2019:$10,916).
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22. Income taxes
The recovery of income taxes differs from the amount obtained by applying the statutory
Canadian Federal and Provincial income tax rates to the loss for the year as follows:

Net loss and comprehensive loss for the
period before tax
Statutory tax rates
Change in unrecognized deferred tax
amounts
Non-deductible item and others
Income tax expense

October 31, 2021
$

October 31, 2020
$

October 31, 2019
$

(226,559,288)

(9,275,962)

(4,100,782)

26.5%
(60,038,210)

26.5%
(2,458,130)

26.5%
(1,086,707)

8,799,310

2,365,715

993,703

51,238,900
—

92,415
—

93,004
—

The Company incurred significant transaction costs in the course of becoming a listed entity that
have been recorded as a reduction in the proceeds related to the issuance of shares. The
deferred tax asset associated with these expenses in the amount of $13 million has not been
recorded as a deferred tax asset.
At October 31, 2021,2020 and 2019, the Company has aggregate non-capital losses for
Canadian income tax purposes of approximately $49 million, $13 million, and $4 million
respectively that expire in the period 2037 to 2040. In addition, the Company has net operating
losses for US income tax purposes of approximately $5 million that carryforward indefinitely.
Management cannot assert that the realization of the income tax benefits related to these losses
and other potential deferred income tax assets is more likely than not to be realized.
Accordingly, the Company has not recognized the following deferred income tax assets in the
consolidated financial statements:

Tax losses and credits carryforwards
Share issuance costs
Convertible debt
Reserves and provisions
Other
Plant and equipment, due to differences
in amortization
Right of use assets, net of lease liabilities
Deferred tax assets not recognized

October 31, 2021 October 31, 2020 October 31, 2019
$
$
$
14,341,855
3,799,216
1,163,353
12,647,471
—
—
250,729
—
—
233,840
84,464
24,164
97,360
—
—
(2,732,757)

(205,158)

(184,536)

615,993
25,454,491
(25,454,491)
—

(65,395)
3,613,127
(3,613,127)
—

—
1,002,981
(1,002,981)
—
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23. Notes to the Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows
Cash consists of cash deposits with financial institutions. Cash equivalents consists of overnight
guaranteed investment certificates with financial institutions. As of October 31, 2021, the Company
had cash on hand of $6,858,298 and cash equivalents in the form of overnight guaranteed investment
certificates of $590,000,000.
Interest paid during the year amounted to $1,923,202 (2020 – $519,769, 2019 – $nil).
Changes in liabilities arising from financing activities comprise the following:
Restricted
share units
Balance, October 31, 2019

—

Lease
liabilities
—

Loans
payable
87,381

Restoration
provisions

Convertible
debt

Conversion
feature of
convertible
debt

—

384,207

94,985

—

384,207

94,985

Deferred
government
funding
1,067,318

Cash changes:
Repayments of lease liabilities

(387,508)

Proceeds from loans payable

2,153,110

Repayment of loans payable

(12,881)

Proceeds from government grants
Total changes from financing cash flows

1,182,599
—

(387,508)

2,227,610

2,249,917

Non-cash changes:
New leases

4,141,153

Grant of restricted share units

88,425

Fair value loss on restricted share units

84,454

Accrued interest and accretion

9,931

New restoration provisions

321,400

Conversion of convertible debt

(397,424)

(94,985)

Amortization of government grants
Foreign exchange (gain) or loss
Balance, October 31, 2020

(2,226,910)
(1,030)
171,849

Cash changes:
Repayments of lease liabilities
Proceeds from loans payable
Repayment of loans payable
Proceeds from convertible debt
Total changes from financing cash flows
Non-cash changes:
New leases
Additions to restoration provision
Grant of restricted share units
Fair value loss on restricted share units
RSU FMV transfer to share capital on
public transaction
Accrued interest and accretion
Foreign exchange loss
New restoration provisions
Fair value loss on conversion feature of
convertible debt

(140,475)
3,613,170
(884,024)

—

(884,024)

20,268
2,247,878

3,286
321,400

—

(2,453,119)

—

3,194
9,639
—

1,129,680

244,989

(23,007)
—

—

70,719,220

27,681,043

—

70,719,220

27,681,043

—

10,091,220
(12,544,339)

26,261,895
604,943
3,096,940
(3,922,754)
49,022

373,828

1,347,895

Amortization of government grants
Balance, October 31, 2021

—
—

29,364,869

39,748

334,233

71,848,900

29,028,938

—

24. Subsequent events
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On December 14, 2021, the Company announced a non-binding letter of intent with LG Chem,
Ltd. (“LGC”) and LG Energy Solution, Ltd. (“LGES”) for a manufacturing scrap supply and nickel
sulphate off-take agreement. Upon execution of the definitive commercial agreement related to
the proposed supply and off-take arrangements, LGC and LGES will together make a $50 million
investment to purchase common shares of Li-Cycle (each making a $25 million investment).
Under the terms of the proposed investment, LG Chem and LG Energy Solution will each
subscribe for 2,208,480 Common Shares at a price of $11.32 per share, for an aggregate
investment in the Company of $50 million (the “Investment”). The subscription price per
Common Share is based on a 30-day volume-weighted average price of the Common Shares
prior to LGES’ investment committee approval of LGES’ participation in the Investment on
October 28th, 2021. The closing of the Investment is conditional on the parties entering into
mutually acceptable definitive commercial agreements regarding the supply of nickel-bearing
lithium-ion battery scrap from LGES to Li-Cycle and nickel sulphate off-take from Li-Cycle to
LGES and LGC.
On December 31, 2021, the Company exercised its election to pay interest on its $100,000,000
convertible note to Koch Strategic Platforms through a payment in-kind and issued a new note
under the same terms as the original note, in lieu of interest payments, with an issuance date of
December 31, 2021 for the amount of $1,827,778.
On December 27, 2021, the Company announced that it will redeem all of its warrants to
purchase common shares of the Company that remain outstanding at 5:00 p.m. New York City
time on January 26, 2022 (the "Redemption Date") for a redemption price of $0.10 per Warrant.
Based on the Redemption Fair Market Value that was announced on January 11, 2022, Warrant
holders who surrendered their Warrants on a "Make-Whole Exercise" prior to the Redemption
Date received 0.253 Common Shares per Warrant. As of January 30, 2022, (i) 9,678 warrants
have been exercised at the exercise price of $11.50 per common share, and (ii) 22,540,651
warrants have been surrendered by holders in the Make-Whole Exercise. The remaining 449,665
unexercised warrants will be redeemed at $0.10 per warrant.
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ITEM 5. OPERATING AND FINANCIAL REVIEW AND PROSPECTS
LI-CYCLE HOLDINGS CORP. MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL
CONDITION AND RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
The following discussion and analysis is dated January 31, 2022 and provides information which the management of
Li-Cycle Holdings Corp. (“Li-Cycle”) believes is relevant to an assessment and understanding of the consolidated
results of operations and financial condition of Li-Cycle for the twelve months ended October 31, 2021. This
discussion and analysis should be read together with Li-Cycle’s audited historical consolidated financial statements
and related notes. In addition to historical financial information, this discussion and analysis contains forwardlooking statements based upon current expectations that involve risks, uncertainties and assumptions. For more
information about forward-looking statements, see the section entitled “Cautionary Note Regarding ForwardLooking Statements.” Actual results and timing of selected events may differ materially from those anticipated by
these forward-looking statements as a result of various factors, including those set forth under the section entitled
“Key Factors Affecting Li-Cycle’s Performance” and under “Item 3. Key Information—D. Risk Factors” included in
our annual report on Form 20-F for the year ended October 31, 2021 (the "Annual Report"). References in this
section to “we,” “us,” “Li-Cycle” or “Li-Cycle Holdings” refer to Li-Cycle Corp. and its subsidiaries prior to the
consummation of the Business Combination (as defined below) and Li-Cycle Holdings Corp. and its subsidiaries
subsequent to the Business Combination, unless the context otherwise requires or indicates otherwise.
Li-Cycle’s financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards,
as issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (“IFRS”). All amounts are in U.S. dollars except as
otherwise indicated. For more information about the basis of presentation of Li-Cycle’s financial statements, see the
section entitled “Components of Results of Operations—Basis of Presentation.”
Certain figures, such as interest rates and other percentages included in this discussion and analysis, have been
rounded for ease of presentation. Percentage figures included in this discussion and analysis have not in all cases
been calculated on the basis of such rounded figures but on the basis of such amounts prior to rounding. For this
reason, percentage amounts in this discussion and analysis may vary slightly from those obtained by performing the
same calculations using the figures in Li-Cycle’s financial statements or in the associated text. Certain other amounts
that appear in this section may similarly not sum due to rounding.

Company Overview
Li-Cycle is an industry leader in lithium-ion battery resource recovery and the leading lithium-ion battery recycler in
North America. When we refer to ourselves as the leading lithium-ion battery recycler in North America, we are
referring to our status based on installed permitted capacity for lithium-ion battery recycling measured in tonnes per
year. Our proprietary “Spoke & Hub” recycling process is designed (a) at our Spokes, to process battery
manufacturing scrap and end-of-life batteries to produce “black mass” and other intermediate products, and (b) at
our Hubs, to process black mass to produce critical battery materials, including nickel sulphate, cobalt sulphate, and
lithium carbonate. We have a market-leading position in North America through our two operational Spokes in
Kingston, Ontario, and Rochester, New York, and are currently developing our first commercial-scale Hub in
Rochester, New York. We have also announced the development and construction of additional Spokes in Gilbert,
Arizona and near Tuscaloosa, Alabama. Further, we have announced the development of a co-located Spoke with a
strategic industry partner in Warren, Ohio and our first two European Spokes in Norway and Germany. For ease of
presentation, the five Spokes in development and construction will be collectively referred to in our disclosure as the
"Spoke Capital Projects."
Li-Cycle was until 2020 a development stage company with no commercial revenues. For the twelve months ended
October 31, 2021 and 2020, Li-Cycle’s revenue was $7.4 million and $0.8 million, respectively. For the twelve
months ended October 31, 2021 and 2020, Li-Cycle recorded a net loss of $226.6 million and $9.3 million and an
Adjusted EBITDA1 loss of $25.4 million and $8.0 million, respectively.
1

Adjusted EBITDA is a non-IFRS financial measure and does not have a standardized meaning under IFRS. See “Non-IFRS Measure” in this
MD&A for more details, including a reconciliation to the most comparable IFRS financial measure.
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To date, Li-Cycle has financed its operations primarily through: (i) public placements of Li-Cycle common shares;
(ii) private placements of Li-Cycle securities (including the Spring Creek Capital Note); (iii) loans from third parties
(such as BDC Capital) and certain Li-Cycle shareholders; and (iv) various government funding initiatives.
The Business Combination
On August 10, 2021, Li-Cycle Corp., Li-Cycle Holdings Corp. (a wholly-owned subsidiary of Li-Cycle prior to the
Business Combination) (“Old Li-Cycle Holdings”) and Peridot Acquisition Corp. (“Peridot”) completed their
previously announced business combination pursuant to a plan of arrangement under the Business Corporations Act
(Ontario) (the “Business Combination”).
Pursuant to the terms of the Business Combination, on the closing date of the Business Combination, (i) Peridot and
Old Li-Cycle Holdings amalgamated, and in connection therewith, the Class A common shares and warrants to
purchase Class A common shares of Peridot converted into an equivalent number of shares and warrants of the
amalgamated entity, Li-Cycle Holdings, and the common share in Old Li-Cycle Holdings held by Li-Cycle were
exchanged for a share of Li-Cycle Holdings; (ii) the share of Li-Cycle Holdings held by Li-Cycle was purchased for
cancellation by Li-Cycle Holdings for cash equal to the subscription price for the common share in Old Li-Cycle
Holdings for which such share was exchanged pursuant to the amalgamation; (iii) the preferred shares of Li-Cycle
converted into common shares of Li-Cycle; and (iv) Li-Cycle Holdings acquired all of the issued and outstanding
common shares of Li-Cycle from Li-Cycle’s shareholders (including Li-Cycle common shares issued upon exercise,
cancellation, exchange or settlement of all issued and outstanding equity awards (whether vested or unvested),
including pursuant to the Business Combination, but excluding any equity awards that were cancelled and
exchanged for equity awards of Li-Cycle Holdings and remained outstanding on the day following the closing date
of the Business Combination) in exchange for common shares of Li-Cycle Holdings. Pursuant to the Business
Combination, Li-Cycle Corp. became a wholly-owned subsidiary of Li-Cycle Holdings Corp.
Upon the closing of the Business Combination and a concurrent $315.5 million private placement of common shares
(the “PIPE Financing”), the combined company received $581.9 million of gross transaction proceeds, before
deduction of $29.6 million of Peridot's transaction costs and $27.0 million of Li-Cycle's transaction costs.
Accounting Treatment of the Business Combination
The Business Combination has been accounted for as a reverse acquisition in accordance with IFRS. Under this
method of accounting, Li-Cycle Holdings (as the continuing entity after the amalgamation of Old Li-Cycle Holdings
and Peridot) is treated as the “acquired” company for accounting purposes. As Peridot Acquisition Corp. does not
meet the definition of a business as defined in IFRS 3 - Business Combinations (“IFRS 3”), the acquisition, net
assets of Li-Cycle Holdings were stated at historical cost, with no goodwill or other intangible assets recorded.
Li-Cycle has been determined to be the accounting acquirer based on an evaluation of the following facts and
circumstances, and accordingly the Business Combination is treated as an equivalent to an acquisition of Peridot
accompanied by a recapitalization.
•

Li-Cycle’s shareholders prior to the Business Combination have the greatest voting interest in the combined
entity relative to other shareholders (including following the redemptions discussed under “— Liquidity
and Capital Resources — Sources of Liquidity”);

•

The largest individual minority shareholder of the combined entity is an existing shareholder of Li-Cycle;

•

The Company’s senior management is the senior management of Li-Cycle;

•

Li-Cycle is the larger entity based on historical total assets and revenues; and

•

Li-Cycle’s operations comprise the ongoing operations of the Company.

Upon consummation of the Business Combination and the closing of the PIPE Financing, the most significant
change in Li-Cycle’s financial position and results of operations was an increase in cash and cash equivalents (as
compared to Li-Cycle’s balance sheet at July 31, 2021) of $581.9 million, including $315.5 million in gross
proceeds from the PIPE Financing. Total direct and incremental transaction costs of Peridot and Li-Cycle were
$29.6 million and $27.0 million, respectively. Li-Cycle's transaction costs was treated as a reduction of the cash
proceeds and deducted from Li-Cycle Holdings’ additional paid-in capital.
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As a consequence of the Business Combination, Li-Cycle Holdings became the successor to an SEC-registered and
NYSE-listed company, which requires Li-Cycle to continue to hire additional personnel and implement procedures
and processes to address public company regulatory requirements and customary practices. We expect to incur
additional annual expenses as a public company for, among other things, directors’ and officers’ liability insurance,
director fees and additional internal and external accounting, legal and administrative resources, including increased
audit and legal fees.
Current Situation with Respect to COVID-19
In late 2019, a novel strain of coronavirus, now referred to as COVID-19, was identified in China. The virus has
spread globally, resulting in governmental authorities implementing protective measures, such as travel restrictions,
quarantines, shelter-in-place orders and shutdowns, in order to contain its spread and reduce its impact. This
pandemic has significantly disrupted economies around the world.
The United States is one of the largest markets for lithium-ion battery recycling and COVID-19 continues to have a
materially adverse impact in North America. The continuous spread of COVID-19 has caused lockdowns and
shutdowns of manufacturing facilities. Therefore, many industry sectors, including the automotive sector, have been
negatively impacted and continue to be unable to produce at capacity. The continued impact of COVID-19 on
manufacturing production may lead to less demand for lithium-ion batteries, impacting the resulting contribution of
batteries and battery-related scrap material to the recycling market over the short-to-medium term.
Li-Cycle’s operations have been impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. Because Li-Cycle’s operations have been
considered an essential service in both Canada and the United States, Li-Cycle’s plants have continued operations
during the COVID-19 pandemic, albeit with the implementation of appropriate measures to ensure employee safety.
Li-Cycle shut down its commercial headquarters in March 2020 and enforced a work-from-home mandate. The
Kingston Spoke experienced some battery supply related issues in the second fiscal quarter of 2021 due to
COVID-19 related shutdowns in Ontario, Canada which were alleviated by the third fiscal quarter of 2021 and no
further shutdowns occurred for the remainder of the fiscal period. Li-Cycle re-opened its office facilities in
November 2021, with a robust plan to ensure compliance with government guidance and all recommended actions
to ensure employee safety.
Li-Cycle cannot currently predict the duration of the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on its operations.
Continuing effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, including the emergence of new strains such as the Omicron or
Delta variant may cause governments to impose new restrictive measures, result in employee absences from work or
result in negative economic effects, which in each case could have a material adverse impact on Li-Cycle’s
operations, development and constructions activities and financial condition.
Comparability of Financial Information
Li-Cycle’s future results of operations and financial position may not be comparable to historical results as a result
of the Business Combination and the factors described below, among other things.
Li-Cycle included certain projected financial information in the proxy statement/prospectus on Form F-4 dated July
15, 2021 and filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) in connection with the Business
Combination (as amended, the “Proxy/Registration Statement”), which information was also incorporated by
reference in Li-Cycle’s non-offering final prospectus dated August 10, 2021 filed with the Ontario Securities
Commission (the “Canadian Prospectus”) and Shell Company Report on Form 20-F filed with the SEC.
As a result of the developments described below, the assumptions underlying the projected financial information
included in the Proxy/Registration Statement and the Canadian Prospectus, including a number of assumptions
regarding capital expenditures and the timing of the roll-out of new operational facilities, no longer reflect a
reasonable basis on which to project our future results and therefore such projections should not be relied on as
indicative of future results. Demand for lithium-ion battery recycling has continued to exceed our forecasts and, in
order to meet this growing demand, we have decided to increase and accelerate our investment in the build-out of
our recycling capacity in certain respects. In addition, since the date of effectiveness of the Proxy/Registration
Statement and the date of the Canadian Prospectus, respectively, we have, among other things, announced the
development of the Spoke Capital Projects, increasing our processing capacity beyond that of our previous plans
and projections. We have also announced the increase of expected processing capacity at our Rochester Hub. Our
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actual results could differ substantially from the projected financial information contained in the Proxy/Registration
Statement and the Canadian Prospectus.
Key Factors Affecting Li-Cycle’s Performance
We believe that Li-Cycle’s performance and future success is dependent on multiple factors that present significant
opportunities for Li-Cycle, but also pose significant risks and challenges, including those discussed below and in the
section of the Annual Report entitled “Item 3. Key Information—D. Risk Factors.”
Availability of Lithium-Ion Batteries for Recycling
Li-Cycle is reliant on obtaining lithium-ion batteries for recycling through its contracts with suppliers. The Company
maintains commercial contracts with leaders in the electric vehicle ("EV") and lithium-ion battery ecosystem,
including consumer electronics, manufacturing scrap, energy storage, and auto OEMs/transportation companies. LiCycle currently has over 85 suppliers of end-of-life lithium-ion batteries and battery manufacturing scrap and we
expect Li-Cycle to attract new suppliers by differentiating itself based on the sustainability of its process and the
robustness of its technology, which in turn will enable Li-Cycle to offer competitive terms to suppliers. We expect
Li-Cycle’s supply pipeline to grow as we expect existing suppliers will have growing volumes of batteries available
for recycling due to the continuing trend toward electric vehicles, and as Li-Cycle continues to source additional
supplier relationships. However, there can be no assurance that Li-Cycle will attract new suppliers or expand its
supply pipeline from existing suppliers, and any decline in supply volume from existing contracts or an inability to
source new supplier relationships could have a negative impact on Li-Cycle’s operating results.
On May 11, 2021, Li-Cycle announced its entry into an agreement with Ultium Cells LLC (“Ultium”), a joint
venture between General Motors and LG Energy Solution, Ltd. (“LGES”), pursuant to which Ultium will supply to
Li-Cycle, and Li-Cycle will purchase and recycle, up to 100% of the scrap generated by battery cell manufacturing
at Ultium’s Warren, Ohio mega-factory. On January 27, 2022, Li-Cycle announced the development of a co-located
Spoke in Warren,Ohio to enhance its ability to service Ultium's recycling needs.
Customer Demand for Lithium-Ion Recycled Raw Materials
Li-Cycle has entered into two agreements with Traxys North America LLC ("Traxys") covering off-take from its
Spokes and Hubs. See the section titled “Item 4. Information on the Company—B. Business Overview —Our
Commercial Contracts — Advanced Material Spoke and Hub Offtake with Traxys” in the Annual Report.
On December 14, 2021, Li-Cycle announced the entry into of a non-binding letter of intent with each of LG Energy
Solution, Ltd. (“LGES”) and LG Chem, Ltd. (“LGC”) (the “Letter of Intent”) setting forth proposed terms of a
potential nickel-bearing lithium-ion battery scrap supply and nickel sulphate off-take arrangement among the
Company, LGES and Traxys and a potential nickel sulphate off-take arrangement among the Company, LGC and
Traxys (the “LG Off-take Agreements”). The LG Off-take Agreements are intended to cover (among other things),
the sale through Traxys to LGES or LGC, as applicable, of certain battery-grade nickel sulphate from the
Company’s planned Rochester Hub for a ten-year period.
Li-Cycle expects to enter into additional off-take customer agreements in the future.
Ability to Build Out Additional Facilities
Li-Cycle is confident in its ability to scale the business as currently planned. Li-Cycle has a market-leading position
in North America through its two operational commercial Spokes in Kingston, Ontario, and Rochester, New York,
and is developing the Rochester Hub. Li-Cycle has also announced the development and construction of the Spoke
Capital Projects. Li-Cycle is evaluating additional opportunities to scale its operations with a range of potential
partners and expansion opportunities that may include acquisitions, joint ventures or other commercial arrangements
in North America, Europe, and Asia Pacific. Li-Cycle’s continued growth and results of operations will be
negatively impacted if it is unable to continue to scale its operations.
International operations are subject to certain risks inherent in doing business abroad, including:
• political, civil and economic instability;
• corruption risks;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

trade, customs and tax risks;
currency exchange rates and currency controls;
limitations on the repatriation of funds;
insufficient infrastructure;
restrictions on exports, imports and foreign investment;
increases in working capital requirements related to long supply chains;
changes in labor laws and regimes and disagreements with the labor force;
difficulty in protecting intellectual property rights; and
different and less established legal systems.

Expanding our business in international markets, including the construction and operation of the Norway Spoke and
Germany Spoke, is an important element of our strategy and, as a result, our exposure to the risks described above
may be greater in the future. The likelihood of such occurrences and their potential effects on our business and
results of operations will vary from country to country and are unpredictable, but could have an adverse effect on
our ability to execute our strategy and accordingly on our results of operations.
Commodity and Specialty Prices
Li-Cycle currently recognizes revenue among other things from sales of three intermediate products, black mass,
mixed copper/aluminum and mixed plastics from Li-Cycle’s Spokes. Li-Cycle expects to recognize revenue from
sales of end products, including nickel, cobalt and lithium, after its first Hub becomes operational.
The price Li-Cycle can charge for its end products is tied to commodity and specialty pricing for nickel, cobalt, and
lithium, among others. This can lead to variability in revenues, but we believe the wide range of raw materials LiCycle produces results in a diversification effect that provides it with a natural hedge against significant variations in
the commodity pricing related to a single product.
Research and Development
Li-Cycle continues to conduct research and development ("R&D") centered on various aspects of its business. R&D
work is ongoing in support of its Spoke operations and its Rochester Hub project, specifically focused on continuous
optimization of operating parameters and preparing for operations. Li-Cycle also continues to develop and evaluate
new concepts with an eye to the future, including solid-state battery processing and others related to the Spoke &
Hub Technologies™.
Components of Results of Operations
Basis of Presentation
Li-Cycle’s consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with IFRS. All amounts are in U.S.
dollars except otherwise indicated. Currently, Li-Cycle conducts business through one operating segment. Li-Cycle
was a pre-revenue company with no commercial operations until 2020. For more information about Li-Cycle’s basis
of presentation, refer to Note 2 in the accompanying financial statements of Li-Cycle for the twelve months ended
October 31, 2021. Li-Cycle’s fiscal year end is October 31.
Revenue
Li-Cycle recognizes revenue from: (i) sales of products, which currently include three intermediate products, being
black mass, mixed copper/aluminum and mixed plastics from Li-Cycle’s Spokes; and (ii) providing the service of
recycling lithium-ion batteries, which includes coordination of logistics and destruction of batteries. We expect LiCycle’s sales of products to increase as a percentage of overall revenue as more Spokes and Hubs become
operational over time. Li-Cycle expects to recognize revenue from sales of end products, including nickel sulphate,
cobalt sulphate and lithium carbonate, after its first Hub becomes operational.
For product sales, revenue is recognized when control of the goods has transferred, meaning when the goods have
been shipped to the customer’s location (delivery). A receivable is recognized by Li-Cycle when the goods are
delivered to the customer, as this represents the point in time at which the right to consideration becomes
unconditional, as passage of time is the only condition to payment becoming due. The revenue recognized is based
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on commodity prices at the time of delivery. Under Li-Cycle’s standard contract terms, customers do not have a
right of return. We estimate the amount of consideration to which we expect to be entitled under provisional pricing
arrangements. The amount of consideration for black mass and mixed copper/aluminum sales is based on the
mathematical product of: (i) market prices of the constituent metals at the date of settlement, (ii) product weight, and
(iii) assay results (ratio of the constituent metals initially estimated by management and subsequently trued up to
customer confirmation). Certain adjustments like handling and refining charges are also made per contractual terms
with customers. Depending on the contractual terms with customers, the payment of receivables may take up to 12
months from date of shipment. Product sales and the related trade accounts receivables are measured at fair value at
initial recognition and are re-estimated at each reporting period end using the market prices of the constituent metals
at the respective measurement dates. Changes in fair value are recognized as an adjustment to profit and loss and to
the related accounts receivable.
Service revenue is recognized upon completion of each service. Prices for services are separately identifiable within
each contract. A receivable is recognized by Li-Cycle when the services are completed as this represents the point in
time at which the right to consideration becomes unconditional, as passage of time is the only condition to payment
becoming due.
Operating expenses
Primary expense categories for Li-Cycle include employee salaries and benefits, raw materials and supplies,
professional fees (which include consulting and other advisor fees), share-based compensation, R&D and
depreciation. As Li-Cycle continues to grow and expand internationally, we expect to incur additional expenses in
connection with acquisitions, joint ventures and/or other commercial or contractual arrangements. Additional
personnel expenses are also anticipated. The amount of consulting and professional fees Li-Cycle expects to incur is
commensurate with the engineering requirements associated with its Rochester Hub project and its Spoke Capital
Projects, as well as requisite expenses for legal and audit as Li-Cycle funds its operations and scales its internal
systems and processes. R&D expenses reflect ongoing efforts by Li-Cycle to develop and expand its technology, and
such costs are offset by any government funding for government funded projects.
Other Income / Expense
Other income/expense consists of foreign exchange gain/loss, interest income/expense, fair value gain/loss on
financial instruments and, in 2021, the cost of listing on the New York Stock Exchange. Financing costs are
typically applied against the gross proceeds of any capital raised, and in the case of debt, amortized over the term of
such debt. Interest expense represents the actual cash interest costs incurred plus any accrued interest payable at a
future date.
Results of Operations
Comparison of the three and twelve months ended October 31, 2021 and 2020
Three months ended
October 31,
2021
2020

Revenues
Product sales
Recycling Services
Operating expenses
Employee salaries and
benefits, net
Professional fees
Share-based compensation

$

%

Year Ended October 31,
October 31,
Change
Change
2021
2020
(amounts in thousands, except per share data)

$

%

Change

Change

4,391

469

3,922

836%

7,375

792

6,583

831%

4,248

370

3,878

1049%

6,930

555

6,376

1149%

143

99

44

44%

444

237

207

87%

18,558
4,987

4,966
1,404

13,592
3,584

274%
255%

39,232
12,710

9,934
2,819

29,298
9,891

295%
351%

3,470
2,675

1,402
112

2,068
2,563

147%
2284%

7,689
3,983

2,962
333

4,726
3,650

160%
1097%
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1,406
2,095

200
217

1,206
1,878

602%
866%

3,410
3,149

592
477

2,818
2,672

476%
561%

1,069
734

378
796

691
(62)

183%
(8)%

2,899
2,663

1,095
777

1,804
1,886

165%
243%

445

80

365

459%

1,033

137

896

654%

355
508

167
177

188
331

112%
187%

1,031
974

391
366

640
608

164%
166%

813

33

780

2379%

(308)

(14)

(294)

2095%

190,802
152,719
35,821

(63)
—
84

194,702
152,719
38,254

134
—
84

194,568
152,719
38,170

145093%
100%
45196%

Interest expense
Foreign exchange (gain) loss
Interest income

2,120

189

1,931

1022%

3,053

530

2,523

476%

222
(81)

(336)
—

558
(81)

(166)%
35792%

758
(82)

(446)
(34)

1,204
(48)

(270)%
140%

Net loss
Foreign currency translation
adjustment
Comprehensive loss
Basic and diluted loss per share

(204,969)
0

(4,433) (200,535)
58
(58)

4523%
(100)%

(226,559)
0

(9,276) (217,283)
(219)
219

2342%
(100)%

(204,969)
(1.31)
155,887

(4,375) (200,593)
(0.05)
(1.26)
83,361
72,525

4585%
2405%
87%

(226,559)
(2.06)
110,119

(9,495) (217,065)
(0.11)
(1.94)
82,572
27,547

2286%
1689%
33%

Raw materials and supplies
Office, administrative and
travel
Depreciation
Research and development,
net
Freight and shipping
Plant facilities
Marketing
Change in Finished Goods
Inventory
Other (income) expenses
Listing Fee
Fair value loss on financial
instruments

Weighted average number of
common shares outstanding

190,865 (302380)%
152,719
100%
35,737
42315%

Revenue
For the three and twelve months ended October 31, 2021, Li-Cycle’s revenues increased by 836% and 831%,
respectively, when compared to the corresponding periods in 2020. Revenue reached $4.4 million and $7.4 million
in the three and twelve months ended October 31, 2021, as compared to $0.5 million and $0.8 million in the
corresponding periods of 2020, respectively. The revenue growth was mainly attributable to increases in product
sales primarily as a result of the Rochester Spoke ramping up to process meaningful quantities of batteries and
battery scrap, with production reaching 811 tonnes and 1,880 tonnes of black mass in the three and twelve months
ended October 31, 2021, as compared to 126 tonnes and 226 tonnes of black mass produced in the corresponding
periods of 2020, respectively. Revenues from product sales were approximately $4.2 million and $6.9 million,
respectively while revenues from recycling services were approximately $0.1 million and $0.4 million, respectively,
for the three and twelve months ended October 31, 2021. The increases in recycling services revenue were the result
of the continued onboarding of new battery supply customers.
Operating expenses
For the three and twelve months ended October 31, 2021, operating expenses increased by 274% and 295%,
respectively, when compared to the corresponding periods of 2020, as Li-Cycle ramped up its operations in North
America. The increases in personnel costs of $3.6 million and $9.9 million, respectively, for the three and twelve
months ended October 31, 2021 reflect the ramp up of operations of the Kingston Spoke and Rochester Spoke as
well as the addition of corporate team members as Li-Cycle ramps up its expansion plans. The level of professional
fees for the three and twelve months ended October 31, 2021 is commensurate with requisite legal, audit and tax
advisory services in support of Company's growth plans as a public company. The share-based compensation for the
quarter and the year included a non-recurring expense of $1.6 million relating to the accelerated vesting of existing
stock options upon the completion of the Business Combination. The increases in raw materials and supplies of
$1.2 million and $2.8 million, respectively, for the three and twelve months ended October 31, 2021 are mainly a
result of strong sales figures and increased inventory production during the ramp-up phase of the Kingston Spoke
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and Rochester Spoke operations. Office and administrative expenses increased mainly as a result of higher insurance
premiums associated with being a public company. The period-to-period overall increase in R&D expenditure for
the twelve months ended October 31, 2021 as compared to the corresponding period of 2020, notwithstanding the
decline in R&D expenditure for the three months ended October 31, 2021 as compared to the corresponding period
of 2020, was primarily due to R&D expenses in 2020 being largely funded by government grants, the amortization
of which offset the applicable R&D expense for accounting purposes. The amortization of government grants in the
three and twelve months ended October 31, 2020 totaled $0.1 million and $2.2 million, respectively, and did not
recur to the same extent in the 2021 comparative periods.
Other (Income) Expenses
Other expenses were $190.8 million and $194.7 million in the three and twelve months ended October 31, 2021,
respectively, as compared to $0.1 million of other income and $0.1 million of other expenses in the three and twelve
months ended October 31, 2020, respectively. The period-to-period changes in other expenses for the three and
twelve months ended October 31, 2021 as compared to the corresponding 2020 periods was primarily due to the
recognition of $152.7 million of excess of fair value over consideration received upon completion of the Business
Combination in the last fiscal quarter of 2021, in addition to a fair value loss on financial instruments, interest
expenses on convertible debt, loans payable, and lease liabilities and foreign exchange losses in the twelve months
ended October 31, 2021.
Net loss
Net loss was $204.97 million and $226.56 million in the three and twelve months ended October 31, 2021, as
compared to $4.43 million and $9.28 million in the three and twelve months ended October 31, 2020, respectively.
Net loss for both periods was driven by the factors discussed above. In addition, Net loss reflects one-time listing
fees related to the business combination described above and the impact of fair value losses on financial instruments.
Excluding these Adjusted EBITDA loss was $11.51 million and $25.37 million in the three and twelve months
ended October 31, 2021, as compared to $4.12 million and $8.05 million in the corresponding 2020 periods. This
was largely driven by higher staffing and network development costs related to the growth and expansion of the
business, as discussed above. A reconciliation of Adjusted EBITDA to Net loss is provided in the Non-IFRS
Measures Section below.
Comparison of the twelve months ended October 31, 2020 and 2019
Year ended
October 31,
2020
2019

$

%

Change

Change

(amounts in thousands, except per share data)
792

48

744

1545%

Product sales

555

—

555

100%

Recycling Services

237

48

189

393%

9,934

4,112

2,819
2,962
333
592

608
547
97
—

5,822
2,211
2,416
235
592

142%
364%
442%
242%
100%

477
1,095
777
137

493
184
2,112
6

(17)
911
(1,335)
131

(3)%
496%
(63)%
2268%

Marketing

391
366

—
66

391
300

100%
456%

Change in Finished Goods Inventory

(14)

—

(14)

100%

Revenues

Operating expenses
Employee salaries and benefits, net
Professional fees
Share-based compensation
Raw materials and supplies
Office, administrative and travel
Depreciation
Research and development, net
Freight and shipping
Plant facilities
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Other (income) expenses
Fair value loss on financial instruments
Interest expense
Foreign exchange (gain) loss
Interest income
Net loss
Foreign currency translation adjustment
Comprehensive loss
Basic and diluted loss per share
Weighted average number of common shares
outstanding

134
84
530

37
—
60

97
84
469

265%
100%
778%

(446)

—

(446)

100%

(34)

(24)

(11)

46%

(9,276)
(219)
(9,495)
(0.11)
82,572

(4,101)
(37)
(4,138)
(0.06)
71,891

(5,175)
(182)
(5,357)
(0.06)
10,680

126%
488%
129%
100%
15%

Revenue
Revenue reached $0.8 million in 2020 as the Kingston Spoke became operational in the summer of 2020. As the
Kingston Spoke started to process meaningful quantities of batteries, Li-Cycle saw growth in recycling services
while also realizing revenue from product sales. Revenues from recycling services were approximately $0.2 million
while revenues from product sales were approximately $0.6 million.
Operating expenses
Operating expenses increased by 144% year over year as Li-Cycle scaled up its operations and expanded
internationally. The increase in personnel costs of $2.2 million reflects the increased commercial activities to support
the operations of the Kingston Spoke and the setup of Rochester Spoke. The level of consulting and professional
fees is commensurate with the engineering requirements associated with the Rochester Hub project, as well as
requisite legal and audit expenses for raising capital to execute the Li-Cycle’s growth plan. R&D expenses declined
mainly because Li-Cycle received significant government grants of which $2.2 million were recognized as an offset
to the R&D in 2020.
Other (Income) Expenses
Other expenses were $0.1 million in 2020, as compared to other expenses of $0.04 million in 2019 mainly as a result
of interest expenses on the loans payable and lease liabilities. These were partially offset by interest income and
foreign exchange gains.
Non-IFRS Measures
The term Adjusted EBITDA is a non-IFRS financial measure and does not have a standardized meaning under IFRS.
Li-Cycle defines Adjusted EBITDA as earnings before depreciation and amortization, interest expense (income),
income tax expense (recovery), foreign exchange (gain) loss, fair value (gain) loss on financial instruments, and
non-recurring expenses such as forfeited SPAC transaction cost, listing fee, and accelerated vesting of share-based
compensation related to the Business Combination.
Adjusted EBITDA is provided as additional information to complement IFRS measures by providing a further
understanding of the Company’s results of operations from management’s perspective. Accordingly, it should not be
considered in isolation nor as a substitute for the analysis of the Company’s financial information reported under
IFRS.
The following table provides a reconciliation of net loss to Adjusted EBITDA loss.
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Three months ended

Twelve months ended

October 31,

October 31,

2021

Net loss

2020
2021
(dollar amounts in thousands)

2020

2019

(204,969)

(4,433)

(226,559)

(9,276)

(4,101)

Depreciation

1,069

378

2,899

1,095

184

Interest expense (income)

2,040

189

2,970

495

37

222

(336)

758

(446)

—

35,821
152,719

84
—

38,254
152,719

84
—

—
—

Foreign exchange (gain) loss
Fair value loss on financial instruments
Listing Fee
Forfeited SPAC transaction cost
Share-based compensation (2)
Adjusted EBITDA loss

(1)

—

—

2,000

—

—

1,588

—

1,588

—

—

(11,510)

(4,119)

(25,370)

(8,047)

(3,880)

(1) Fair value loss on financial instruments relates to warrants, convertible debt, and restricted share units liability.
(2) Share-based compensation relates to accelerated vesting of existing stock options upon completion of the Business Combination.

Spoke Capital Projects
We have three Spokes in development in North America, namely the Arizona Spoke, the Alabama Spoke and the
Ohio Spoke, and two Spokes in development in Europe, namely the Norway Spoke and the Germany Spoke.
Collectively, these Spoke Capital Projects are expected to have a recycling capacity of 55,000 tonnes (11 GWh
equivalent) per year, in addition to our existing operational Spoke capacity in Kingston and Rochester of 10,000
tonnes (2 GWh equivalent) per year.
Arizona Spoke
In March 2021, Li-Cycle announced the development and construction of the Arizona Spoke. The Phoenix
metropolitan area is strategically proximate to Li-Cycle’s existing battery and battery scrap supply network, as well
as being at the nexus of where we expect there will be continued growth of lithium-ion batteries available for
recycling due to the growing electric vehicle industry in Arizona, Nevada and other western States. We expect the
Arizona Spoke to include two battery recycling lines with a total recycling capacity of 10,000 tonnes (2 GWh
equivalent) per year. The detailed engineering and facility construction stage of the Arizona Spoke project has been
completed. We expect both processing lines at the Arizona Spoke to be constructed, commissioned and operational
in 2022.
Alabama Spoke
On September 8, 2021, Li-Cycle announced the development and construction of the Alabama Spoke. The Alabama
Spoke is located near Tuscaloosa, Alabama, in a region where we expect there will be continued growth of lithiumion battery materials available for recycling due to the growing electric vehicle industry in Alabama and the U.S.
Southeast. We expect the Alabama Spoke to include one battery recycling line with a total recycling capacity of
10,000 tonnes (2 GWh equivalent) per year. The Alabama Spoke project is currently in the detailed engineering and
facility construction stage, which we expect will be completed in 2022. We expect the Alabama Spoke to be
constructed, commissioned and operational in 2022.
Norway Spoke
On January 26, 2022, Li-Cycle announced that it has formed a joint venture with ECO STOR AS (“ECO STOR”)
and Morrow Batteries AS (“Morrow”) through which it will construct a new commercial lithium-ion battery
recycling facility in southern Norway. Li-Cycle will be the majority owner of the joint venture, with ECO STOR and
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Morrow being minority owners and Nordic-headquartered strategic partners. Once constructed, the Norway Spoke
will be Li-Cycle’s first recycling facility outside of North America and is expected to have a recycling capacity of
10,000 tonnes (2 GWh equivalent) of lithium-ion batteries per year, including but not limited to battery
manufacturing scrap, full electric vehicle packs, and energy storage systems. The facility is expected to be
operational in early 2023. Li-Cycle has also engaged Koch Engineered Solutions (KES) to construct, test, and ship
the Company’s Norway Spoke. This collaboration initiative follows on the previously announced investment in LiCycle by an affiliate of Koch Strategic Platforms, LLC (i.e., the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note, described
below).
Ohio Spoke
On January 27, 2022, Li-Cycle announced the development of the Ohio Spoke on site at the Ultium Cells LLC
("Ultium") battery cell manufacturing mega-factory in Warren, Ohio. Ultium plans to construct a new building for
the Ohio Spoke, where Li-Cycle expects to install and operate its proprietary Spoke technology and equipment after
construction is complete. The Ohio Spoke is expected to have a recycling capacity of 15,000 tonnes (3 GWh
equivalent) per year, and is expected to be operational by early 2023. The Ohio Spoke will enhance Li-Cycle’s
ability to serve Ultium's recycling needs by providing on-site conversion of battery manufacturing scrap to
intermediate products. The Ohio Spoke will help Li-Cycle service the previously awarded contract for Li-Cycle to
process battery manufacturing scrap from Ultium's Ohio mega-factory.
Germany Spoke
On January 27, 2022 Li-Cycle announced the development of a second European Spoke in Germany. The Germany
Spoke is expected to have a recycling capacity of 10,000 tonnes (2 GWh equivalent) per year, and is expected to be
operational by early 2023. Upon selecting a site for the Germany Spoke, Li-Cycle expects to incur expenses in
connection with the site lease, detailed engineering, facility construction and local site plan and environmental
permit approvals.
Capital Costs of the Spoke Projects
We expect our total investment to construct, commission and commence operations for the Spoke Projects to be
approximately $50.0 million. As of October 31, 2021, we have spent approximately $6.9 million on detailed
engineering, equipment procurement and facility-related expenditures in connection with the Arizona Spoke and
Alabama Spoke. We anticipate a total cost of approximately $43.1 million to complete the Spoke Capital Projects.
Additional Spokes
Li-Cycle plans to develop additional Spokes in North America, as well as Europe and the Asia Pacific region. In
furtherance of these plans, Li-Cycle opened a new Spoke Fulfillment Centre in Kingston, Ontario in October 2021
where Li-Cycle will fabricate and assemble on a custom basis machinery and equipment for future Spoke recycling
lines. These assembled lines will be modular and able to be shipped to, and installed at, any new North America
Spoke site.
Hub Capital Projects
Rochester Hub
Li-Cycle’s first revenue-generating Hub will be located in Rochester, New York, and is currently in the project
execution phase. The location for the Rochester Hub was specifically selected due to the nature of the infrastructure
available at the site, including utilities, logistics, and other physical infrastructure. Li-Cycle’s Spoke facilities in
North America, which take in end-of-life batteries and battery production scrap in order to produce black mass, will
be the primary suppliers of feedstock for the Rochester Hub.
Li-Cycle completed a definitive feasibility study with respect to the Rochester Hub in December 2021. Based on the
definitive feasibility study, Li-Cycle expects the Rochester Hub will have the nameplate input capacity to process
35,000 tonnes of black mass annually (equivalent to approximately 90,000 tonnes or 18 GWh of lithium-ion battery
equivalent feed annually). This represents an increase in nameplate input processing capacity of approximately 40%
as compared to the pre-feasibility study completed by the Company in June 2020. With its increased capacity, the
Rochester Hub will be able to process battery material that is equivalent to approximately 225,000 electric vehicles
per year. Key design and cost changes to the Rochester Hub relative to the June 2020 pre-feasibility study largely
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include, but are not limited to: (1) higher material costs due to increased size and supply chain inflationary impacts;
(2) scope alterations responding to contracted feed supplies and implementing best-in-class environmental practices;
and (3) up-sizing of nameplate output capacity, resulting in expected output capacity of approximately 42,000 to
48,000 tonnes per annum of nickel sulphate, 7,500 to 8,500 tonnes per annum of lithium carbonate and 6,500 to
7,500 tonnes per annum of cobalt sulphate (being 250% and 160% higher and approximately 65% lower,
respectively, as compared to the pre-feasibility study). Li-Cycle estimates that the Rochester Hub will require a total
capital investment of approximately $485 million (+/-15%), based on the results of the definitive feasibility study,
which can be funded from existing balance sheet cash. Li-Cycle also expects to explore various opportunities to
optimize its capital structure, for example, with potential credit from government-related institutions.
Li-Cycle has engaged Hatch Ltd. as its engineering, procurement and construction management contractor for the
project and is in the process of selecting its general contractor. Procurement has commenced on long-lead items and
the Company has obtained firm-price competitive quotes for 80% of the required equipment for the Rochester Hub.
Li-Cycle commenced construction on the Rochester Hub site in January 2022 and is on the path to reach mechanical
completion, commissioning and start-up in 2023, subject to the receipt of remaining regulatory and other approvals.
Li-Cycle expects that the Rochester Hub will result in over 200 additional employment positions at its operations.
As of October 31, 2021, Li-Cycle had spent approximately $13.4 million on definitive engineering, pre-feasibility,
and definitive feasibility studies, equipment procurement and jointly-related expenditures.
The anticipated principal regulatory and other approvals required to develop and construct the Rochester Hub
consist of: a special use permit, site plan approval, subdivision approval and special permit and area variance for
hazardous material storage tanks from the Town of Greece, New York, including the related New York State
Environmental Quality Review Act (“SEQRA”) process; and permits for air emissions, storm water discharge and
chemical bulk storage granted by the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation. The SEQRA
process was completed in November 2021, and the Town of Greece’s various boards have granted the Rochester
Hub a special use permit, site plan approval, and special permit and area variance for hazardous material storage
tanks, all subject to certain conditions.

Liquidity and Capital Resources
Sources of Liquidity
We intend to meet our currently anticipated capital requirements through cash on hand and cash flow from
operations. We expect that these sources will be sufficient to meet our capital requirements and operational needs for
the next 12 months. As a result of our Business Combination and related PIPE Financing on August 10, 2021, we
significantly de-levered our balance sheet and have no material debt maturities until September 29, 2026. As at
October 31, 2021, we had $596.9 million of cash on hand and convertible debt of $100.9 million.
Currently, our primary need for liquidity is to fund working capital requirements of our business, capital
expenditures related to the development and construction of our Rochester Hub and new Spoke facilities, debt
service obligations and general corporate purposes. Our primary source of liquidity is the funds raised from the
Business Combination, the PIPE Financing and the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note financing (as defined
below) completed in September 2021, as well as funds generated by operating activities.
Our capital and operating expenditures have increased, and we expect will continue to increase, significantly in
connection with our ongoing activities, as we: complete the development and construction of the Rochester Hub;
complete the development and construction of the Spoke Capital Projects; expand globally with the deployment of
additional Spokes and Hubs, including through acquisitions and/or through joint ventures or other contractual
arrangements; continue to invest in our technology, R&D efforts and the expansion of our intellectual property
portfolio; increase our investment in logistics infrastructure for the transportation of intermediate products from
Spokes to Hubs; obtain, maintain and improve our operational, financial and management information systems; hire
additional personnel; and operate as a public company.
Our ability to fund our capital and operating expenditures, make scheduled debt payments and repay or refinance
indebtedness depends on our future operating performance and cash flows, which will be affected by prevailing
economic conditions and financial, business and other factors, some of which are beyond our control, including
COVID-19. Over the mid-to-longer term, we expect we will need to secure additional equity and debt financing to
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continue to fund our current growth strategy. Such additional funds may not be available when we need them on
terms that are acceptable to us, or at all.
Debt Obligations
On December 16, 2019, Li-Cycle entered into a binding agreement with BDC Capital Inc. for a loan of $5.3 million
(Cdn. $7.0 million) to help finance the expansion plans of Li-Cycle. The maturity date of the loan was December 14,
2023 and the entire principal amount was funded, which funding was consummated in three tranches based on the
achievement of specific milestones by Li-Cycle. The base rate of interest was 16% per annum, paid monthly, plus
additional accrued interest in kind of 3% that could be reduced to 0% based on the achievement of certain
milestones by Li-Cycle. Principal payments began on the first anniversary date of the loan and could be made at
$0.13 million (Cdn. $0.175 million) per month with a balloon payment of $0.5 million (Cdn. $0.7 million) at
maturity.
On August 11, 2021, in accordance with an agreement to repay the BDC Capital Loan in full upon the closing of the
Business Combination, Li-Cycle repaid the BDC Capital Loan balance in full.
On June 16, 2021, Li-Cycle issued promissory notes (the “Promissory Notes”) for an aggregate principal amount of
$7.0 million as consideration for loans received from entities affiliated with the Chief Executive Officer and the
Executive Chair of Li-Cycle. The Promissory Notes bore interest at the rate of 10% per annum and had a maturity
date of December 15, 2023. The Promissory Notes were unsecured and subordinate to indebtedness owing to LiCycle’s senior lender, BDC Capital Inc. Li-Cycle had the option of prepaying all or any portion of the principal and
accrued interest of the Promissory Notes prior to the maturity date without penalty, subject to certain conditions. On
August 17, 2021, Li-Cycle repaid the Promissory Notes and accrued interest in full.
On September 29, 2021, the Company entered into a Note Purchase Agreement (the “Note Purchase Agreement”)
with Spring Creek Capital, LLC (“Spring Creek Capital”) (an affiliate of Koch Strategic Platforms, LLC) and
issued to Spring Creek Capital an unsecured Convertible Note (the “Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note”) under
the Note Purchase Agreement in the principal amount of $100 million, in a transaction exempt from registration
pursuant to Section 4(a)(2) of the Securities Act.
The Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note matures five years from the date of issuance and accrues interest from
the date of issuance at the London Interbank Offer Rate (LIBOR) plus five percent (5%) per annum. Interest on the
Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note is payable on a semi-annual basis, either in cash or by payment-in-kind
(“PIK”), at the Company’s option, beginning on December 31, 2021. Interest on PIK amounts accrues at LIBOR
plus six percent (6%) per annum. Under the terms of the investment, LIBOR has a floor of 1% and a cap of 2%.
The principal and accrued interest owing under the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note may be converted at any
time by the holder into the Company’s common shares (the “common shares”), at a per share price equal to $13.43
(the “Conversion Price”). If the closing price per share of the Company’s common shares on the New York Stock
Exchange is above $17.46 for 20 consecutive trading days, the Company may elect to convert the principal and
accrued interest owing under the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note, plus a make-whole amount equal to the
undiscounted interest payments that would have otherwise been payable through maturity (the “Make-Whole
Amount”) into the Company’s common shares at the Conversion Price.
The Company may redeem the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note at any time by payment in cash of an amount
equal to 130% of the principal amount of the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note and all accrued interest owing
under the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note, plus the Make-Whole Amount. Upon a change of control
transaction, the Company will be required to redeem the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note by payment in cash
of an amount equal to the outstanding principal amount of the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note and all
accrued interest owing under the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note, plus the Make-Whole Amount.
The Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note is subject to certain events of default, the occurrence of which would
give the holder the right to require the Company to redeem the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note by payment
in cash of an amount equal to the outstanding principal amount of the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note and all
accrued interest owing under the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note, plus the Make-Whole Amount. The Note
Purchase Agreement contains certain customary representations, warranties and covenants by and for the benefit of
the parties.
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The Company granted certain registration rights to Spring Creek Capital under the Note Purchase Agreement. The
Company has filed a registration statement for the benefit of Spring Creek Capital in accordance with those
registration rights and has agreed to keep the registration statement (or another shelf registration statement covering
the common shares issued or issuable upon conversion of the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note) effective until
the earlier of (x) the third anniversary of the issuance of the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note or (y) the date on
which the holder of the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note ceases to hold any common shares issued or upon
conversion of the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note.
On September 29, 2021, in connection with the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note investment, the Company,
Koch Strategic Platforms, LLC (“KSP”) and Spring Creek Capital entered into a Standstill Agreement (the
“Standstill Agreement”), which restricts KSP, Spring Creek Capital and their affiliates from taking certain actions
until the later of the conversion of the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note in full or twelve months from the
issuance of the Spring Creek Capital Convertible Note (the “Standstill Period”). The actions that KSP, Spring Creek
Capital and their affiliates are restricted from taking during the Standstill period include, among others, (A) the
acquisition of additional voting securities of the Company if, after giving effect to such acquisition, KSP and its
subsidiaries and affiliates would beneficially own or exercise control or direction over voting securities of the
Company having aggregate voting rights equal to or greater than 9.9% of the aggregate voting power of the
Company (B) any tender or exchange offer, take-over bid, merger, business combination and certain other
transactions involving the Company and its securities, (C) any solicitation of proxies or votes or other attempt to
influence votes by any holder of the Company’s securities and (D) formation of a “group” (as defined under the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934) with respect to the Company’s securities.
Cash Flows Summary
Presented below is a summary of Li-Cycle’s operating, investing, and financing cash flows for the periods indicated:

Cash flows used in operating activities
Cash flows used in investing activities
Cash flows from financing activities
Net change in cash

$

$

Three months ended

Twelve months ended

October 31,

October 31,

2021
2020
(in thousands)
(11,311) $
(1,770) $
(6,153)
(1,364)
611,972
(85)
594,508 $
(3,219) $

2021
(27,877)
(18,203)
642,276
596,195

2020
(in thousands)
$
(7,429) $
(5,108)
9,417
$
(3,120) $

2019
(4,568)
(998)
7,164
1,598

Cash Flows Used in Operating Activities
For the three and twelve months ended October 31, 2021, cash flows used in operating activities were approximately
$11.3 million and $27.9 million, respectively, and in each case were primarily driven by the growth and
commercialization of Li-Cycle’s operations, which included adding headcount, ramp-up phase production costs at
the Rochester Spoke, R&D expenses, and consulting costs relating to the development of the Rochester Hub. The
period over period increases in cash flows used in operating activities for the three and twelve months ended
October 31, 2021 were primarily the result of an increase in operating expenses of $13.6 million and $29.3 million
for those periods, respectively, as compared to the corresponding periods in 2020, in each case partially offset by
cash receipts from increased sales in the three and twelve months ended October 31, 2021 as compared to the
corresponding periods in 2020.
For the years ended October 31, 2020 and 2019, cash flows used in operating activities were approximately $7.4
million and $4.6 million, respectively and in each case were primarily driven by the growth and commercialization
of Li-Cycle’s operations, including headcount, R&D, and extensive third-party consulting costs relating to the
development of the Rochester Hub. The year over year increase in cash flows used in operating activities for 2020
were primarily the result of an increase in operating expenses by $5.8 million, partially offset by an increase in
accounts payable and accrued liabilities.
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Cash Flows Used in Investing Activities
For the three and twelve months ended October 31, 2021, cash flows used in investing activities were primarily
driven by the acquisition of equipment and leasehold improvements for the Arizona Spoke, Rochester Spoke and the
Rochester Hub. For the three and twelve months ended October 31, 2020, cash flows used in investing activities
were primarily driven by the acquisition of equipment and leasehold improvements for the Kingston Spoke and
Rochester Spoke.
For the years ended October 31, 2020 and 2019, cash flows used in investing activities were primarily driven by the
acquisition of equipment and leasehold improvements for Li-Cycle’s two operating Spokes.
Cash Flows from Financing Activities
Cash flows generated from financing activities in the three and twelve months ended October 31, 2021 related
primarily to capital raising through the issuance of common shares and net proceeds from convertible debt. In the
three months ended October 31, 2021, Li-Cycle received net proceeds of $525.3 million from the Business
Combination with Peridot and $98.4 million from the issuance of convertible note to Spring Creek Capital. In the
three months ended October 31, 2021, Li-Cycle repaid $4.4 million of loan in full to BDC Capital Inc and repaid $7
million of Promissory Notes in full to entities affiliated with the Chief Executive Officer and the Executive Chair of
Li-Cycle. In the twelve months ended October 31, 2021, in addition to the activities mentioned above, Li-Cycle
received net proceeds of $21.6 million from a private placement of 281,138 Class A shares of Li-Cycle Corp in
November 2020. In the twelve months ended October 31, 2020, cash flows from financing activities related to a
private placement of Class A shares of Li-Cycle’s Corp., a loan advance of $2.3 million (Cdn. $3.0 million) from
BDC Capital Inc., and proceeds from government grants of $1.2 million.
For the twelve months ended October 2020 and 2019, cash flows generated from financing activities relate primarily
to capital raising through the issuance of common shares. Amounts generated in 2019 and 2020 relate to Li-Cycle’s
Series B round. Additionally, in 2020, Li-Cycle completed a debt facility with BDC Capital for $5.3 million (Cdn.
$7.0 million), of which $2.3 million (Cdn. $3.0 million) was funded in the year. Li-Cycle also received government
grants of $1.2 million, $1.7 million and $0.1 million in the years ended October 31, 2020, and 2019 respectively.
Contractual Obligations and Commitments
The following table summarizes Li-Cycle’s contractual obligations and other commitments for cash
expenditures as of October 31, 2021, and the years in which these obligations are due.
Payment due by period
(in thousands)
Contractual Obligations
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Lease liabilities
Loan payable
Restoration provisions
Convertible Debt
Total as of October 31, 2021

Total
$

Less than
1 year

1 - 3 years

3 - 5 years

More than
5 years

18,701 $
35,935
41
302
142,682

18,701 $
4,518
6
—
—

— $
8,420
13
85
—

—
6,687
14
55
142,682

—
16,310
7
163
—

197,661

23,225

8,518

149,438

16,480

Note:
(1)

On December 1, 2021, Li-Cycle Corp. entered into an additional warehouse lease for the Kingston Spoke. The lease covers
approximately 8,600 square feet of additional space within the existing building used as a warehousing space for the
Kingston Spoke. The lease has a term of 2 years and increases the Company's contractual obligations by undiscounted cash
flows of approximately $128,000 over the term of the lease.

As of October 31, 2021, there were $6.9 million in committed purchase orders that Li-Cycle was in various stages of
executing (October 31, 2020: $4.2 million).
For the 12 months following October 31, 2021, we expect Li-Cycle to enter into premises leases for additional
Spokes and/or Hubs.
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Related Party Transactions
Related-Party Lease
From January 1, 2019 to December 31, 2021, the Company leased certain office space from Ashlin BPG Marketing,
which is controlled by certain members of the immediate family of the Company’s President and Chief Executive
Officer. Under the terms of the lease, the Company was required to pay Cdn. $4,500 per month plus applicable
taxes, subject to 60 days’ notice of termination. Li-Cycle terminated the lease, effective December 31, 2021. During
the twelve months ended October 31, 2021, the Company incurred expenses of $39,866 in relation to this vendor, as
compared to $35,505 for the twelve months ended October 31, 2020.
Related-Party Expenses
The Company has engaged Fade In Production Pty. Ltd., which is controlled by certain members of the immediate
family of the Executive Chair, to provide it with corporate video production services since 2017. During the twelve
months ended October 31, 2021, the Company incurred expenses of $145,851 attributable to this vendor, as
compared to $42,739 for the twelve months ended October 31, 2020.
The Company has engaged Ashlin BPG Marketing, which is controlled by certain members of the immediate family
of the Company's President and Chief Executive Officer, to provide it with marketing items and employee gifts
since April 1, 2020. During the twelve months ended October 31, 2021, the Company incurred expenses of $46,640
attributable to this vendor, as compared to $5,405 for the twelve months ended October 31, 2020.
The Company has engaged Consulero Inc., which is controlled by certain members of the immediate family of the
Company's President and Chief Executive Officer of Li-Cycle, to provide it with technology services since
September 1, 2020. During the twelve months ended October 31, 2021, the Company incurred expenses of $103,040
attributable to this vendor, as compared to $46,515 for the twelve months ended October 31, 2020.
Consulting Agreement
On May 1, 2020, Li-Cycle entered into a consulting agreement with Atria Limited (“Atria”), an entity which
beneficially owned more than 5% of the outstanding Li-Cycle Corp. Shares at that time, to agree upon and finalize
the consideration for certain business development and marketing consulting services that were previously
performed on behalf of Li-Cycle from 2018 through April 2020. The fees for such services were agreed at 12,000
common shares of Li-Cycle Corp., payable in installments of 1,000 shares per month. On January 25, 2021, LiCycle issued all of the 12,000 shares to Atria as full and final satisfaction of all obligations of Li-Cycle to Atria
under the consulting agreement. Atria also directed the issuance of such shares as follows: 8,000 Shares to Atria;
2,000 Shares to Pella Ventures (an affiliated company of Atria); and 2,000 Shares to a director of Li-Cycle Corp. at
the time, who is not related to Atria.
Director Consulting Agreements
Under the terms of an agreement dated July 19, 2019 between Li-Cycle and Anthony Tse, Mr. Tse provided
consulting services to Li-Cycle in relation to the proposed expansion of its operations in Asia and was entitled to a
fee of $4,700 per month for such services. For the twelve months ended October 31, 2021, Mr. Tse was paid
aggregate fees under this agreement of $56,400. The consulting agreement was terminated as of January 19, 2022.
Under the terms of a consulting agreement dated July 19, 2019 between Li-Cycle and Rick Findlay, for the twelve
months ended October 31, 2020, Mr. Findlay was paid aggregate fees of $1,332. For the twelve months ended
October 31, 2021, there were no fees paid. The consulting agreement was terminated on June 25, 2021.
Promissory Notes
On June 16, 2021, Li-Cycle issued promissory notes (the “Promissory Notes”) for an aggregate principal amount of
$7,000,000 as consideration for loans received from entities affiliated with the Chief Executive Officer and the
Executive Chair of Li-Cycle, respectively. The Promissory Notes bore interest at the rate of 10% per annum and had
a maturity date of December 15, 2023. The Promissory Notes were unsecured and subordinate to indebtedness
owing to Li-Cycle’s senior lender, BDC Capital Inc. Li-Cycle had the option of prepaying all or any portion of the
principal and accrued interest of the Promissory Notes prior to the maturity date without penalty, subject to certain
conditions. On August 17, 2021, Li-Cycle repaid the Promissory Notes and accrued interest in full, for a total of
$7,113,151.
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Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements
During the periods presented, Li-Cycle did not have any relationships with unconsolidated organizations or financial
partnerships, such as structured finance or special purpose entities, which were established for the purpose of
facilitating off-balance sheet arrangements.
Critical Accounting Policies and Estimates
Li-Cycle’s consolidated annual financial statements have been prepared in conformity with IFRS using the
significant accounting policies and measurement bases in effect at October 31, 2021, as summarized in Note 2 of the
accompanying financial statements of Li-Cycle for the twelve months ended October 31, 2021. These were used
throughout all periods presented in the consolidated financial statements, with any applicable changes in Note 2 of
the accompanying financial statements of Li-Cycle for the twelve months ended October 31, 2021.
Revenue
The Company recognizes revenue from the sale of black mass when the goods have been shipped to the customer’s
location (delivery). A receivable is recognized by the Company when the goods are delivered to the customer as this
represents the point in time at which the right to consideration becomes unconditional, as only the passage of time is
required before payment is due. The Company estimates the amount of consideration to which it expects to be
entitled under provisional pricing arrangements. The amount of consideration for black mass and mixed copper/
aluminum sales is based on the mathematical product of: (i) market prices of the constituent metals at the date of
settlement, (ii) product weight, and (iii) assay results (ratio of the constituent metals initially estimated by
management and subsequently trued up to customer confirmation).
Depending on the contractual terms with customers, the payment of receivables may take up to 12 months from date
of shipment. Product sales and the related trade accounts receivables are measured at fair value at initial recognition
and are re-estimated at each reporting period end using the market prices of the constituent metals at the respective
measurement dates. Changes in fair value are recognized as an adjustment to profit and loss and the related accounts
receivable.

Given the significance of revenue and the level of judgment involved in the provisional pricing, revenue recognition
is considered a critical accounting policy.
De-SPAC Transaction
The Company finalized the business combination with Peridot Acquisition Corp. (“Peridot”) on August 10, 2021.
Upon closing, the combined company was renamed Li-Cycle Holdings Corp. While Peridot is the legal acquirer of
Li-Cycle Corp., Li-Cycle Corp. was identified as the acquirer for accounting purposes. As Peridot did not meet the
definition of a business as defined in IFRS 3 Business Combinations, the acquisition was not within the scope of
IFRS 3 and was accounted for as a share-based payment transaction in accordance with IFRS 2 Share-based
Payment. The consolidated financial statements represent the continuance of Li-Cycle Corp. and reflect Peridot’s
identifiable assets acquired and the liabilities assumed measured at fair value. Under IFRS 2, the transaction was
measured at the fair value of the consideration deemed to have been issued by Li-Cycle Corp., in order for the
ownership interest in the combined entity to be the same as if the transaction had taken the legal form of Li-Cycle
Corp. acquiring 100% of Peridot Acquisition Corp. The difference between the fair value of the consideration
deemed to have been transferred represents a Listing Fee.
As the transaction is non-routine and involves a high degree of accounting and reporting complexity, the accounting
treatment for the De-SPAC transaction is therefore considered a critical accounting policy.
Outstanding Share Data
As of January 30, 2022, and including the results of the Warrant Redemption, Li-Cycle Holdings had the following
issued and outstanding shares and stock options:
•

168,891,877 common shares, which are listed on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol “LICY.”

•

5,328,278 stock options to purchase 5,328,278 common shares.
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On December 27, 2021, Li-Cycle Holdings issued a notice of redemption indicating that it would redeem on January
26, 2022 (the "Redemption Date"), all of the outstanding warrants. At any time prior to 5:00 p.m. New York City
time on the Redemption Date, the warrants may be: (i) exercised by holders, at an exercise price of $11.50 per
common share; or (ii) surrendered by holders on a “cashless basis” (a “Make-Whole Exercise”), in which case the
surrendering holder will receive a number of common shares determined in accordance with the terms of the
Warrant Agreement. On January 11, 2022, Li-Cycle Holdings issued a notice indicating that holders who
surrendered their warrants pursuant to the Make-Whole Exercise received 0.253 common shares per warrant. As of
January 30, 2022, (i) 9,678 warrants have been exercised at the exercise price of $11.50 per common share, and (ii)
22,540,651 warrants have been surrendered by holders in a Make-Whole Exercise. The remaining 449,665
unexercised warrants will be redeemed at $0.10 per warrant.
Disclosure Controls and Procedures
Li-Cycle maintains a set of disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Multilateral Instrument 52-109)
designed to provide reasonable assurance that information required to be disclosed in its public filings or otherwise
under securities legislation is recorded, processed, summarized and reported on a timely basis and that such controls
and procedures are designed to ensure that information required to be so disclosed is accumulated and
communicated to its management, including its certifying officers, as appropriate to allow timely decisions
regarding required disclosure. With the supervision and participation of Li-Cycle’s senior management team, the
Chief Executive Officer of Li-Cycle (the “CEO”) and the Chief Financial Officer (“CFO”) of Li-Cycle have
evaluated the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures of Li-Cycle as of October 31, 2021. Based on
that evaluation, those officers have concluded that, as of October 31, 2021, such disclosure controls and procedures
were effective to provide reasonable assurance that (i) material information relating to Li-Cycle was made known to
management, and (ii) information required to be disclosed by Li-Cycle in its annual filings, interim filings or other
reports filed or submitted by it under securities legislation is recorded, processed, summarized and reported within
the time periods specified in the securities legislation.
Internal Controls Over Financial Reporting
Prior to August 10, 2021, Li-Cycle was a private company and we addressed our internal control over financial
reporting with internal accounting and financial reporting personnel and other resources.
In the course of preparing for the Business Combination with Peridot Acquisition Corp, Li-Cycle identified material
weaknesses in its internal controls over financial reporting. A material weakness is a deficiency, or a combination of
deficiencies, in internal control over financial reporting, such that there is a reasonable possibility that a material
misstatement of Li-Cycle’s annual or interim consolidated financial statements may not be prevented or detected on
a timely basis.
Li-Cycle did not have in place i) an effective control environment with formal processes and procedures and ii) an
adequate number of accounting personnel with the appropriate technical training in, and experience with, IFRS to
allow for a detailed review of complex accounting transactions, that would identify errors in a timely manner,
including in areas such as revenue recognition, inventory, related party arrangements, financing transactions and
business combination transactions. Li-Cycle did not design or maintain effective controls over the financial
statement close and reporting process in order to ensure the accurate and timely preparation of financial statements
in accordance with IFRS. In addition, information technology controls, including end user and privileged access
rights and appropriate segregation of duties, including for certain users the ability to create and post journal entries,
were not designed or operating effectively.
We have taken steps to address these material weaknesses and expect to continue to implement the remediation plan,
which we believe will address their underlying causes. We have engaged external advisors with subject matter
expertise and additional resources to provide assistance in assessing the control environment and expect to further
engage these external advisors to provide assistance with all elements of the internal controls over financial
reporting program, including: performance of a risk assessment; documentation of process flows; design and
remediation of internal controls; and evaluation of the design and operational effectiveness of our internal controls.
We also expect to engage additional external advisors to provide assistance in the areas of information technology
and financial accounting. We are evaluating the longer-term resource needs of our various financial functions.
These remediation measures may be time consuming, costly, and might place significant demands on our financial
and operational resources. We have made some upgrades to our enterprise resource planning (“ERP”) system and
work on further upgrades is ongoing with the intent to further customize and enhance system functionality. Although
we have made enhancements to our control procedures in this area, the material weaknesses will not be remediated
until the necessary controls have been implemented and are operating effectively. We will provide an update on the
progress of the remediation on a quarterly basis.
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Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures About Market Risk
Li-Cycle is exposed to various risks in relation to financial instruments. The main types of risks are currency risk
and interest rate risk. While Li-Cycle may enter into hedging contracts from time to time, any change in the fair
value of the contracts could be offset by changes in the underlying value of the transactions being hedged.
Furthermore, Li-Cycle does not have foreign-exchange hedging contracts in place with respect to all currencies in
which it does business.
Currency Risk
It is management’s opinion that Li-Cycle is not exposed to significant currency risk as its cash is denominated in
both Canadian and U.S. dollars and funds its operations accordingly. Up to October 31, 2020, most of Li-Cycle’s
transactions were in Canadian dollars. Effective November 1, 2020, Li-Cycle changed its functional currency to U.S.
dollars given the shift in currency of most of Li-Cycle’s transactions to U.S. dollars.
At October 31, 2021, the Company had Canadian dollar denominated cash of approximately Cdn. $1.3 million and
Canadian dollar denominated net liabilities and loans payable of approximately Cdn. $23.9 million. The remaining
amounts were denominated in U.S. dollars and immaterial amounts of other currencies. Gains and losses arising
upon translation of these amounts into U.S. dollars for inclusion in the consolidated financial statements are
recorded in other income and expenses as foreign exchange. A 5% strengthening of the Canadian dollar versus the
U.S. dollar, at October 31, 2021, would have increased the foreign exchange loss for the year by approximately
$0.9 million while a 5% weakening of the Canadian dollar would have had approximately the equal but opposite
effect. This analysis assumes that all other variables remain constant.
Interest Rate Risk
Interest rate risk is the risk arising from the effect of changes in prevailing interest rates on Li-Cycle’s financial
instruments. It is management’s opinion that Li-Cycle is not exposed to significant interest rate risk, as it has no
variable interest rate debt.
Credit Risk
Financial instruments that potentially subject us to concentration of credit risk consist of cash and cash equivalents
and accounts receivable. Substantially all of our cash and cash equivalents were deposited in accounts at one
financial institution, and account balances may at times exceed federally insured limits. Management believes that
we are not exposed to significant credit risk due to the financial strength of the depository institution in which the
cash is held.
Recently Issued Accounting Standards Not Yet Adopted
From time to time, new accounting standards, amendments to existing standards, and interpretations are issued by
the International Accounting Standards Board (“IASB”). Unless otherwise discussed, and as further highlighted in
Note 3 to the accompanying financial statements of Li-Cycle for the twelve months ended October 31, 2021, LiCycle is in the process of assessing the impact of recently issued standards or amendments to existing standards that
are not yet effective.
Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements
Some of the statements in this MD&A constitute forward-looking statements that do not directly or exclusively
relate to historical facts. You should not place undue reliance on such statements because they are subject to
numerous uncertainties and factors relating to our operations and business environment, among other things, all of
which are difficult to predict and many of which are beyond our control. Forward-looking statements include
information concerning our possible or assumed future results of operations, including descriptions of our business
strategy. These statements are often, but not always, made through the use of words or phrases such as “believe,”
“anticipate,” “could,” “may,” “would,” “should,” “intend,” “plan,” “potential,” “predict,” “forecast,” “will,”
“expect,” “estimate,” “continue,” “project,” “positioned,” “strategy,” “outlook” and similar expressions. You should
read statements that contain these words carefully because they:
•

discuss future expectations;
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•

contain projections of future results of operations or financial condition; or

•

state other “forward-looking” information.

All such forward-looking statements involve estimates and assumptions that are subject to risks, uncertainties and
other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from the results expressed in the statements. We
believe it is important to communicate our expectations to our security holders. However, there may be events in the
future that we are not able to predict accurately or over which we have no control. The risk factors and cautionary
language discussed in this MD&A provide examples of risks, uncertainties and events that may cause actual results
to differ materially from the expectations described by us in such forward-looking statements, including among
other things:
•

changes adversely affecting the industry in which we operate;

•

our ability to achieve our business strategies or to manage our growth;

•

general economic conditions;

•

the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on the global economy, on the markets in which we
compete and on our business;

•

our ability to maintain the listing of our securities on NYSE;

•

our ability to retain our key employees;

•

our ability to recognize the anticipated benefits of the Business Combination; and

•

the outcome of any legal proceedings or arbitrations that may be instituted against us or in which
we may be involved.

These and other factors are more fully discussed in the “Item 3. Key Information—D. Risk Factors” section of the
Annual Report and elsewhere in this MD&A. These risks could cause actual results to differ materially from those
implied by the forward-looking statements contained in this MD&A.
All forward-looking statements included herein attributable to us or any person acting on our behalf are expressly
qualified in their entirety by the cautionary statements contained or referred to in this section. Except to the extent
required by applicable laws and regulations, we undertake no obligation to update these forward-looking statements
to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this MD&A or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events.
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